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Anne D' AlÃ¨s

Anne D' Alès Effet Tatoo

Tattoo patterned tights. Reinforced toes.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,40 EUR

3.90 euros
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Bonnie Doon

Bonnie Doon Fashion tights cotton

Fashion tights cotton. Hand-cut stitches.

Material: 75% cotton, 22% polyamid, 3% elastomer.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

13.90 euros

Bonnie Doon Opaque 100 den

Opaque tights 100 den. Invisible toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

12.90 euros

Bonnie Doon Opaque basic

Opaque tights 70 den. Invisible toe.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

9.90 euros
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Cabifi

Cabifi Istinct 80 den

80 den sheer tights with perforated ankle work in soft microfibre for a refined and original look.

Extra comfort edge that does not tighten at the waist.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

7.50 euros
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Calvin Klein

Calvin Klein 2 paires fantaisie 60 den microfibre

2 pairs of 60 den fantasy tights, 1 pair geometric patterns, 1 pair blended.

Material: 60% polyamid, 35% polyester, 5% elastane.

12.90 euros

Calvin Klein 2 paires fantaisies opaques

2 pairs of 60 den fantasy opaque tights.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

13.90 euros

Calvin Klein couture

Voile tights with seam on the back.

Material: 70% polyamid, 30% elastane.

10.50 euros

Calvin Klein fantaisie géométrique

Multicolored opaque Fashion tights. Invisible toe.

Material: 78% plyamide, 18% polyester, 4% elastane.

10.90 euros

Calvin Klein fantaisie voile brillant microfibre

Fashion sheer tights, shiny microfiber. Invisible toe.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

10.90 euros

Calvin Klein high-waisted french cut shaper tights 30

High-waisted french cut 30 den semi opaque shaper tight. Helps smooth and shape natural

curves. Ribbed control panels. Comfort band. Run resistant performance yarn helps stop

ladders. Soft microfiber yarn. Engineered for everyday comfort.

Material: 83% polyamid, 16% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22 EUR

12.90 euros

Calvin Klein opaque Ultra Fit 80 den

Matte shaper opaque tights 80 den. Helps smooth and shape natural curves. Wide

comfortable waistband. Shaper tight with ribbed control panels. Soft microfiber yarn.

Engineered for everyday comfort.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

9.90 euros

Calvin Klein uni Control Top 100 den

Opaque tights plain color "Control Top" microfibre 100 den.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane

11.50 euros
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Calzedonia

Calzedonia collant opaque Lurex

Lurex opaque fashion tights, glittery, gold color, 65 den.

Material: 87% polyamid, 6% elastane, 6% polyester, 1% cotton.

7.50 euros
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Cecilia de Rafael

Cecilia De Rafael Samburu Crys 80

80 denier opaque tights.

Get ready and be ready for the next chilly months and enjoy the holiday season with these

tights. These Crys tights are very soft with an opaque 80 denier style. These fashionable tights

also have a polished look to top it off. The cotton gusset makes these tights very comfortable.

The size 5 has a back yoke for a more comfortable fit.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane 3D.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,99 EUR

4.90 euros

Cecilia de Rafael Zafiro 50

Thick tights, 50 den. Opaque and velvety. Lycra 3D and microfibre. Unlined panty. Flat seams.

Sizes 1, 2, 3 and 4 with cotton gusset.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros
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Cervin

Cervin Lara

20-denier sheer stretchy foam woven tights. Very comfortable model with comfort zone,

reduced heel, reinforced toe and added belt.

Material: 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Cervin Megeve

80-denier semi-opaque stretchy foam woven tights. Very comfortable model with comfort

zone, reduced heel, reinforced toe and added belt. Gusset for hygiene and comfort.

Material: 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Cervin Sensual 20

These 20 den tights are the product of highly advanced research using new Lycra fibres, that

mould themselves to the shape of the leg. Sensual, aesthetic and sensorial. Uniform weave

tights for a slender silhouette. Transparent and feather-light gossamer. All the softness,

comfort and strength of Lycra double filament. Cotton gusset, picot mesh waistband. Elegant,

sophisticated mesh heels, invisible reinforcements.

Material: 80% polyamid, 18% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros
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Cette

Cette Dublin Size Plus

Opaque 60 den pantyhose, satin, 3D Lycra®, multifibre, all-through. Beautifully soft with back

gusset and flat seams for comfort & fit.

Material : 93% polyamid, 6% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Cette Sao Paulo

Thin 18 den tights, satin, covered Lycra®, cotton gusset, reinforced pantie and toes. With back

gusset in size XL.

Material : 86% polyamid, 13% elastane, 1% cotton.

5.90 euros
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Chantal Thomass

Chantal Thomass Crochet

Fashion tights crochet.  Signature waistband "Chantal Thomass" embroidered. Cotton gusset.

Composiition : 85% polyamid minimum.

12.90 euros

Chantal Thomass fantaisie 2

Fashion tights.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

1st selection: product considered by the manufacturer as flawless.

2nd selection: product considered by the manufacturer as having a minimal defect.

Declassified product, neutral packaging.

4.90 euros

Chantal Thomass fantaisie 3

Fashion tights.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane. 

1st selection: product considered by the manufacturer as flawless.

2nd selection: product considered by the manufacturer as having a minimal defect.

Declassified product, neutral packaging.

4.90 euros

Chantal Thomass fantaisie 4

Fancy sheer tights. Reinforced toes.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

1st selection: product considered by the manufacturer as flawless.

2nd selection: product considered by the manufacturer as having a minimal defect.
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Declassified product, neutral packaging.

4.90 euros

Chantal Thomass fantaisie 6

Fashion tights.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

1st selection: product considered by the manufacturer as flawless.

2nd selection: product considered by the manufacturer as having a minimal defect.

Declassified product, neutral packaging.

4.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Fantasmachic

Opaque 70 den pantyhose knitted in 3D. Knitted motives. Knitted waistband with the Chantal

Thomass signature.

Material: 90% polyamid, 6% elastane, 4% polypropylene.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 35 EUR

7.90 euros

Chantal Thomass French cut satiny

French cut 20 den satiny pantyhose. Satiny leg. Plain seams. Reinforced toes. Set-in belt with

Chantal Thomass acronym.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

9.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Opaque body-shaping

80 den opaque body-shaping pantyhose.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 49,95 EUR

9.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Yoga

80 den opaque pantyhose. White stripes knitted on the side of each leg & "CHIC" inscription

knitted on the bottom. Waistband with the Chantal Thomass signature.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 49,95 EUR

9.90 euros
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Chesterfield

Chesterfield Papillon 20 den

20 denier sheer tights (22 decitex). Softness effect fiber processing to jojoba oil softening

properties (resistant to 5 washes). Without demarcation. With gusset, flat seams, reinforced

toes. Pantyhose ironed.

Material : 89% polyamid, 11% elastane. Gusset: 60% cotton, 40% polyamid.

3.90 euros

Chesterfield slipé Shorty

Sheer elastane tights, transparency. 22 denier. Modern, simple and sexy shorty brief. Softness

effect: treatment of the fiber with jojoba oil with softening properties. Flat seams. Gusset.

Reinforced toes with run-stop. Ironed.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

5.90 euros

Chesterfield Teint Idéal

14 denier sheer tights. A palette of 5 shades developed in collaboration with a dermatologist

for a natural effect and a perfect match with my skin. Choose the color that suits your skin

tone. Tip: for a tanned effect, choose a tone above! Without demarcations. Flat seams.

Gusset. Invisible toe. Ironed.

Material: 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

5.90 euros

Chesterfield Voile Brillance

20 den sheer tights (22 decitex). Softness effect fiber processing to jojoba oil softening

properties (resistant to 5 washes). Back panel for size 4, 5 and 6. Panty. Reinforced toes.

Pantyhose ironed. Ref.: 7330.

Material : 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

5.90 euros
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Clio

Clio Confort et Soyeux 15

Comfort and silky 15 den sheer tights with comfort band. These fine tights ensure perfect

well-being, with their flexible and stretchy panties. The presence of the comfort band at the

back of the pants gives you more comfort.

Assembly with flat seams. Reinforced toes. Comfort band is present in all sizes, from size 2 to

6. Shaped and ironed.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

5.90 euros
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Crait

Crait Danse

Seamless dance tights on the back with feet.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

3.90 euros

Crait Danse 2

Dance tights with seam on the back. With feet.

Material: 100% polyamid.

3.90 euros

Crait Danse 3

Seamless dance tights on the back. With feet. Invisible toe.

Material: 100% polyamid.

3.90 euros
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Damart

Damart Confort Self-massaging 40

Self massaging 40 den control tights. With stretchable partie section, broad integrated

waistband. Stimulates blood circulation and helps combat Cellulite. Flat seams. Reinforced

toes. Tummy control brief in 80 den. Shaped.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Damart Silhouette 40

Sheer tights. 40 den. Anti-fatigue support. Graduated compression. Sewn-on waistband. Heel

inset. Shaped. Flat seam. Front and back insert for sizes 6 and 7.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,90 EUR

5.90 euros
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Dim

Dim 2 opaque tights 40 D

Set of 2 black tights. 40 denier opaque tights. Soft effect on the leg. Resistance at minimum

price. The essential tights for your wardrobe at a mini price! Fall for the opaque black EcoDIM

tights. Ref. : D01JQ.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim AbsoluFlex 20

Never hitch up your stockings again with our specially developed stay-put tights. Designed to

keep up with you wherever your day takes you! Total freedom of movement, thanks to a

formfitting panty and waistband that allow the tights to have perfect hold without slipping, or

wrinkling. Perfect hold whatever your movements. Doesn't slide, doesn't crease - Adapts to

shape - Resistance 20 den. Different shape at the front and back for a perfect stay-put fit.

Patented technology. More stretch in the back seams with support under the buttocks. Knitted

in France with Lycra®  fibres. Ironed finish. Ref. : D02Y7

Material : 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim AbsoluFlex Absolu Resist 20

Never hitch up your tights again with the latest AbsoluFlex technology. Wherever your day

takes you, your tights stay put! Sheer 20 den tights. Differently shaped at the front and back of

the briefs, to ensure a perfect fit. Absolu Resist fibres: zero laddering. Patented technology.

More stretch in the back seams with support under the buttocks. Knitted with Lycra® fibres.

Absolu Resist fibres for even longer-lasting wear. Knitted in France with Lycra® fibres. Ironed

finish. Ref. : D04KK.

Material : 75% polyamid, 25% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Angora 158 D

Luxuriate in our finest quality legwear. Tights that feel wonderful on thanks to the 10% Angora

blend. Warm 158 den tights. Invisible seams . Woven in the EU. Pressed finish.

Material: 54% viscose, 33% polyamid, 10% angora, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23,90 EUR

7.90 euros
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Dim Asymmetrical pattern 20

Original tights with pop touch. Discover the semi-transparent black tights with their

asymmetrical black log as a real accessory. A confident basic item with a fashion touch. This

creation from Dim's Style collection is both original and elegant, it will bring a sensual touch to

your outfit! Woven in a 20 veil with reinforced toes to last a long time, these black tights will

become the eye-catching piece in your dressing room this season. Our recommendation: wear

them with a plain dress, it will surely bring creativity to your outfit! Ref.:D086Z. 

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Beauty Resist Opaque 40

Want to look put-together all day long? Our ladder resist tights have got you covered! Finally,

opaque black tights that last! Opaque 40 tights that give your legs a matte look. Reinforced

knit to resist laddering. Woven with Lycra® fibres for comfortable day-to-day wear. Pressed

finish. Ref.: D00FX.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

6.90 euros

Dim Beauty Resist Semi-Opaque 25

Want to look put-together all day long? Our ladder resist tights have got you covered! Finally,

semi-opaque black tights that last! Your legs look lovely in semi-opaque 25 den with a satin

sheen. Knit reinforced with double core-spun yarn to resist laddering. Woven with Lycra®

fibres for comfortable day-to-day wear. Réf.: D00FW and D07F8.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros

Dim Beauty Resist Slim figure

Fall for the Beauty Resist tights collection and their superior strength: they won't let you down!

Slim silhouette 15 den transparent tights. Resistant and accessible for impeccable legs from

morning to night. Shiny finish thanks to the 15 den Lycra voile. Reinforced mesh for a longer

lifespan and optimal durability. Refined banding on the stomach and hips. Sculpting effect,

which flatters our silhouette. Ref.: D02Y4.

Material : 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

6.90 euros

Dim Beauty Resist Transparent 15

Our ladder resist tights keep you looking put-together at the office and preened for a night on

the town! Finally, chic sheer black tights that last! Your legs look lovely in sheer 15 den with a

satin sheen. Reinforced mesh to resist snags. Woven with Lycra® fibres for comfortable

day-to-day wear. Last longer. Reinforced toes. Réf.: D00FU and D00FV.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Dim Body Touch 20

A unique feeling of freedom, like a second skin, thanks to a waistband that is as stylish as it is

comfortable, which holds without squeezing and which you will forget you are wearing.

Legwear with a unique bare-leg feel that leaves you free to move. These sheer black tights are

the perfect match for any outfit. 20 den. Sheer matte finish. Invisible seams. Reinforced toe.

Pressed finish. Réf.: D1789.

Ultra-flexible velvet-smooth waistband - Doesn't mark the waist - Ironed finish - Transparent -

Knitted in France - Softness - Jojoba oil treatment - Ultra soft treatment - New toes - Finer

seams - Matt.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,50 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim Body Touch Flat Stomach

Legwear with a unique bare-leg feel that leaves you free to move. Comfortably figure-flattering

thanks to the ultra flexible waistband which frees the waist as well as a special knit which

guarantees a smooth waistline. Ultra-flexible velvet-smooth waistband. Doesn?t mark the

waist. Ironed finish. Flat tummy. Sheer matte finish. Transparent. Knitted in France. Softness.

Invisible seams. Jojoba oil treatment. Ultra soft treatment. Reinforced toe new toes. Finer

seams. Matt. 20 den. Réf.: 1030.

Material: 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Dim Body Touch Opaque 40

Opaque 40 denier tights. A unique feeling of freeedom, like a second skin, thanks to a

waistband that is as stylish as it is comfortable, which holds without squeezing and which you

will forget you are wearing. Ultra-flexible velvet finish waistband - Freedom & Softness -

Opaque. Pressing, gusset, flat seams, reinforced toes with a stop run.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,50 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim Body Touch Ultra Opaque 60

Succumb to the unique sensation of freedom, of these second-skin, ultra opaque navy tights.

You won't be able to do without them this winter! 

Body Touch 60 den ultra-opaque tights. Absolute comfort thanks to its velvety soft,

ultra-flexible waistband that doesn't leave marks on the waist. New fine, flat and soft toes. Ref.

: D03SB.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Body Touch Ultra Opaque 80

Opaque 40 denier tights that feel like a second skin. A feminine and comfortable waist panel to

hold your stomach in without digging in. Réf. : D1031.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Cashmere 158 D

Luxuriate in our finest quality legwear. Tights that feel wonderful on thanks to the 7%

cashmere blend. Warm 158 den tights. Blackout opaque matte finish. Invisible seams . Woven

in the EU. Pressed finish.

Material: 62% viscose, 27% polyamid, 7% cashmere, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Côtelé 90 den

Opaque ribbed tights, 90 denier. Ref. : D1714.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim Diam s Jambes Fuselées

You?ll love the sleek look of your legs in these blackout opaque tights that sculpt your figure in

comfort. 70 den tights with a sculpting effect. Shaping and slimming effect for the entire leg.

Satin-finish tights. No lines. Woven in France with Lycra®* fibres. Réf. : D04KM.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Diam s tummy flattening 70

You?ll love the long, long look of your legs and your sleek shapely figure in our

tummy-flattening sculpting tights! 70 den tights. Tummy panel to slim your figure. Satin effect

for lovely legs. Blackout tights: a sleeker, trimmer silhouette. Reinforced toe. Knitted with

Lycra®* fibres for the utmost comfort. Ref. : D05Y1.

Material : 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Diam's Tummy Flattening

Love your legs in our sleek shaping tights. Semi-opaque 25 den tights. Satin finish. Waistband

to flatten the tummy and sculpt your figure. Invisible seams and reinforced toe. Woven in

France with Lycra® Beauty fibres. Ref.: D1176.

Material : 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Diam's Voile Galbé 20 den

Shaped sheer 20 den (22 dtex). Sexy panties and shapely legs. Comfort waistband. Style and

comfort panty. Wonderful new feeling on wearing. Pressing. Flat seams. Gusset. Reinforced

toes with a stop run. Size 5 and 6 with integrated panty. Ref: D1141.

Material : 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,50 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim Dotted Fishnet

If it?s glamour and sophistication you're looking for, look no further than our dotted swiss

fishnet tights! Semi-opaque 65 tights. Fishnets with dotted pattern down the leg. Elastane for

improved ladder resistance. Pressed finish. Ref. : D03KG.

Material : 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Elegance Florale

Play to be a fatal woman with the floral elegance pantyhose of DIM. A chic and glamorous

ornament that will enhance your legs. Semi-opaque pantyhose 33 den. Very chic floral lace

ornament. Flowers spread over the leg to make a longer silhouette. Elegance assured. Ideal to

make your clothes more elegant. Réf.: D05YA.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim fantaisie broderie

Openwork embroidery style fancy tights. Ref.: D06QT.. 

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

6.90 euros
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Dim fantaisie losanges

Fancy diamond pattern tights on fine fishnet. Ref.: D06QP.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

6.90 euros

Dim Fishnet medium

Fishnet tights are the fashion accessory of the year and an absolute wardrobe essential!

Dress your legs in perfection and give your looks a rock chic appeal. Wear under trousers, a

skirt or shorts: they are sure to suit all your outfits! Ideal for adding a fresh twist to an outfit.

Medium mesh. Ref.: D06QN.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Fishnet tights

Fishnets never fail to make a fashion statement, so flaunt your legs in this pair that?s surfing

the trend this season. A fab addition to any outfit! Tight knit fishnet. Pair with trousers, skirts or

shorts: they go with everything! A great way to liven up an outfit. Ref. : D2165.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Garter effect

Tights with garter effect. Lace-effect panty. The ultra sexy garter pantyhose to slip under all

your dresses! Sheer 20 denier tights. Contrasting suspender effect and lace effect panty.

Resists longer thanks to the presence of elastane. Ironed quality. Ref.: D03KJ.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Dim glittery dotted swiss

Add some sparkle to your life with the black glittery dotted swiss tights from Dim! Your legs will

be the star of the show in these black glittery dotted swiss print tights from Dim! Ultra-feminine

and glamorous, these tights dress your legs in a sexy and transparent voile, which reveals

your curves in a mesmerizing reflection of light. Durable and comfortable, you'll sparkle in style

with our glittery dotted swiss tights. You'll appreciate the gusset at the crotch and the

reinforced toes for added comfort. Ultra-comfortable flat seams. Ref.: D08WP.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

6.90 euros
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Dim gold polka dot print

Fantasy and fashion, make your legs sparkle in the black 20 den tights with metallic polka dot

print! You'll never find another pair of tights like the Dim black pair with metallic polka dot print!

Original and feminine, they bring light to your underwear drawer. In semi-opaque black, these

women's tights lengthen your legs, and add a fun twist to your classic looks with their gold

metallic polka dots. With their invisible toes, the semi-opaque black tights are perfectly

comfortable. Ref. : D08WQ.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim intertwined dotted swiss

Get this semi-transparent Style tights with the intertwined dotted swiss pattern on legs! These

trendy and fancy tights are perfect if you want a sober and elegant outfit thanks to their

tone-on-tone pattern! Semi-transparent 20 den tights. Dotted swiss pattern. The dotted swiss

tights are the ideal tights to wake up your office outfit! Court shoes, boots with heels or flat

shoes, they can be worn with all your pairs. Ref. : D086W.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim iridescent fishnet

Show off your legs in the women's iridescent black and lurex fishnet tights, so sexy!

You'll love the glamor of these women's semi-opaque fishnet tights from Dim! Ultra-feminine,

they show off your legs for a sexy, rock 'n' roll look. And to top it all off? The subtly iridescent

fabric adds a light touch to your underwear collection. You and your legs are glowing! We love

the comfort of the elastic waistband and the gusset in the crotch. Festive lingerie that you'll

keep coming back to. Ref. : D08WO.

Material : 83% polyamid, 12% elastane, 5% metallic thread.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Irrésistible 15 Voile Résistant

15 den tights. Extreme resistance, transparent and shiny. Tights that combine the

transparency and look of 15 den tights with the increased resistance of 20 den tights (88% of

the 88 pairs of Irresistible Voile Resistant tights tested had not laddered after 3 days).

Test carried out by an independent institute. Reinforced toes with a stop run.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

4.90 euros

Dim Lace flowers

Elegance meets style in this pair of tights in floral lace!
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Add glamor to your looks, and show off those sexy legs, in our black semi-opaque tights in

floral lace! These fine knit tights will be your new closet favorite! We love the fine lace, which

leaves an elegant bouquet down the length of your legs, and the unmistakable comfort

provided by the protective cotton gusset in the crotch and the reinforced toes. Ref.: D08WF.

We love: 

- The fancy, glamorous style of floral print lace.

- The delicate feel of the fine, semi-opaque fabric.

- The added comfort of the cotton material and the reinforced toes.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Mod Tulle Fleuri 24 den

Fashion tights 24 den tulle effect. Flat seams.

Material: 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

6.90 euros

Dim opaque velouté 50

Add some color to your winter looks with the velvet tights from Dim Style! Keep your legs

warm this season with Dim's opaque velvet tights. Super resistant thanks to their reinforced

toes and 50 den elastane veil, these women's tights are also super comfortable to wear.

Finally, a pair of tights that don't dig into your waist! Comfortable waistband that holds your

waist perfectly without compressing it. Reinforced toes to resist daily wear and tear.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

5.90 euros

Dim Opaque Velvet 60

Opaque look velvet softness tights. Opaque tights that feel wonderful on thanks to the

microfibre blend. 60 den. Opaque matte finish. Invisible seams. Woven in the EU. Pressed

finish. Ref.: D1056.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Opaque velvety 50 without belt

Classic, timeless and essential: DIM black velvety opaque tights won't let you down! With their

mattifying effect, they sublimate your legs and remain discreet. 50 denier opaque tights with

beltless technology, these tights make very nice legs without tightening at the waist. Matte

effect on the leg. Reinforced tips. Réf. : D05Y4.
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Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Openwork

Fashion tights ajouré with signature waistband (logo Dim). Ref.: D1236.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim openwork lace

Fancy openwork lace tights. Ref.: 1631.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

4.90 euros

Dim openwork lace flowers tights

Fancy openwork lace flowers tights. Ref.: 1634.

Material : 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Dim Plumetis 15

The discreet feather print of the 15 tights is the best way to provide a fashion touch to your

outfits! Semi-transparent 15 tights. Dotted swiss pattern. Sheer finish. Reinforced toe. Pressed

finish. Ref. : D1229.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Precious Foliage

Fashionable and imaginative: original foliage pattern black tights. Discover the fancy modern

semi-transparent black tights with precious foliage pattern which provides a trendy touch! A

charming complement to many different styles! Semi-transparent 20D intense black tights.

Precious Foliage pattern. For a trendy look, wear these tights with a leather skirt and black

boots! Ref. : D0873.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros
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Dim Sporty 40

The perfect tights to adopt a sporty look. Create your casual and modern look with the sporty

40 black tights and the color stripes on the side of each leg! These tights are made of 40 sheer

with strong seams on toes to prevent from ripping them. Ref.: D0875.

Material: 84% polyamid, 12% polypropylene, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim star fishnet

For a 100% rock look, we can't resist these star fishnet 73 den tights! Wear them with white

sneakers for a trendy, laid-back look! Ref.: D1072.

Material : 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Sublim Flat Tummy

Spotlight your legs in these tummy-flattening tights in gazelle with a satin sheen. Specially

designed for you to step out looking slim, trim and naturally gorgeous. 15 den. Sheer satin

finish. Invisible seams. Reinforced toe. Pressed finish. Resisting elastane. Réf.: D1475.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim Sublim Sheer with contouring effect

Contouring is all the rage this year, and your legs will love the trend. Your svelte new pins are

only a pair of contouring tights away!  Sheer 17 den contouring effect tights. Contouring effect:

visibly slimmer, more slender legs. Light areas at the centre of the tights to lengthen legs.

Darker areas on the sides to narrow legs. Réf.: D06QD.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Sublim Voile Brillant 15 den

Shiny 15 den (17 dtex) tights highlighting beautiful legs. Improved resistance. Tested softness.

Resistant. Illuminated legs. Glossy sheer. With integrated panty (size 5 and 6). Pressing.

Reinforced toes with a stop run. Réf.: D1185.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane or 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Dim Tartan pattern

Fancy and audacious, show off your legs in these black voile tights with a fantasy, geometric

tartan print! A little bit chic, a little bit fantasy, you'll love these geometric tartan print voile

tights! Made of subtly knitted voile fabric, these women's tights enhance your legs tastefully,

and add an original twist to your closet. The black version makes your legs look soooo long!

And for your comfort, there's a protective gusset in the crotch, and reinforced toes for longer

lasting durability. Ref.:D08WK. 

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Teint De Soleil Even and Sunkissed Tone Flat Tummy

Teint de Solei Flat Tummy smoothes your figure and thanks to the polyurethane thread. Teint

de Soleil enhances your legs as subtly and naturally as a light covering of foundation. Tghts

that combine the invisibility and coolness of 10 den tights, with the strength of 17 den tights.

Invisible and strong sheer. Freshnet treatment. Tummy flattening. Invisible toes. Finish ironed.

Knitted in France. Cooling effect. Ref.: D1472.

Material: 59% polyamid, 36% polyurethane, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Teint De Soleil Modeled hips, stomach and buttocks

17 den sheer tights. Tanned effect all year round. With its specific thread and bodyshaping

briefs, Teint de Soleil reshapes the tummy and hips as well as giving your legs a naturally

sun-kissed look. Invisible and strong sheer. Molded hips, belly, buttocks. Cooling effect.

Preshness treatment. Ironed Finish. Invisible toes. Knitted in France. Ref.: D1776.

Material: 70% polyamid, 28% polyurethane, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Teint De Soleil Tanned Effect

Thanks to the polyurethane thread, Teint de Soleil enhances your legs as subtly and naturally

as a light covering of foundation. These tights combine the invisibility and freshness of a pair

of 10D tights with the run-resistance of a 17D pair. The Nude Comfort waistband fuses with

the skin, making it wonderfully comfortable and discreet under clothing.

Comfort-ultra thin waist band. All sheer. Gusset. 17 den. Ref.: D1184.

Material: 51% polyamid, 49% polyurethane or 49% polyamid, 51% polyurethane or 56%

polyamid, 44% polyurethane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros
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Dim Teint De Soleil Ventre Plat

Treat your legs to a sun holiday with our bronzer tights! As subtle as a tinted moisturiser, they

light up your legs while flattening your tum and sculpting your waist. 17 den. Sheer sunkissed

finish. Invisible seams. Seamless toe. Woven in France.

Material: 65% polyamid, 28% polyurethane, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim Thermo Acti Voile

With the Thermo range, show off your legs throughout the winter with this comfortable and

ultra-warm collection. Discover the no.1 thin yet warm tights for irresistible legs, even in the

winter. An absolute wardrobe must-have! 20 den black transparent tights. Stretch Energy

technology: thread that generates heat through leg movement. 3D knit for extreme softness

and durability. Flat toes. Réf.: D07C7.

Material: 77% polyamid, 23% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Thermo Polaire 143 D

Keep your legs cosy in our snuggly fleece-lined tights. Warm 143 den tights. Fleece lining.

Blackout opaque tights. Soft and comfy. Ref.: D01K7.

Material: 83% polyester, 7% spandex.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,45 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Ultra Opaque 80

80 den tights. Opaque finish, velvety soft to the touch. Comfort waistband. Ref.: 1232.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Velvet Opaque 40 den

40 den tights. Velvet opaque. Flat seams. Invisible toe. Ref. : D1312.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,45 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim vertical stripes

Enhance your legs in our semi-opaque black tights with vertical stripes! Our black tights with
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vertical stripes celebrate all leg shapes, making them look infinitely long and slender. The

semi-opaque, fine knit fabric gently caresses the leg and polishes it to perfection. Strut your

stuff in these stretchy, durable tights, ideal for any occasion! Designed for your comfort, with a

cotton gusset in the crotch to prevent chafing, and reinforced toes for longer lasting durability. 

Fine, semi-opaque black fabric. Tonal vertical stripes design that slenderizes the leg. Cotton

gusset for optimal comfort. Ref.: D08WJ.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Voile Transparent Mes Essentiels

Ultra transparent sheer 15 den tights. Incredibly comfortable waistband. Lycra sheer tights.

Insert for the 6 size. Réf.: 1133.

Material: 100% polyamid.

3.90 euros
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Dior

Dior Ascot

Fantasy tights with horizontal or vertical sets of checks, on a fishnet background. Cotton

gusset. Reinforced toes. Waistband features Dior logo.

Material: 90% polyamid, 8% elastane, 2% cotton.

8.90 euros

Dior Carla

Fashion tights, knitted embroidered pattern. Signatare waistband. Cotton gusset. Reinforced

toes.

Material: 91% polyamid, 8% elastane, 1% cotton.

8.90 euros

Dior Coloressence Spray Coloré

Expandable airy-light tights with a micro-aired texture. A spray-on colour effect that unifies and

enhances the skin tone. Low waist.

Material : 57% polyamid, 41% polyurethane, 2% silk.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23 EUR

8.90 euros

Dior Disco

Large round tubular lace fishnet tights.

Material: 91% polyamid, 8% elastane, 1% cotton.

8.90 euros
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Donna BC

Donna BC Free 12

Low waist 12 den tights with spandex, matt, sheer. Comfort waistband.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

3.90 euros

Donna BC Polo 50 Special Size

Microfiber opaque 50 den tights specially designed for large sizes, with a shaped panty.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Dore Dore

Doré Doré Burmese

Microfiber tights Lycra 3D 10 den. Knitted belt, gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

6.90 euros

Doré Doré Caprice 20

Aflex ultra-sheer voile tights: stretchy and hard-wearing. 20 den. - Fine-mat Double yarn

ultra-sheer voile - Sewn-on waist band with stretch back gusset in all sizes - Shaped

Reinforced heels and toes to prevent laddering.

Material: 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Doré Doré Chevron

Fashion tights.

Material: 71% polyamid, 22% polyester, 7% elastane.

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Clarté 10

Tights Ultra fine and transparent 10 Den. It fits like a second skin. All sheer - Cotton gusset -

Shaped tights - Flatlingerieseam - Reinforced toes.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré classique 20 den maternité

Maternity tights with extra large gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 100% polyamid-nylon.

2.90 euros

Doré Doré Coloré 50

Tights in multifibre, long-lasting and very soft to the touch. Opaque. Mat. Stretchy waist.

Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes to prevent runs. 50 den.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré DDivine

Fashion tights.
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Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

6.90 euros

Doré Doré DDynamique

Fashion tights.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 26,10 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Happiness

Fashion tights.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 26 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Intensité 30

Tights in microfibre, long-lasting and very soft to the touch. 30 den. Semi-transparent mat -

Smooth, silky look - Stretchy waist with topstitch trim. Cotton gusset and flat lingerie seams for

optimal comfort - Reinforced toes to prevent laddering.

Material: 78% polyamid, 21% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 27,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Iris

Fantasy tights with horizontal stripes.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

10.50 euros

Doré Doré Leg care 40

Leg care tights. 40 den. Semi-opaque. Silky look. Tonic massage effect relaxing your legs for

vitality and well-being. All sheer. Knitted waistband. Cotton gusset. Flat lingerie seam L+XL

with back gusset. Shaped. Reinforced toes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré Lobélie

Fashion tights. Check pattern.
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Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

12.90 euros

Doré Doré Manzoni

Fashion tie and dye tights.

Material : 76% polyamid, 24% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré Matelassé

Fashion tights.

Material : 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 26 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Matité 20

Tights 20 den. fine, mat and transparent. 15 den aspect. Silky touch and excellent mat finish :

the beauty of your legs. All sheer. Knitted waistband. Cotton gusset - Shaped and ironed tights

- Flat lingerie seam - Reinforced toes. 

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré Matité Confort 20

Tights with smooth, silky look to underline the beauty of your legs.

20 den. Fine. Mat. Resistant for daily wear. Stretchy waist with large back gusset in all sizes.

Topstitch trim at waist. Flat lingerie seam for optimal comfort. Graduated compression knit.

Shaped. Invisible reinforced toes (with run resist knit) ideal for summer shoes.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Mystère

Fashion tights.

Material: 80% polyamid, 15% polypropylene, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 28,60 EUR

7.90 euros
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Doré Doré Norvégien

Fashion tights.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 28 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Opacité 60

Tïghts in microfibre, long-lasting and very soft to the touch. 60 den. Opaque. Mat. Feels like

velvet on the skin. Stretchy ultra-comfortable waist with topstitch trim. Cotton gusset and flat

lingerie seam for optimal comfort. Reinforced toes to prevent laddering.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 31,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Persan

Superb comfort with gusset and knitted waistband. Extra softness using microfibres. Long

lasting with double covered Lycra. Perfect fitting. 50 den.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré Reynerie

Fashion tights.

Material: 76% polyamid, 12% elastane, 10% polypropylene, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 25 EUR

8.90 euros

Doré Doré Satiné 20

Tights with smooth, silky look to underline the beauty ofyour legs. 20 den. - Fine - Satiny -

Resistant for daily use Stretchy waist with topstitch trim - Cotton gusset in sizes 1, 2 and 3 -

Large back gusset in size 4 and 5. Flat lingerie seam for optimal comfort - Graduated

compression knit - Shaped - Invisible reinforced toes (with run resist knit) ideal for summer

shoes.

Material: 88% polyamid, 11% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Satiné 40

Tights with smooth, silky look and an active toning effect. 40 den - Fine - Satiny - Resistant for
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daily use Stretchy waist with topstitch trim - Cotton gusset in sizes 1, 2 and 3 - Large back

gusset in size 4 and 5. Flat lingerie seam for optimal comfort - Graduated compression knit

with light massaging effect. Shaped - Reinforced toes (with run resist knit) to prevent

laddering.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Sherbourne

Fashion tights.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Soho

Fashion tights.

Material: 47% polyamid, 45% polypropylene, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 28 EUR

8.90 euros

Doré Doré Subtilité 15

Tights in microfibre, long-lasting and very soft to the touch. 15 den - Very fine - mat -

Transparent from tip of toes to waist - Stretchy waist with topstitch trim. Cotton gusset and flat

lingerie seam for optimal comfort - Reinforced toes to prevent laddering.

Material: 81% polyamid, 19% elastane or 75% polyamid, 24% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré Superlastic 20

Fine stretch tights: transparent and elegant. 20 den - Fine - mat - Sewn-on waistband with

extra-wide stretch back gusset in all sizes. Shaped. Reinforced heels and toes to prevent

laddering.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,30 EUR

5.90 euros

Doré Doré Touslesjours

Fashion tights.
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Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Villa Matilde

Fashion tights.

Material: 75% polyamid, 15% polypropylene, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

8.90 euros
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Elbeo

Elbeo BB Cream Effect 16

BB Cream effect. Make up for your legs! Transparent, slightly glossy tights 16 den with BB

Cream Effect. Light reflecting yarn covering imperfections and tightening the skin optically - for

a Perfect Nude Look. High-quality LYCRA® 3D hosiery construction for an even optic.

Excellent wearing comfort due to non-chafing flat seams and soft comfort waistband. Optimal

fit thanks to cotton gusset. Reinforced toe.

Material: 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11 EUR

6.90 euros

Elbeo Cashmere

Fashionable & individual. Little luxury for daily life: Noble material combination of smooth

cashmere for highest wearing comfort. Exceptionally pretty optic due to high quality

3D-knitting. Excellent wearing comfort due to non-chafing quality flat seam. Fine elastane for a

perfect fit.

Material: 60% viscose, 29% polyamid, 6% cashmere, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Elbeo Fit & Elegant 40

Tights 40 den with figure-controlling panty. Pleasantly soft elastic waistband. With comfort

gusset (from size 4). Elasticated heel and toe reinforcement. With Lycra to gently massage the

leg.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Elbeo Panty Comfort 70

70 den tights with high support (Support class III). Checked. Exceptionally durable. Uniformly

graded pressure profile from the foot to the waist. Body shaping panties. Lace, sole and heel

elastic Reinforced. All sizes with comfort gusset.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane or 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

9.90 euros

Elbeo Perfect Curves Cotton

Comfortable LYCRA® XCEPTIONELLE cotton pantyhose combines high comfort in wear with

aesthetic visual appearance. Due to the use of LYCRA® SOFT COMFORT fibre in the panty

part it provides extra comfort. Comfortable fit for female curves and attractive appearance by
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additional comfort zone, rhomb gusset and middle seam.

Material: 90% cotton, 6% polyamid, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

7.90 euros

Elbeo Pikant 20

Transparent mat pantyhose 20 den. Well fitting gusset. Reinforced toe and heel. Reinforced

Panty.

Material: 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

5.90 euros

Elbeo Rank & Schlank 40

Tights 40 den with figure-controlling panty. Pleasantly soft elastic waistband. With comfort

gusset (from size 4). Unreinforced heel. With Lycra to gently massage the leg.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

7.90 euros
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Ergee

Ergée Satin silky shiny 20

Silky shiny 20 den tights, unreinforced throughout. Comfortable comfort waistband with handle

edge. Comfortable cotton gusset and comfortable flat seam. Reinforced tip, fully formed. With

lycra satin sheers.

Material : 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros
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Esprit

Esprit élastiqué étoiles

Elasticated tights fantasy pattern with large and small stars. Thin and opaque tights.

Comfortable stretch polyamide blend. Pattern with big and small all-over stars, unicoloured

background, comfortable belt at the waist.

Material: 88% polyamid, 8% elastane, 3% polypropylene, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19,95 EUR

9.90 euros

Esprit chevrons

Two-tone herringbone pattern tights and stretch comfort. Thin opaque tights. Made of

comfortable stretch polyamide. Fine herringbone pattern with two-tone vertical appearance.

Comfortable waist with a printed logo.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane. 

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19,95 EUR

9.90 euros
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Falke

Falke Brick

Fashion tights 20 den.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Falke Circle Net

These open-weave tights have a wide, comfortable elastic waistband with the Falke name and

a picot edge trim. Top is seamless to lay flat under your clothes. Leg features an open

honeycomb pattern. Tall elastic waistband has the Falke name knit into into, and won't dig or

bind. Top is seamless for invisibility under clothing. Crotch gusset has knit-in ling so panties

are optional. Leg is open-weave honeycomb pattern. Toe has opaque weave reinforced area.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

7.90 euros

Falke Degrade

Fashion tights 60 den.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

7.90 euros

Falke Diamond 10

Ultra-transparent silky-soft sheer 10 den tights that give you a touch of luxury. Our innovative

"Belle du Jour" material makes your legs feel wonderfully smooth and imparts a natural

elegant tone. Supreme wear comfort and innovative gusset in net structure with hygienic effect

in size S-L and from size XL with comfort gusset as well as special ladder-resistant toes.

Material : 65% polyamid, 35% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

6.90 euros

Falke Flower Bouquet

Fashion lace tights.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

7.90 euros
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Falke Irregular Line

Fashion tights 20 den.

Material : 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Falke Micromagic 80

Opaque 80 den tights with an elegant matt look. Maximum wear comfort thanks to a range of

individual sizes. Supersoft feel. Cotton gusset size S - L, Figured gusset size XL. Flat seam.

Falke border. Lightly reinforced. Ref.: 40094.

Material : 89% polyamid, 10% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Falke mode 20

20 den fashion tights. Ref.: 1038.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

7.90 euros

Falke Pure Matt 50

Matte, semi-opaque 50 den tights with the perfect FALKE fit for evenly beautiful legs. The

perfect companion for everyday life! Extremely comfortable, with innovative hygienic gusset in

sizes S-L and body-shaped gusset in size XL. High-quality flat gusset seams, comfort

waistband and extra-soft toe seams.

Matte, semi-opaque tights.

Semi-opaque tights in elegant matte look for flawlessly beautiful legs.

Breathable, hygienic gusset (sizes S-L) as well as body-shaped gusset (from size XL).

Flat seams and wide waistband to ensure pressure-free fit in the toe and gusset area.

High-quality flat gusset seams, comfort waistband and extra-soft toe seams.

Material : 89% polyamid, 10% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros

Falke Seasons

Fancy cotton tights.

Material: 85% cotton, 15% polyamide.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22 EUR

7.90 euros

Falke Seidenglatt 40

Semi-opaque 40 den tights with an elegant, seductive lustre. Maximum wear comfort thanks to

a range of individual sizes. Like pure silk against the skin. Cotton gusset size S - L, figured
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gusset size XL. Flat seam. Falke border. Comfort waistband. Lightly reinforced. Ref.: 40496.

Material : 89% polyamid, 10% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22 EUR

6.90 euros

Falke Seidenglatt 70

Elegant, opaque sheer tights with delicately shimmering look. Makes your skin feel silky to the

touch. Supreme comfort and innovative hygienic gusset made with a net structure in sizes S-L,

a comfort gusset in size XL, and soft-seam toe.

Slight sheen, opaque sheer tights.

70 den appearance.

Perfect FALKE fit ensures comfort.

Premium flat seam and comfort waistband.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

8.90 euros

Falke Shades

Fashion 20 den tights.

Material : 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

7.90 euros

Falke Zig Zag Mesh

Fashion tights 30 den.

Material : 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23,90 EUR

7.90 euros
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Filodoro

Filodoro Absolute Summer 8

Cool and ultra sheer 8 den summer pantyhose. Natural or tanned effect. Flat seam, gusset.

sheer body and toe.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Filodoro Absolute Summer 8 antislide

Cool and ultra sheer antislide 8 den summer pantyhose. Natural or tanned effect. Flat seam,

gusset. sheer body and toe.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Filodoro Clio 50

Opaque 50 den matt pantyhose with a velvet look, ultra-soft sensation. With microfibre. Flat

seam, sheer to the waist, gusset, reinforced toe.

Material : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Filodoro Cosmetic Summer 8

Ultra-sheer pantyhose, cool for summer. Tanned and natural effect, sheer to the waist, gusset,

invisible toe, 8 den.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

5.90 euros

Filodoro Creta 13

Elegant ultra sheer 13 den matt tights. Sheer through body, comfort seams, hygienic gusset,

sandal toe.

Material: 81% polyamid, 16% elastane, 3% cotton.

5.90 euros

Filodoro Dafne 20 shiny

Sheer 20 den tights with glossy shine for elegant and seductive legs.

Flat seams, sheer to the waist, reinforced toe. Coton gusset for sizes 1, 2 et 3 and back panel

for the size 4XL.
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Material: 75% polyamid, 21% elastane, 4% cotton.

4.90 euros

Filodoro Etra 15

Comfortable ultra-sheer 15 den matt tights. Sheer through body, comfort seams, hygienic

gusset, sandal toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

6.90 euros

Filodoro Fiction

Fashion fishnet tights.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

5.90 euros

Filodoro Ice Summer 8

Summer ultra-sheer 8 den tights. Sheer through body, transparent and fresh, specially for

sandals.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

4.90 euros

Filodoro Ninfa 20

Elegant 20 den sheer matt tights. Sheer through body, confort seams, hygienic gusset, sandal

toe.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

4.90 euros

Filodoro Outlook

Fashion tights. Gusset. Invisible panties and toes.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Filodoro Profile

Fine fancy tights on the front on the leg and more thick on the back. Elegance, perfect finish,

comfort.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11 EUR

5.90 euros

Filodoro Savage

Opaque fashion tights. Gusset. Invisible toe. Comfort seams.
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Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

5.90 euros

Filodoro Tulle Vintage

Tulle hipster tights with horizontal striped pattern. Sheer through body, sandal toe, hygienic

gusset.

Material: 77% polyamid, 15% polypropylene, 8% elastane.

4.90 euros

Filodoro Tulle Zig-Zag

Tulle tights with vertical zigzag decoration. Sheer through body, hygienic gusset, sandal toe.

Material: 52% polyamid, 33% polypropylene, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Filodoro Venere 20

Relaxing support tights, sheer and matt, with body control and graduate compression.

Reinforced body, comfort seams, hygienic gusset, reinforced toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 9% elastane, 1% polypropylene. 5XL: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Filodoro Wavy

Opaque fashion tights plumetis effect, small white dots on black. Gusset, invisible toes,

comfort seams.

Material: 90% polyamid, 8% elastane, 2% polyester.

5.90 euros
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Fiore

Fiore Aisha 30 den

Fashion fishnet tights 30 den. Cotton gusset. Invisible toe. Stronger structure. Flat seams.

Material: 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.50 euros

Fiore Amia

Fashion tights 60 den technologie 3D. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and

4. Flat seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

5.90 euros

Fiore Arianna

Fashion tights 60 den technologie 3D. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and

4. Flat seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

7.50 euros

Fiore Avila

Mock suspender tights with back seam pattern, 40 den. Top quality, highly fashionable

patterned tights. Matte, sheer-to-waist with comfortable flat seams, invisibly reinforced toe

portion and single-covered elastane yarn for improved durability. Perfect to finish off any

stylish ensemble.

Material: 88% polyamid, 11% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Fiore Bettina

Fashion tights "3D" 60 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Flat seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

8.90 euros

Fiore Blanca

Fashion tights 40 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 2, 3 et4. Invisible reinforced toes. Stronger

structure.

Material: 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton.

7.50 euros

Fiore Canella

Sexy pantyhose with a hold-up imitation pattern. Transparent tights and contrasting red back
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seam. Invisibly reinforced toes, comfortable flat seams and single-spun elastane yarn for

improved durability. 40 den.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Fiore Carmen

Fashion tights 30 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Flat seams. Stronger

structure.

Material: 82% polyamid, 14% elastane, 3% polypropylene, 1% cotton.

4.50 euros

Fiore Danielle

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4.

Stronger structure.

Material: 87% polyamid, 12% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Fiore Delora

Fashion tights "3D" 60 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Reinforced invisible toe. Flat

seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

7.90 euros

Fiore Diana

Classic, semi matte sheer 20 den tights with invisibly reinforced toe portion. No differentiated

toe and brief portions as well as soft, flat seams make the Diana model ideal for the tight

clothing, both for everyday and evening wear. Cotton gusset.

Material: 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton.

3.90 euros

Fiore Edina

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den with metallic yarn. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4.

Reinforced invisible toe.

Material: 83,5% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% metallic yarn, 1,5% polypropylene, 1% cotton.

6.50 euros

Fiore Eulalia

40 den tights with a patterned opaque lower leg and faux stocking top and suspender effect

from mid-thigh. Invisibly reinforced toe, comfortable flat seams and single-covered elastane

yarn for improved durability.
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Material: 87% polyamid, 12% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Fiore Giana

Fashion tights "3D" 40 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Reinforced invisible toe. Flat

seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

7.50 euros

Fiore Haza

Fashion tights 40 den. Invisible reinforced toes. Flat seams. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4.

Stronger structure.

Material: 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros

Fiore Julianna

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4.

Stronger structure.

Material: 87% polyamid, 12% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Fiore Kendra

Fashion tights 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Stronger

structure.

Material: 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros

Fiore Ksymena

Fashion tights 40 den. Cotton gusset. Invisible reinforced toes.

Material: 87% polyamid, 12% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Fiore Lambda

Elegant, sexy, soft and comfortable 40 den tights. Highly fashionable patterned tights. Tights

with a hold-up imitation pattern. Semi-opaque, sheer-to-waist, with comfortable flat seams.

Invisibly reinforced toe portion and single-covered elastane yarn for improved durability. This

Sensuous tights will compliment any outfit. Great for everyday and evening wear. They allow

feeling of elegance.

Material: 87% polyamid, 12% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,95 EUR
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5.90 euros

Fiore Lesley

Microfiber tights fantaisie 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4.

Stronger structure.

Material: 87% polyamid, 12% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Fiore Luana

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Flat seams. Cotton gusset for sizes

3 and 4.

Material: 76% polyamid, 12% elastane, 10% polyester, 1% polypropylene, 1% cotton.

5.90 euros

Fiore Magnolia

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Reinforced invisible toe.

Material: 87% polyamid, 12% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.50 euros

Fiore Nadja

Fashion tights 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Stronger

structure.

Material: 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton.

7.50 euros

Fiore Nastia

Fashion tights "3D" 60 den. Reinforced invisible toe.  Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Flat

seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 83% Polyamide,  14% elastane, 2% polyester, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Fiore Natasha

Fashion tights ajouré 40 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 2, 3 et 4. Invisible toe. Flat seams.

Stronger structure.

Material: 84% polyamid, 15% elastane, 1% cotton.

5.90 euros

Fiore Nica

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4.Reinforced invisible toe. Flat

seams.

Material: 84,5% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2,5% polypropylene, 1% cotton.
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6.90 euros

Fiore Orlanda

Fashion tights "3D" 60 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Flat seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

8.90 euros

Fiore Portia

Fashion tights 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Stronger

structure.

Material: 83,5% polyamid, 13% elastane, 1,5% polypropylene, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Fiore Roxana

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% polyester, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Fiore Sango

Fashion tights "3D" 60 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Flat

seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

7.50 euros

Fiore Savanna

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Reinforced invisible toe. Flat

seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 87% polyamid, 12% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Fiore Sienna

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Reinforced invisible toe. Flat

seams.

Material: 84,5% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2,5% polypropylene, 1% cotton.

5.90 euros

Fiore Silvana

Fashion tights "3D" 60 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Flat seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

8.90 euros
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Fiore Total-Slim 20

20 den tights with a slimming effect, shaping your belly, bottom, hips and thighs. As a result of

Silver Fresh Technology application, woman's skin stays fresh and dry, and the problem of

bacterial and fungal growth is kept under control. Extra reinforced panty portion in size 2. Extra

reinforced panty portion with cotton gusset in sizes 3 and 4. Reinforced panty portion with

reinforcing panel in sizes 5 and 6. Stronger structure. Invisibly reinforced toes. Cotton gusset.

Material : 79% polyamid, 19% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Fiore Tula

Fashion tights 40 den. Reinforced invisible toe. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4.

Material: 82,5% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton, 1,5% polypropylene, 1% lurex.

6.90 euros

Fiore Wanda

Fashion tights "3D" 60 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 3 and 4. Reinforced invisible toe. Flat

seams. Stronger structure.

Material: 81% polyamid, 18% elastane, 1% cotton.

5.90 euros

Fiore Zara

Fashion fishnet tights 30 den. Cotton gusset for sizes 2, 3 et 4. Reinforced invisible toe.

Stronger structure.

Material: 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton.

8.90 euros
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Gabriella

Gabriella Agnes

Fancy tights. Openwork graphic patterns. Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset,

sewed with flat seams. Invisibly reinforced toes. 60 den

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Ayra

Exclusive fancy tights 40 den manufactured from Lycra fibres double braided with polyamid.

Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset, sewed with flat seam

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Gabriella Cashmir 901

Thick and warm jackard 200 den tights with cotton. Extremely soft, delicate and comfortable.

Openwork graphic patterns. Cotton gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 92% cotton, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Gabriella Classic 15

Lycra-stretch 15 den tights, semi-satin, semi-matt, with high waist and reinforced panties and

toes part.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

3.90 euros

Gabriella Classic 20

20 den stretch tights, semi-satin, semi-matt, with high waist and reinforced panties and toes

part.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

3.90 euros

Gabriella Cloe 20

Exclusive fancy tights 20 den manufactured from Lycra fibres double braided with polyamid.

Tights with square design on the lower leg. Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset,

sewed with flat seam

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Gabriella Demi

Imaginative tights Demi mimics the Overknees with decorative edge and delights with their

fineness. The intense black of the Overknees in the lower part meets the fine tulle in the top of

the tights. The transitional area consists of a refined pattern that gives these tights an

incomparable character and elegance. The perfect choice for women with a penchant for

details. Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset, sewed with flat seams. Invisibly

reinforced toes. 40 den.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,70 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Gaya

Fancy tights. Openwork graphic patterns. Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset,

sewed with flat seams. Invisibly reinforced toes.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Gabriella Hipsters 20

Matt 20 den sheer tights, low waist, reinforced panties` and toes` part, elasticized with Lycra.

Gabriella's Hipsters tights are designed to be worn on the hip for those bare midriff moments!

Matt finish and with added Lycra for day-long durability.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

3.90 euros

Gabriella Hipsters 40

Matt opaque tights, low waist, reinforced panties` and toes` part, elasticized with Lycra.

Gabriella's Hipsters tights are designed to be worn on the hip for those bare midriff moments!

Matt finish and with added Lycra for day-long durability.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Kabarette

Women`s tights, type fishnet, made of yarn type braided LYCRA.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Kabarette 2

Women`s tights, type fishnet, made of yarn type braided LYCRA.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Gabriella Mamma 100

Comfortable 100 den tights with special panties` part which gently supports abdomen part

from the bottom. Additional reinforcement on the back and anti-pressure belt provides comfort.

Softened with Aloe Vera extract.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,60 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Mamma 20

Comfortable 20 den tights with special panties` part which gently supports abdomen part from

the bottom. Additional reinforcement on the back and anti-pressure belt provides comfort.

Softened with Aloe Vera extract.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,30 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Mamma 40

Comfortable 40 den tights with special panties` part which gently supports abdomen part from

the bottom. Additional reinforcement on the back and anti-pressure belt provides comfort.

Softened with Aloe Vera extract.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,30 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Massage 20

20 den tights & hips shaping, anti-varix tights with foot-massage effect.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Meggy

Exclusive fancy tights 20 den manufactured from Lycra fibres double braided with polyamid.

Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset, sewed with flat seam. Sandal toe.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Gabriella Melange 50

De luxe opaque tights, melange elasticized with LYCRA, sheer to waist. Warm, opaque tights

are perfect for the outfits on cool days and blend well with thick fabrics. Melange means (from

French) a mix of colors and this is the best choice for women who are looking for a
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fashionable addition to their outfits. Thanks to the use of elastic lycra fibers these tights are

very nice on the legs and emphasizes the female figure. Unreinforced panty ensures the

highest wearing comfort and even better freedom of movement. 50 den.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Mery

Mery tights from the City collection are a super fashionable, somewhat swarthy proposal

imitating stockings.

A simple form with a decorative finish creates the perfect set with everyday stylizations as well

as for big outings.

Transparent material along the entire length of the tights in the middle of the thigh was broken

by a wide belt, creating a unique pattern resembling a garter belt with buckles.

The use of double-braided Lycra fiber thanks to the delicate, compact structure makes the

tights very soft and velvety to the touch, at the same time making them more durable and

more resistant to puffs.

No separate panty part, invisible reinforcement on the fingers and a cotton gusset with flat

seam guarantee convenience and comfort.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Microfibre 40

Microfibre 40 denier tights are a classic and elegant choice for chilly days. Optimal thickness

guarantees comfort even at low temperatures and adds chic to your attire. Made of soft and

pleasant-to-touch microfibre, these tights are also extremely strong and, most importantly,

ladder resist. Slightly opaque, they will make your legs look slimmer and add lightness to your

silhouette. Microfibre 40 denier tights are a must in your hosiery drawer and go particularly

well with cold-weather outfits. Pick your favourites from our wide range of colours and boost

your style! Gusset for sizes 3 et4. Back yoke for the size 5. Reinforced invisible toe.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Gabriella Milley

Tights with a decorative motif. 40 den.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Gabriella Miss Gabriella 15

Lycra ? stretch 15 den tights, semi-satin, semi-matt, with high waist and reinforced panties`

and toes` part. Unbeatable for work or casual wear, the Miss Gabriella 15 sheer pantyhose are

exceptional value. They are made with durable Lycra yarns and have reinforced toes, so they

are soft, comfortable and will last a long time. A semi-matte slight satin 15 denier finish will

enhance your leg complexion.
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Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Prim

Fishnet tights witha decorative motif.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Puntina Due

Exclusive fancy tights 20 den manufactured from Lycra fibres double braided with polyamid.

Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset, sewed with flat seam. Sandal toe.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Gabriella Push-Up 40

Modeling and slimming 20 den tights with a special part uplifting buttocks, pressing hips and

abdomen part. Softened with Aloe Vera extract which moisturizes skin and gives the feeling of

comfort.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,30 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Relax 20

Tights & hips shaping, anti-varix tights, with an anti-cellulite action, softened with ALOE VERA

makes skin moistured and gives a feeling of comfort. Cotton gusset for size 2 to 4. Back panel

for size 5. Reinforced toes.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Reni

Fishnet tights witha decorative motif.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Savia

This elegant, patterned model will give each stylization a unique character, regardless of the

situation in which it will be presented. The fancy, geometric pattern along the entire length of

the tights looks great on the legs, creating an original effect and not thickening them optically.

The microfiber with the addition of Lycra 3D elastic fibers, from which they are made, makes

them extremely soft and pleasant to the touch, yet durable and more resistant to puffs. The
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lack of a separate toe part provides many options for choosing footwear, and a cotton wedge

with flat seam guarantee convenience and comfort.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Valery

This graceful Valery model is a very interesting imitation of thick, stockinged stockings in the

form of pantyhose. The black, opaque bottom part makes the legs look beautifully slim, with

the fine, enveloping the legs tulle in the top is a symbol of femininity. This product is the best

choice for women who appreciate comfort and style in everyday life. The tights are designed

according to the latest trends, where the combination of stockings and mini skirt or dress is an

absolute hit. Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset, sewed with flat seams. Invisibly

reinforced toes. 40 den

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,40 EUR

5.90 euros

Gabriella Vanessa

Exclusive sheer tights in a trendy leggings look, black on top, skin-colored in the foot area.

Without marked panties part, with cotton gusset, sewed with flat seams. Invisibly reinforced

toes. 20 den.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Xilo

Stylish opaque tights with trendy oversized houndstooth pattern, 60 den.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14 EUR

5.90 euros
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Gamba Perfetta

Gamba Perfetta microfibra 40 den

Microfibra mat 40 den tights. They are silky with a gusset. Excellent stick to legs and give the

feeling of comfort and elegance.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

3.90 euros

Gamba Perfetta microfibra 80 den

Microfibra mat 80 den tights. They are silky with a gusset. Excellent stick to legs and give the

feeling of comfort and elegance.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

3.90 euros
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Gatta

Gatta Carrie Ann 13

Fashion tights  40 den.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

6.50 euros

Gatta Faria 02

Tights for ladies, patterned, made of braided elastan type yarn, matt, without marked knickers'

part.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

5.90 euros

Gatta Lilli Ann 12

Fashion tights 40 den.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

6.50 euros

Gatta Lilli Ann 28

40 den fancy ladie's tights. 

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Gatta Lisette 03

Tights for ladies, patterned, made of braided elastane type yarn, matt, without marked

knickers' part.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

5.90 euros

Gatta Lorenne 04

Fashion tights mat 40 den. Gusset. Sheer to waist.

90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

7.50 euros

Gatta Loretta 55

Tights for ladies, patterned, with exclusive softness, made of micro-fibre, matt, without a

marked knickers' part, with a small gusset. 50 den.
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Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

6.50 euros

Gatta Loretta 57

Tights for ladies, patterned, with exclusive softness, made of micro-fibre, matt, without a

marked knickers' part, with a small gusset. 50 den.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

6.50 euros

Gatta Nasty 15

Thong cut tights 15 den. Briefs et reinforced toes.

Material: 86% polyamid, 15% elastane.

7.90 euros

Gatta Rosalia 40

Classic and elegant, 40 den opaque matt solid color tights. Extremely soft and comfortable on

the inside, perfect for the cold days. Made of soft microfiber weave. Non-irritant,

non-allergenic. Without toe enforcement.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

5.90 euros

Gatta Rosalia 60

Collant micro-fibre opaque 60 den, mat, sans culotte dessinée. Back yoke for the size 5.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

5.90 euros

Gatta Shay 04

Fashion tights mat 40 den. Invisible panties. Reinforced toes.

Material: 51% polyamid, 29% polyester, 5% elastane.

6.50 euros

Gatta Susie Ann 05

Fashion tights low waist 40 den. Invisible panties and toes. 

Material: 46% polyester, 46% polyamid, 8% elastane.

5.90 euros

Gatta Tiffany 17

Fashion tights soft and mat 60 den. Invisible panties, with gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

7.50 euros
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Gatta Tiffany 18

Fashion tights soft and mat 60 den. With gusset. Invisible panties. Reinforced toes.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

6.50 euros

Gatta Trini 01

Fashion tights mat 50 den sans culotte dessinée. Reinforced toes.

Material: 55% polyamid, 34% polyester, 6% polypropylene, 5% elastane.

6.50 euros
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Gerbe

Gerbe Alizée

Fashion tights. Knitted lace with all-over dandelion flowers patterns. Signature waistband.

Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 88% polyamid, 11% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Gerbe Altesse 20

Sheer matte micromesh tights, 20 denier appearance.

Timeless... These micromesh tights remain a safe piece. Updated with new finishes they treat

themselves to a fresh look. Ultraflat seamless waistband, back comfort panel size 6, gusset,

reinforced heels and toes.

Material : 98% polyamid, 2% silk.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23 EUR

6.90 euros

Gerbe Arpege

Fashion 20 den tights. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes and heels.

Material: 86% polyamide, 10% elastan, 4% cotton.

4.90 euros

Gerbe Atlanta

"Pop Art" fantasy tights, nude aspect. Cotton gusset, flat seams.

Material : 89% polyamid, 10% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Gerbe Caprice Gaspard Yurkievich

The Gaspard Yurkievich hosiery collection, developed in collaboration with Gerbe, is in perfect

harmony with the creative vision of the designer. Luxury and seduction all in one, these tights

is a perfect example of his creativity.

The seams in the panty and around the silk lined gusset are flat and perfectly finished.

Invisible reinforced heels and toes make these tights easy to wear with sandals as well as

more durable, making the fit perfect without restricting the movement. Ultra flat seamless

waistband sits perfectly, keeping the tights perfectly in place. 

Material: 49% Polyester, 45% Polyamide, 5% Elastane, 1 % Silk.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 60 EUR

14.90 euros
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Gerbe Emotion

Fashion tights. Knitted lace with refined floral pattern. Signature waistband. Cotton gusset.

Reinforced toes.

Material : 88% polyamid, 11% elastane, 1% cotton.

6.90 euros

Gerbe Enivrant

Seamless two-tone fishnet fashion tights. Signature waistband. Cotton gusset.

Material: 89 % Polyamide, 9 % elastane, 2 % Coton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21 EUR

5.90 euros

Gerbe Espiègle

Fishnet tights.

Material : 91 % polyamid, 8 % elastane, 1 % silk.

5.90 euros

Gerbe Essentiel 15

Nude aspect 15 den tights. Sheer and iridescent Lycra®. Relaxing effect. Cotton gusset, flat

seams. Reinforced invisible toes.

Material: 87% polyamid, 11% elastane, 2% cotton.

7.90 euros

Gerbe Exciting Actuel 15

Pure beauty, a fine and satiny "second skin", from the waist to the tip of the foot. A supple and

sensual texture. Cotton gusset, flat seams, reinforced toes. Appearance 15 den (17 decitex).

Material: 88% polyamid, 10% elastane, 2% cotton.

Printed package "Exciting" only but produced by "Gerbe".

3.90 euros

Gerbe Exciting Lycra 30 (1ère version)

Matt tights nylon. Reinforced toes. Aspect 30 den.

Material: 100% polyamid.

Packaging marked "Exciting" only but produces "Gerbe".

3.90 euros

Gerbe Exciting Lycra 30 (3ème version)

Matt tights aspect 30 den. Reinforced toes.

Material: 66% polyamid, 34% elastane.
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Packaging marked "Exciting" only but produces "Gerbe".

3.90 euros

Gerbe Exciting Try

Opaque fantasy tights mottled grey and black.. Sheer to waist. Reinforced toes.

Material: 62% polyamid, 33% cotton, 4% elastane, 1% silk.

Packaging marked "Exciting" only but produces "Gerbe".

3.90 euros

Gerbe Faïence

Small geometric motifs forming a lozenge pattern looking like an earthenware fresco on tulle

base. Ultraflat, knitted, seamless and absolutely invisible waistband providing excellent

support without being too tight. Invisible reinforced toes. Silk gusset. Ultraflat seamless

waistband.

Material : 89% polyamid, 10% elastane, 1 % Silk

7.90 euros

Gerbe Flocon

Fashion tights. Inspired from honeycomb, open-work patterns on an opaque background.

Invisible reinforced toes. Silk gusset.

Material : 82% polyamid, 17% elastane, 1 % silk

7.90 euros

Gerbe Frivole

Fashion tights. Knitted knots imitating a front and back seam, Opaque graphic side band, 20

den aspect.

Material: 78% Polyamide, 15% Polyester, 6% Elastane, 1 % cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22 EUR

5.90 euros

Gerbe Gerclub Anne

Tights 15 den (17 dtex). Comfort and hygiene insured inside the gusset of natural silk.

Stitch-by-stitch finished toes. Invisible reinforced toes and heels.

Material : 94%  polyamid, 6% natural silk.

4.90 euros

Gerbe Gerclub Boutique 20

20 den (22 dtex) pantyhose. Sewn seam with French heel and toe. Double flat seamed panty

with cotton gusset. Comfortable and resistant panty.

Material : 98% polyamid, 2% cotton.
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4.90 euros

Gerbe Gerclub Cyrene

Tights 15 den (17 dtex). Comfort and hygien insured inside the gusset of natural silk. Size 4

with big gusset. Invisible reinforced heels and toes. 

Material : 98% polyamid, 2% natural silk.

4.90 euros

Gerbe Gerclub Gerlon 15

Tights 15 den (17 dtex). Comfort and hygiene insured inside the gusset of natural silk.

Material : 98%  polyamid, 2% natural silk.

4.90 euros

Gerbe Gerclub Pois

Tights 15 den (17 dtex) with polka dot pattern. Comfort and hygien insured inside the gusset of

natural silk. Size 3and 4 with big gusset. Reinforced heels and toes. 

Material : 98% polyamid, 2% natural silk.

8.90 euros

Gerbe Gerclub Satin

Satin 20 den Tights (22 dtex). Comfort and hygiene insured inside the gusset of natural silk.

Stitch-by-stitch finished toes. Invisible reinforced toes and heels.

Material : 90% polyamid, 8% elastane, 2% natural silk.

4.90 euros

Gerbe Gerclub Sculptural 12

Extraordinary feeling with this multifibre pantyhose which like a "second skin" covers vour legs

with a permanent comfort, an infinite velvety softness, a perfect stitch without irregularity. 12

Deniers : a powder transparency. Mat seams - Silk gusset (sizes 1-2-3).

Double scam in the pantv (sizes 4-5). Knitted waistband. Reinforcement under the waistband.

Reinforced toe.

Material: 80% polyamid, 17% elastane Lycra, 3% silk.

6.90 euros

Gerbe Illusion

Fashion tights 70 den. Imitation of sewn vertical cloth bands in an opaque/transparent way.

Signature waistband. Cotton gusset. Invisible reinforced toes.

Material: 94 % Polyamide, 5 % elastane, 1 % Coton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23 EUR

6.90 euros
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Gerbe Jungle

Fashion tights. Cotton gusset.

Material : 93% polyamid, 6% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21 EUR

6.90 euros

Gerbe Ludique

Fashion tights all-over knitted graphic stripes.

Material: 88% polyamid, 11% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Gerbe résille

Timeless fine fishnet tights. Bewitching charm... A mythical and so-wanted accessory. These

tights master the art to suggest without unveiling. Ultra sophisticated and outrageously chic...

Ultraflat seamless waistband, gusset, reinforced toes.

Material : 91 % polyamid, 8 % elastane, 1 % silk.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 30 EUR

7.90 euros

Gerbe Sunlight 20

Semi-sheer shiny tights, 20 denier appearance.

Shimmering sheerness...

A delicate iridescent finish relevantly balanced to make beautiful shiny legs.

Ultraflat, knitted, seamless and absolutely invisible waistband providing excellent support

without being too tight. Invisible reinforced heels and toes. Silk gusset, back comfort panel.

Material : 88% polyamid, 10% elastane, 2% silk.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 28 EUR

7.90 euros

Gerbe Surprise Gaspard Yurkievich

The Gaspard Yurkievich hosiery collection, developed in collaboration with Gerbe, is in perfect

harmony with the creative vision of the designer. Luxury and seduction all in one, these tights

is a perfect example of his creativity.

The seams in the panty and around the silk lined gusset are flat and perfectly finished.

Invisible reinforced heels and toes make these tights easy to wear with sandals as well as

more durable, making the fit perfect without restricting the movement. Ultra flat seamless

waistband sits perfectly, keeping the tights perfectly in place.
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Material: 89% Polyamide, 7% Elastane, 3% Polyester, 1 % Silk.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 60 EUR

14.90 euros

Gerbe Voile Boutique 20

Sheer mat extensible voile tights 20 den. Cotton back strip, flat seams, invisible reinforced

heels and toes. Signature waistband. Shaped.

Material : 98% polyamid, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 27,50 EUR

6.90 euros
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Golden Lady

Golden Lady Activ 15

Sheer transparent tights 15 den (17 dtex) with soft sheen. Comfort seams. Ironed.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

3.90 euros

Golden Lady Argentina

Fashion tights. Hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material : 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady B-Side

Fashion tights low waist. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset : antiallergenic, antibacterial and

transpiring treatment.

Material: 74% polyamid, 11% elastane, 8% polyester, 7% polypropylene.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Beauty 20

Sheer tights 20 den, sheer through body, hygienic gusset, comfort seams, sandal toe.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Bodyform 20 den

Sheer toning tights 20 denier (22 decitex) with bikini control top, gusset and sandal toe.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Ciao 20

Sheer mat tights 20 denier (22 dtex). Silky touch for perfect legs. Re-inforced body for more

resistance and better wearability. Finely re-inforced toes for more resistance.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

3.90 euros

Golden Lady Ciao 20 XL

Extra large sheer mat tights 20 denier (22 dtex) with cotton gusset. Flat seams.

Material : 86% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Ciao 40

Sheer tights 40 den. Silky touch for perfect legs. Re-inforced body for more resistance and
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better wearability. Finely re-inforced toes for more resistance.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Costine Semplici

Fashion tights ribbed. Hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Coton Mélangé

Opaque tights with cotton blend. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset en polypropylene.

Material: 61% cotton, 29% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 6,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Delicate Lace 20 den

Fashion tights 20 denier (22 decitex). Sheer through body with comfort seams. Hygienic

gusset. Sandal toe.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane. Gusset: 52% polypropylene, 48% polyamid.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Dettagli 70 den

Opaque tights tactel 70 den (78 dtex).

Material: 98% polyamid, 2% elastane.

2.90 euros

Golden Lady Diamond Sky

Fashion tights. Invisible toe. With gusset.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane. Gusset: 52% polypropylene, 48% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Donna 20

Sheer extra large tights with gusset 20 den. Comfort seams.

Material : 100% polyamid.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Dynamic 15

Sheer tights 15 den (17 dtex) with brief slip with lace. Comfort seams. Invisible toe.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane or 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.
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4.90 euros

Golden Lady Dynamic 20

Satin sheer tights 20 den (22 dtex) with embroidered body, sandal toe.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Dynamic 20 control top

Sheer transparent tights with embroidered. Control top, gusset and comfort seams. Sandal

toe. 20 den.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Dynamic 40

Sheer 40 den tights with an embroidered body, hi-line pantie and cotton gusset. Flat seams.

Material: 87% polyamid, 11% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Eliana 20 den

Sheer tights extra-large 20 denier (22 dtex). Comfort seams.

Material : 100% Polyamide.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Fiore Macro

Fashion tights low waist. Floral pattern. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset : antiallergenic,

antibacterial and transpiring treatment.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Firenze

Fashion tights 20 den (22 decitex). Sheer to waist, comfort seams. Hygienic gusset. Invisible

toe.

Material: 83% polyamid, 17% elastane. Gusset en polypropylene.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Flip 20

Sheer tights extensible mat 20 den (22 dtex). With gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

5.90 euros
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Golden Lady Florida

Fashion tights. Hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material : 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Goldenergy 40

Medium support tights 40 den with gusset. Flat seams.

Material: 86% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Granluce 20 Shiny

Shiny 20 denier tights, shaped. Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset. 

Material: 84% polyamid, 14% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Indian Palace

Fashion tights. Invisible toe. With gusset.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane. Gusset: 52% polypropylene, 48% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Kissy 15 den

Very fine sheer tights 15 denier (17 dtex ).

Material : 100% Polyamide.

3.90 euros

Golden Lady Lastic 15

Sheer transparent tights with soft sheen. 15 den (17 dtex).

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

3.90 euros

Golden Lady Londra

Fashion tights 20 den (22 dtex). Sheer to waist, comfort seams. Hygienic gusset. Invisible toe.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane. Gusset polypropylene.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Lyric 15

High sheen 15 den tights. Comfort seams.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.
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3.90 euros

Golden Lady Make Up 50

Opaque 50 den tights for every day look. Smooth and soft structure for extra comfortable

feeling on the skin. Perfect fit and comfort.

Material : 100% Polyamide.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Multirighe

Fashion tights low waist. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset : antiallergenic, antibacterial and

transpiring treatment.

Material: 91% polyamid, 7% elastane, 2% polyaster.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Oblige 32B

Fishnet tights.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Perfect 20

20 den sheer tights more resistant to ladders thanks to the exclusive technology of the lycra®

fusion yarn perfect look all day long. LYCRA® Fusion fibre breathes new life into sheer tights:

elegant and soft on the legs, and more ladder resistant. More confident and relaxed wherever

you are. Special breathable body. Polypropylene gusset. Sandal toe.

Material: 73% polyamid, 26% elastane, 1% polypropylene.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Piuma

Soft, warm opaque tights. Gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 80% acrylique, 20% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Piuma Wool

Soft, warm opaque tights. Gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 70% acrylique, 20% polyamid, 10% wool.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Python

Fashion tights pattern python.

Material: 68% polyamid, 24% polypropylene, 8% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 6,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Repose 20

Light support 20 den tights. Everyday massage for the wellbeing of the legs. Re-inforced body

for more resistance and better wearability. Finely re-inforced toes for more resistance.

Polypropylene gusset.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Repose 40

Light support 40 den tights. Everyday massage for the wellbeing of the legs. Re-inforced body

for more resistance and better wearability. Finely re-inforced toes for more resistance.

Material: 86% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Repose 70

70 den light support tights. Every day massage for the wellbeing of the legs. Re-inforced body

for more resistance and better wearability. Finaly re-inforced toes for more resistance.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady RocknChic

Fashion tights.

Material : 58% polyamid, 35% polypropylene, 7% spandex.

 SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND: 5,90  EUR

3.90 euros

Golden Lady Romantic Net 20 den

Fashion tights 20 den (22 dtex). Sheer to waist. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset. Invisible toe.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,68 EUR

4.50 euros

Golden Lady Samba

Fashion tights low waist. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset : antiallergenic, antibacterial and

transpiring treatment.

Material: 82% polyamid, 12% elastane, 6% polyester.

5.90 euros
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Golden Lady Scotland

Fashion tights scottish pattern. With gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 54% polyamid, 40% polyester, 6% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Sole

Fashion tights cotton. Briefs sheer to waist with comfort seams.

Material: 72% cotton, 25% polyamid, 3% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Spyral

Fashion tights 70 den (78 dtex). Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset en polypropylene. Invisible

toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Street

Fashion tights low waist. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset : antiallergenic, antibacterial and

transpiring treatment.

Material: 85% polyamid, 11% elastane, 4% polyester.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Sunfresh 10

Ultra sheer 10 den tights for natural bare leg-look with sandal toe. Comfort seams.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Tie Texture 20 den

Fancy tights 20 den. Sheer to waist, comfort seams, hygienic gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Tonic 70

70 den soft microfibre opaque tights. Light and warm feeling. Smooth and soft structure for

extra comfortable feeling on the skin. Perfect fit and comfort. Sheer to waist. Sheer through

body with comfort seams. Hygienic gusset. Sandal toe.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane or 91% polyamid, 8% elastane, 1% polypropylene.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Trecce

Fashion tights. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset : antiallergenic, antibacterial and transpiring
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treatment.

Material: 92% polyamid, 5% elastane, 3% polyester.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Velvet Flowers

Fashion tights. Invisible toe. With gusset.

Material : 94% polyamid, 6% elastane. Gusset: 52% polypropylene, 48% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23,99 EUR

6.90 euros

Golden Lady Vely 15

Sheer tights 15 denier (17 dtex). Invisible toe.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% spandex.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Venezia

Fashion tights 30 den (33 dtex). Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Hygienic gusset. Invisible toe.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane. Gusset en polypropylene.

5.50 euros

Golden Lady Vivace Control Top 40

"Beauty tights" 40 den with control top, graduated massaging effect and soft waist band

sheer-throught body. Comfort seams. Breathable antibacterial hypoallergenic gusset. Sandal

toe.

Golden Lady has created ?VIVACE Control Top" the sheer-through tight with comfort waist

band and sandal toe. It has a massagmg and toning action all over thè leg, to reduce fatigue

without forsaking its elegance.

Perfectly sheer-through body, enhancing your figure for all occasion. Extremely soft waist

band, with very comfortable seams. Massaging and toning action for your legs.

Material: 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Grandicalze

Grandicalze Glam

Fashion tights. Invisible toe. Gusset.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24  EUR

6.50 euros
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Guess

Guess fashion couture

Fancy stocking effect tights with garter belt and back seam. Guess rhinestones at the back of

the ankle.

Material : 96% polyamid, 13% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

12.90 euros

Guess fishnet

Fishnet tights.

Material: 84% polyamid, 15% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16 EUR

11.90 euros

Guess Jungle

Jungle pattern tights.

Material: 91% polyamid, 8% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

12.90 euros

Guess polka dot

Polka dot tights.

Material: 83% polyamid, 16% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

12.90 euros
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Helena Rubinstein

Helena Rubinstein Attraction

15 den super sheer and perfectly fitting monofilament tights. Designer embroidered "HR"

panty with coton gusset. 15 den stretch leg. Flat seams, cotton gusset and clear run-proof toe.

Ref.: 2H2.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

5.90 euros

Helena Rubinstein Bikini

High-leg bikini tights with gusset. 15 den stretch leg. Clear runproof toe. Ref.: 2H14.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

5.90 euros

Helena Rubinstein Emotion

Super fine tights with very low-cut "bikini" in Tactel, cotton gusset, flat seams. 10 denier

stretch leg. Invisible run-resist toes.

Material: 54% polyamid, 40% tactel, 6% elastane.

5.90 euros

Helena Rubinstein Impulsion

10 den extra sheer tights monofilament with soft Tactel cut away panty. Cotton gusset with flat

seams and clear runproof toe. 10 denier stretch leg.

Material: 50% polyamid, 44% tactel, 6% elastane.

5.90 euros

Helena Rubinstein Vibration

Extra sheer support 15 den tights with Lycra. Flat seams, cotton gusset,reinforced toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

5.90 euros
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Hoss Intropia

Hoss Intropia côtes fines

Thermal tights with fine ribs.

Material: 67% modal, 31% polyamid, 2% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 25 EUR

7.90 euros

Hoss Intropia dentelle

Lace tights.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

7.90 euros

Hoss Intropia uni opaque satiné

Satin opaque plain color tights.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 25 EUR

7.90 euros
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Ibici

Ibici 15

Extremely sheer 15 den pantyhose, leg 100% in nylon, with a special elasticised control top

that shapes the silhouette. Real heel and invisible toe, ideal to wear with shoes with open toe.

Cotton gusset.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane. Legs: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,95 EUR

4.90 euros

Ibici Claire 20

20 den ultra sheer and mat "sheer to the waist" pantyhose. It perfectly fits you with an ultra

soft touch and long wear. Flat seams and gusset.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

5.90 euros

Ibici Cleo 15 v1

15 den sheer matte pantyhose, close-fitting and invisible like a second skin. Slightly reinforced

elasticised panty to improve fit and durability. Gusset, reinforced toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Ibici Cleo 15 v2

15 den sheer matte pantyhose, close-fitting and invisible like a second skin. Slightly reinforced

elasticised panty to improve fit and durability. Gusset, reinforced toe.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Ibici Cleo 15 v3

15 den sheer matte pantyhose, close-fitting and invisible like a second skin. Slightly reinforced

elasticised panty to improve fit and durability. Gusset, reinforced toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

3.90 euros

Ibici Design

Fashion tights.

Material : 75% polyamid, 25% elastane.

4.90 euros

Ibici pois Lurex

Fashion tights. Pea Lurex.
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Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Ibici Sharon 50

50 denier opaque tights. Soft and comfortable. Gusset. Invisible toes.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

5.90 euros

Ibici Silver 40 Nude

All nude. sheer and mat Lycra 40 den pantyhose. Cotton gusset. An innovative dynamic

concept of active beauty inspired the creation of this brand new line of pantyhose, certified by

DuPont according to the guideline of the new "Leg Care' technology. The revitalizing and

invigorating action of the Active Beauty Concept'pantyhose line, has been conceived in order

to grant you more attractive legs today, always young-looking tomorrow.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Ibici Summertime 8

The absolutely invisible 8 den pantyhose thanks to the micro-aereated structure and to the

invisible toe. Soft waistband and ultra light cotton gusset that make the pantyhose even cooler.

The size V without backpanel guarantees a perfect look.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,65 EUR

4.90 euros

Ibici Voile 15

Exclusive and very comfortable, Voile is the new pantyhose 15 denier that combines an

incredible softness and transparency with a perfect fitting.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros
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In Extenso

In Extenso 2 resistant sheer tights 15

2 Sheer 15 den resistant tights. 

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

6.90 euros

In Extenso collant d'été 8

Toeless sheer 8 den tights. Sheer to waist. Formed ironed. Invisible toes.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

5.90 euros
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Jolinesse

Jolinesse 60 den fibre climatique

Plain 60 denier tights with special thermal sole. Insulates heat with Meryl Nexten climate fiber.

Very comfortable thanks to flat seams, cotton gusset and comfort waistband.

Material: 94% polyamid, 3% cotton, 3% elastane.

4.90 euros

Jolinesse 60 den motif carreaux

60 denier tights. Soft and warm quality. Very comfortable wearing thanks to the gusset and

pleasant edge. Modern plaid pattern. Optimal cut thanks to the Lycra fiber.

Grey/red composition: 75% polyamid, 20% polypropylene, 5% elastane.

Grey/blue composition: 72% polyamid, 23% polypropylene, 5% elastane.

4.90 euros

Jolinesse 70 denier shaping tights

70 denier shaping tights. Very comfortable thanks to flat seams, cotton gusset and comfort

waistband. Form-fitting briefs for optical optimization of the stomach and buttocks. Intelligent

elana yarn, absorbing body heat and returning infrared rays. Emana is a polyamide-based

yarn, containing bioactive crystals that allow better microcirculation of the skin. The signs of

cellulite can thus be reduced and muscle fatigue alleviated. In order to achieve a reduction in

the signs of cellulite, we recommend wearing the garment for at least 30 days and at least 6

hours a day. Perfect shape and elasticity thanks to the Lycra fiber.

++

Material: 94% polyamid (dont 8% emana), 6% &eacute;lasthanne.

5.90 euros
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Kunert

Kunert Classic 30 intermediate size

30 den tights. Intermediate size. Supercrêpe. Semi-transparent. Comfortable fit through

additional elasticlty in the reinlorced panty. Shorter legs. Reinforced panty. Panty with longer

back part. With comfortable gusset.

Material : 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

5.90 euros

Kunert Classic 60 intermediate size

60 den tights. Intermediate size. Supercrêpe. Opaque with a mat sheen. Panty nude look.

Shorter legs and larger knit panty. With comfortable gusset. Toe slightly reinforced, fitted heel.

Material : 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

5.90 euros

Kunert Eldorado 30

Tights semi-transparent mat 30 den. Comfortable and pressure-free border. Panty with

comfort gusset in sizes V and VI. Legs with stylish mat look. Reinforced toe with flat seam.

Fitted heel, not reinforced.

Material : 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

5.90 euros

Kunert Glatt & Softig 20

Tights transparent matt 20 den. Perfection and harmony. Precious quality, finest creation,

first-class style and fit - a masterpiece of KUNERT. Comfortable and pressure-free border.

Panty with flat seam, cotton gusset and comfort gusset for sizes V and VI. Legs with

nude-look. Reinforced toe with flat seam. Fitted heel.

Material : 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8 EUR

5.90 euros

Kunert Opaque 40

Tifhts opaque with Lycra soft and comfortable perfect fit long-lasting soft on the skin. Size 5 et

6 with large gusset. Invisible toe. Sheer to waist.

Material: 91% polaymide, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,95 EUR

2.90 euros

Kunert Opaque 40 v2

40 den tights opaque. Perfection and harmony. Precious quality, finest creation, first-class

style and fit - a masterpiece of KUNERT. Comfortable and pressure-free border. Panty with
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flat seam, Skinlife-gusset and comfort-gusset in size V. Leg, opaque and with Skinlife-yarn.

Toe with soft flat seam, not reinforced. Fitted heel, not reinforced.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10 EUR

6.90 euros

Kunert Satin Look 20

20 den tights transparent and glossy. Comfortable and pressure-free border. Nude-look, flat

seam and cotton gusset, comfort-gusset for size V and VI. Legs in stylish brilliant look.

Shadow toe with soft flat seam. Fitted heel, not reinforced.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10 EUR

6.90 euros

Kunert Shiny Pinstripe

Tights, glossy, opaque 59 den, classic and elegant pinstripe design. Perfection and harmony.

Precious quality, finest creation, first-class style and fit - a masterpiece of KUNERT.

Material : 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

7.90 euros

Kunert Soft Look 20

Transparent 20 den sheers tights with an elegant mat sheen. Smooth elastic comfort band.

Smooth, flat seams for extra comfort. Nude look. Stylish, slightly reinforced toe and invisible

sandal heel. Soft cotton gusset up to size IV. Extra wide gusset for size V. Individual fit. With

Aloe Vera to keep skin feeling velvety smooth.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

5.90 euros

Kunert Soft Touch

Tights soft and wide edge. well-being effect of Aloe Vera. Particularly soft thanks to the

microfilament.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,50 EUR

4.50 euros

Kunert Super Control 40 classe 2

Support tights semi-transparent matt. Perfection and harmony. Precious quality, finest

creation, first-class style and fit - a masterpiece of KUNERT. Comfortable and pressure-free

border. Shaping panty with flat seam, cotton-gusset and comfort-gusset for sizes V and VI.

Individual stretch control between leg and thigh. Graduating support in medium support-class

8-10 mmHg. Comfort-toe and heel for a pressure-free fit.
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Material: 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

6.90 euros

Kunert Transparence 15

Fine 15 den tights, transparent and sheer. Slighty reinforced panty and toe, with gusset

comfortable to wear kind to the skin.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Kunert Transparence 15 Glossy

Fine glossy 15 den tights, transparent and sheer. Slighty reinforced panty and toe, with gusset

comfortable to wear kind to the skin.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Kunert Velours 40

Opaque microfiber, all sheer, cotton gusset, reinforced toes, flat seam.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16 EUR

4.90 euros

Kunert Warm Up 60

INNOVATIVE FIBERS AND TECHNOLOGIES KEEP YOUR LEGS FEELING WARM.

KUNERT WARM UP with the new developed WARM FIBER and WARM FIBER PLUS offers a

high level of thermal insulation and temperature- i regulating function. By storing body heat,

this innovative fiber creates a cosy warm feeling, even on cold days. The WARM FIBER

PLUS, which is particularly used in the foot area is an actively warming fiber. From size 48/50,

a comfort gusset provides more width in the waistband and panty section. 60 den.

1 - comfortable, pressure-free band

2 - panty with flat seam and cotton gusset

3 - high degree of thermal insulation due to KUNERT WARM FIBER

4 - sole and heel made from special actively-warming KUNERT WARM FIBER PLUS

Material: 89% polyamid, 5% cotton, 4% elastane, 2% polyacryl.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

6.90 euros
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Lauve

Lauve carreaux

Fashion tights. Gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

6.90 euros

Lauve Compil Résille

Fishnet tights.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

2.50 euros

Lauve coton mélangé

Collant with cotton blend. Gusset.

Material: 49% cotton, 45% polyamid, 6% elastane.

5.90 euros

Lauve coton mélangé côtelé

Fashin tights ribbed with cotton blend. With gusset.

Material: 54% polyamid, 42% cotton, 4% elastane.

5.90 euros

Lauve Fantaisie

Fashion tights with gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

7.50 euros

Lauve losange

Fashion tights pattern rhombs. With gusset.

Material: 66% acrylique, 31% polyester, 3% elastane.

4.90 euros

Lauve Opaque côtelé

Opaque fashion tights ribbed.

Material: 100% polyamid.

4.90 euros

Lauve Tendance

Fashion tights with gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.
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7.50 euros

Lauve torsadés

Fashion tights twisted with gusset.

Material: 67% acrylique, 91% polyamid, 2% elastane.

5.50 euros
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Le Bourget

Le Bourget 115 Satiné 15

Voile tights 15 den fiber which shape your legs perfectly. Resisting. Gusset. Reinforced toes.

Ironed.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% spandex.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget 120 Voile Extreme

Transparent and boarded 20 den tights wich guarantees elegance and lightness. Classic brief.

Reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid minimum.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget 130 Résistant 30

The hard-wearing matter makes the resistant 30 den tight your best partner. Sheer to waist.

Fiat seams. Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget 415 round hips powdered

15 denier round hips powdered mousse tights. Comfort panel. Re-inforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid minimum.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget 7/7

17 den elasthan ironed tights, both shiny and strong. Classic brief. Reinforced toes. Ref.: 2C1.

Material: 88% Polyamide, 12% elastane or 86% Polyamide, 14% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Actiform indice 2 20 den

Light support tights 20 den (22 dtex). Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset (size 1, 2, 3), comfort body

panel (size 4, 5).

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane

3.90 euros

Le Bourget Actiform indice 4 40 den

Light support tights 40 den (44 dtex). Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset (size 1, 2, 3), comfort body

panel (size 4, 5). 

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

3.90 euros
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Le Bourget Affiligne 40

Tridimentional elasticity 40 den tights for cellulite treatment. Thanks to its continuous micro

massage, it improves leg circulation working effectively to reduce the causes of cellulite.

1. Medium compression thong cut panty to slim the waist and tummy.

2. Light compression and special anatomic weaving to smooth the buttocks and highlight their

natural line.

3. Light compression for a better blood circulation.

4. Special compression weave and tridimensional elasticity allows knees greater mobility.

5.6.7. Graded compression from ankle to thigh alleviating swelling and fatigue.

8. Special compression weave allows ankles greater mobility.

9. Unique foot compression to stimulate circulation and eliminate fatigue.

10. Toe seams structured to prevent constriction.

A. Deep elastic waist band assuring a perfect fìt.

B. Little girdle in the tummy area.

C. Graduated support on the leg with tridimensional elasticity.

Material: 56% polyamid, 43% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

7.90 euros

Le Bourget Aglaïs

Fancy tights 40 den. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Sandal toe. Cotton gusset. Handmade

finishes.

Material: 75% polyamid, 19% polypropylene, 6% elastane.

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Aisance

Comfort 20 den tights specific for large sizes: comfort panel from size 2 to 5. Kitted more

generous than regular tights. Flat seams. Handmade finishes. Ref.: 1GA.

Material : 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,80 EUR

6.90 euros
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Le Bourget Aisance Sur-mesure 20 den

20 den comfortable large size tights with tummy insert for a comfortable custom-made fit. A

large size tight with height and weigh proportional size chart. Highly stretchable panty with the

addition of an extra band. Knitted more generous in the tight. Reinforced toes. Ref. : 2FZ.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Le Bourget Ajustform

20 denier tights with adjustable boxer briefs combining absolute comfort and a modern cut:

without ever compressing, they naturally adapt to the width of the hips and can be worn as

desired, high or low waisted, depending on the outfit.

Quality Assurance. An opaque brief, boxer shape, modem and attractive. Extremely

strechtchv. fits all shapes. A wide, very soft and comfort waistband, to be worn high on the

waist or low on the hips. Re-inforced toes cut to tit the natural shape. A regular and

hardwearing knit. A boarded tight with cotton gusset and flat seams.

Material: 88% Polyamide, 12% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Alexandrie

Fancy tights 60 den. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Anidra

Fancy tights 20 den. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Sandal toe. Cotton gusset. Handmade

finishes. Back yoke for the size 4.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Aphrodite

Fancy tights "Jean Boggio". Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Ironed. Cotton gusset. Reinforced

toes.

Material : 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Bellagio 30 den

Fashion tights 30 den (33 dtex). Classic brief, cotton gusset, ironed, invisible toes.

Material: 47% polyester, 46% polyamid, 7% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,20 EUR

6.50 euros

Le Bourget Black Diamond

Opaque, iridescent 70 denier tights. Gusset. Ironed.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Bradford

Fancy 60 denier tights. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Clara

Fancy tights with floral motif in small bouquets on a semi opaque micro tulle background. Flat

seams. Cotton gusset. Handmade finishes.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Clip

Fancy voile tights with rhinestone jewel sewn on the left ankle. Ref.: 1951.

Material: 85% polyamid minimum.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Collinée

Fancy tights 20 den. Rhinestone pattern placed ankle. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton

gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Diane 50

Fancy tights 50 den. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Handmade finishes.

Material: 88% Polyamide, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Empiècement 20

Tights 20 den with tummy insert. Flat seams. Classic brief. Tummy insert. Handmade finishes.
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Reinforced toes. Ref.: 1AA.

Material: 88% Polyamide, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,50 EUR

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Frissons

Fashion tights.

Material: 85% polyamid.

2.90 euros

Le Bourget Gabriela 20

Fancy tights 20 den micro-tulle arabesque floral print. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Sandal toe.

Cotton gusset. Handmade finishes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget horizontal stripes

Fashion tights 40 den. Gusset. Invisible toes.

Material: 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Ibiza 50 den

Fashion tights 50 den (55 dtex). Cotton gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 79% polyamid, 17% polypropylene, 4% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Irréprochable

Ultra-transparent or transparent, every women find herself in the range of "Esprit de Beauté".

A perfection of natural aspect with colors adapted to your skin tone. Natural colors look like a

light foundation on your skin. Resisting tights for long lasting wear. Invisible toes for wearing

with open shoes. Comfort waist. 15 den.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

4.90 euros

Le Bourget Isis

Fantasy tights with ankle pattern and double baguette along the leg.

Material: 100% polyamid.

3.90 euros
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Le Bourget Larami

Fancy tights 60 den. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,20 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Laurière

Fancy tights 30 den. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Sandal toe. Cotton gusset. Handmade

finishes.

Material: 88% Polyamide, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Liane slip gainant

Sheer tights 20 den. Snug fitting Lycra panty. Extra-flat waistband. Cotton weft gusset.

See-through stretch. See-through heel. Reinforced and ladder-stop toe. Ref.: 1217.

Material: 85% polyamid minimum.

3.90 euros

Le Bourget lignes et croches

Fashion tights 80 den. Classic brief. Cotton gusset. Ironed. Reinforced toes.

Material: 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Louvre

Fancy tights 40 den. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Sandal toe. Cotton gusset. Handmade

finishes.

Material: 88% Polyamide, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Lucie 20

Fancy tights 20 den. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Sandal toe. Cotton gusset. Handmade

finishes.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros
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Le Bourget Mambo 20 den

Fashion tights 20 den. Sheer to waist, cotton gusset. Ironed.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Marguerites

Fancy tights embroidered pattern on the ankle.

Material: 100% polyamid.

2.90 euros

Le Bourget Maternité

Maternity tights 40 den. Support. Adjustable waistband. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton

gusset. Reinforced toes. Shaped foot.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Opale

Fashion tights 80 den. Cotton gusset, ironed.

Material: 79% polyamid, 18% polyester, 3% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Opaque 60 den 1ere version

60 den opaque tights (67 dtex).

Material: 85% polyamid minimum.

2.90 euros

Le Bourget Opaque microfibre 50 den

Opaque tights microfibre 50 den (56 dtex). Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

2.90 euros

Le Bourget Openwork cotton

Fancy 80 den cotton tights. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 73% cotton, 25% polyamid, 2% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Opory

Fancy tights 20 den. Rhinestone pattern placed ankle. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton

gusset. Sandal toe.
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Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Picadilly

Fancy sweetening tights. Sheer to waist, flat seams, cotton gusset, hand-made finishes,

unmountable toes.

Material: 48% polypropylene, 46% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,50 EUR

7.50 euros

Le Bourget Pinta 60 den

Fashion tights 60 den (66 dtex). Classic brief, cotton gusset, ironed.

Material: 68% polyamid, 18% polypropylene, 8% elastane, 6% polyester.

6.50 euros

Le Bourget Rayures Costume

Fashion sheer tights 20 den (22 dtex). Ironed tights. A tights with a game of stripes for refined

and elegant legs. Cotton gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 84% polyamid, 8% elastane, 8% polypropylene.

5.50 euros

Le Bourget Rivera

Fancy tights 60 den. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Santa Maria 40 den

Fashion tights 40 den (44 dtex). Classic brief, cotton gusset, ironed.

Material: 56% polyamid, 36% polypropylene, 8% elastane.

6.50 euros

Le Bourget Satinance 15

Sheer, satiny 15 denier tights for soft, elegant legs.

Quality Assurance:

? An even and hardwearing yarn.

? A surprising softness and fit.

? An elegant satine sheen.

? A boarded tight which is more attractive. Ref.: 2FS.
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Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Le Bourget Semi-Opaque 40

40 den semi-opaque tights. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Cotton gusset (Size 1, 2, 3 and 4).

Comfort panel (Size 5). Ironed. Reinforced toes.

Material : 76% polyamid, 24% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,20 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Sensuel 20

Dotted 20 den tights. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Coton gusset.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Sevilla 20

Fancy tights 20 den. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Sandal toe. Cotton gusset.

Material: 86% Polyamide, 14% elastane.

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Soyance 20

Satiné tights 20 den. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Sti-Mules 20

20 den tights. No slide sole. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget striped cotton

Fancy cotton tights. Classic brief. Flat seams. Cotton gusset. Ironed.

Material: 80% cotton, 17% polyamid, 3% elastane.

5.90 euros
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Le Bourget Tatoo Soleil 15

15 den tights with tummy control and sun tatoo on left legs which dresses your legs with

delicacy. Gusset.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Tebessa

Fancy tights, sheer to waist, flat seams, cotton gusset, handmade finishes, reinforced toes.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Teint Invisible 10

Teint Invisible toeless is a look good tight. It will unify your skin for a nice and tanned legs

result. The new legs foundation cream for your legs thanks to thè naturel colours of Le

Bourget. Sheer to waist tights to wear with short and weight clothes. Toeless tights to wear

with open shoes. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes. Toeless. 10 den.

Material : 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Thuraya

Fashion tights ajouré. Seamless, cotton gusset, sheer toes, handmade finishes.

Material: 77% polyamid, 23% elastane.

8.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance Affinant 15 den v2

Control tights 15 den. A refine tights which flattens the abdomen and curves the hips. Tummy

control. Cotton gusset (T1 ,2 ,3 and 4). Comfort panel (T5). Reinforced toes. Softener and anti

bacterial.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,50 EUR

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance brillant 15

A shiny 15 den tight and hard-wearing yarn which perfectly shape your legs. A fine and

transparent texture for more seduction. A softer and prettier boarded tight. Ref.: 2ED.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Le Bourget Voilance Eclat Brillant

LYCRA fibre 15 den sheer tights which perfectly enhance your legs. Attraction - Comfort -

Shine. Classic brief. Reinforced toes.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

4.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance Liane

Sheer tights 20 den. Snug fitting Lycra panty. Extra-flat waistband. Cotton weft gusset.

See-through stretch. See-through heel. Reinforced and ladder-stop toe. Ref.: 1273.

Material: 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

4.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance Light mat

Lycra tights with mat appearance. Figure hugging fit. Hard wearing-soft and gentle to touch.

Cotton gusset.

Material: 76% polyamid, 24% elastane

3.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance No Risk 20

Resistant tight 20 den realized with innovative threads which block the stitch in case of break.

Elegant and pleasant with refined panty. Design on waist. Flat seams. Cotton gusset.

Material : 56% polyamid 44% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance satiné 15 den

Satin tights 15 den. Classic brief. Cotton gusset (Size 1, 2, 3). Comfort panel (size 4, 5).

Formed ironed. Finishes made by hand. Reinforced toes. Ref.: 1BA8.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance satiné 15 den 1ère version

Satin tights 15 den. Classic brief. Cotton gusset (Size 1, 2, 3). Comfort panel (size 4, 5).

Formed ironed. Finishes made by hand. Reinforced toes. 

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance satiné 15 den 2eme version

Transparent 15 den voile Lycra tight. Close fitting, shiny appearance. Cotton gusset. Ref.:

1247.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane. Panty: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.
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3.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance satiné 15 den 3eme version

A satin tights 15 denier with comfortable belt and design panty. Design on waist. Cotton

gusset. Reinforced toes. Ref.: 1BA.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Voilance satiné slip gainant 15 den

Satin-sheen sheer tights control brief 15 den (17 dtex). Cotton gusset for sizes 1, 2 et 3,

Comfort panel for sizes 4 et 5.

Material: Slip : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane. Legs : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

3.90 euros

Le Bourget Voile Extreme 15

Refined transparent 15 den voile tights with gusset.

Material : 85% polyamid minimum.

3.90 euros

Le Bourget Voile Fraicheur 12

Discover the new range "Esprit de Beauté" by le Bourget: Fresh and invisible Tights for a

natural wearing. Transparent and elegant tights with a silkysheen for shiny and seducing legs.

Natural colors make like a foundation cream on your skin. Invisible toes to wear with open

shoes. 12 den.

Material: 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Voile Nacré 40 den

Fashion sheer pearly 40 den tights (44 dtex), 25 den aspect. Satin and velvety. With tanga

shape. Cotton gusset.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

3.90 euros

Le Bourget Zagora

Fancy fishnet tights. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Sandal toe.

Material : 84% polyamid, 10% lurex, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

6.90 euros
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Leg Avenue

Leg Avenue bow lace Suspender hose Sandy

This hosiery piece comes with an unique design and comfortable sheer material. Get the best

style and comfort with the flattering cutouts and comfortable waistband. High quality hosiery

fabric for long lasting wear. Intricate lace details. Sexy and feminine. Reinforced side and

crotch cutouts. Ref: 1907.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue Fishnet Crotchless

Net tights crotch open. A sexy and breathable alternative to classic tights. Perfect under the

little black dress or for a sexy night. A more comfortable and breathable option for everyday

use. Ref: 1404.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue Fishnet Suspender hose

Fishnet suspender hose. Ref: 1402.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue Fishnet with lace boy short

Fence net pantyhose with boy short lace top. Ref: 1278.

Material: 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Leg Avenue Flower french cut

Sheer flower jacquard french cut pantyhose. Ref: 1300.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros
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Leg Avenue Mercedes Sheer Crotchless

Sheer nylon crotchless pantyhose. Comfortable, flattering tights with a sultry crotchless cutout.

Feel super comfortable in this high quality hosiery for long lastig wear. Sexy and feminine.

Barely visible shadow toe reinforcement. Ref: 1905.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue Sheer suspender hose

Sheer suspender hose. Ref: 1901.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue sheer tong back Hayden

Sheer thong back pantyhose. Sexy black sheer suspender tights. Stockings with built in

suspenders and thong with open sides. A must have, showstopping piece! The Hayden Sheer

Thong Back Pantyhose by Leg Avenue is an absolute essential in your lingerie collection. This

set stunning set features naughty backside cutouts. Pair with sexy lingerie for a hot date night

or in the bedroom. High quality hosiery fabric for long lasting wear. Versatile and easy-to-style.

Ultra soft pantyhose material. Naughty backside cutouts. Ref: 1902.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

5.90 euros
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Levante

Levante Action 15

15 den satin sheer tights with gusset and reinforced brief. Size 5/XL with back yoke. 

Material: 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

4.90 euros

Levante Ambra 40

Satin sheer 40 den tights with elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams. Cotton gusset (Size 1, 2, 3,

4). Comfort panel (size 5). Reinforced toes. 

Size 5/XL with back yoke.

Material: 81% polyamid, 16% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Levante Ambra Soft 50

Satin sheer matte tights with elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams. Cotton gusset (Size 1, 2, 3,

4). Comfort panel (size 5). Reinforced toes. 

Size 5/XL with back yoke.

Material: 80% polyamid, 17% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Levante Bikini

20 denier opaque silky tights, double covered, high-leg panty with floral design. Flat seam and

cotton gusset.

Material: 80% polyamid, 17% elastane, 3% cotton.

4.90 euros

Levante Brezza 20 Shiny

20 den satin shiny tights with double-covered elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams and gusset.

Reinforced toes. Size 5/XL with back yoke. 

Material: 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

5.90 euros

Levante Class 15

Sheer 15 den tights with elastane. Reinforced brief and gusset.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.
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4.90 euros

Levante Coprente 70

Velvet effect 70 den tights with elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams and cotton gusset. 

Size 5/XL with back yoke.

Material: 86% polyamid, 11% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Levante Every 20

20 den satin matte fights with elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams and cotton gusset. 

Size 5/XL with back yoke.

Material: 80% polyamid, 17% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Levante Extra 20 super maxi

Fuller figure 20 den tights, specially designed for enhanced comfort. Satin matte finish with

control top. Reinforced toes.

Material: 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

4.90 euros

Levante Gaudi 30

Velvet effect 30 den tights with elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams and cotton gusset. 

Size 5/XL with back yoke.

Material: 86% polyamid, 11% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Levante Gaudi 50

Opaque velvet effect 50 den tights with elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams and cotton gusset.

Size 5/XL with back yoke.

Material: 86% polyamid, 11% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros
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Levante Lia 15

Ultra sheer 15 den tights. Reinforced brief. Gusset. Reinforced toes. 

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Levante Matisse Airskin 150

"A warm winter-weight tight" specially designed to allow the legs to "breathe naturally" through

a revolutionary double-layered knitting technique which draws moisture away from the leg to

the outside. A 150 den luxurious, velvet soft microfibre feel with a very elegant, dense matte

appearance. Sheer to waist with flat seams and cotton gusset.

Material: 87% polyamid, 10% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

7.90 euros

Levante Matisse Airskin 30

A 30 den tight specially designed to allow the legs to "breathe naturally" through a

revolutionary double-layered knitting technique which draws moisture away from the leg to the

outside. A luxurious, velvet soft microfibre feel with a very elegant, dense matte appearance.

Sheer to waist with flat seams and cotton gusset.

Material: 76% polyamid, 21% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,99 EUR

5.90 euros

Levante Relax 40

40 den support pantyhose with gusset and reinforced top.

Material: 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

4.90 euros

Levante S013

Fancy fashion tights. "Soft comfort" elasticated waistband, invisible toes, flat seams.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

5.90 euros

Levante Shorter

Fashion 50 den tights. Sheer to waist, flat seams and cotton gusset. Invisible toes.

Material: 86% polyamid, 11% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,40 EUR

5.90 euros
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Levante Star 15

15 den satin matte fights with elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams and cotton gusset. Sandal

toe.

Size 5/XL with back yoke.

Material: 80% polyamid, 17% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Levante Stefy 50

50 den opaque tights with gusset. Size 5/XL with back yoke. 

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

4.90 euros

Levante Time 15

15 den ultra sheer tights with reinforced top. Size 5/XL with back yoke. 

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

4.90 euros

Levante Vision 15

15 den satin matte tights with double-covered elastane. Sheer to waist, flat seams and cotton

gusset. "Comfort top" band. Sandal toe.

Size 5/XL with back yoke.

Material: 84% polyamid, 14% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Levante Yuga

Fashion fishnet tights. Sheer to waist, flat seams, waistband "soft confort", invisible toes,

cotton gusset.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Liberti

Liberti opaque 60 den

Opaque tights 60 den.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane Lycra.

3.50 euros
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Love Me

Love Me Cameron

Fashion tights 30 den.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,10 EUR

8.90 euros

Love Me Lili Gloss

Opaque 60 den microfibre tights, cotton gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,50 EUR

9.50 euros

Love Me Morrigan

Fashion tights, cotton gusset.

Material: 40% acrylique, 40% cotton, 15% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23,50 EUR

12.90 euros

Love Me Sasaki

Fashion tights.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

9.90 euros

Love Me Spirale

Opaque fashion tights.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13 EUR

6.90 euros

Love Me Sutaro

Opaque fashion tights 60 den.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

9.90 euros

Love Me Yoko

Opaque 60 den microfibre tights, cotton gusset, reinforced toes.
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Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Love Me Yoko taille basse

Shiny opaque tights in microfibre 60 den with a cut-work, confortable. Cotton gusset.

Reinforced toes. 

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,80 EUR

6.90 euros
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MaxMara

MaxMara Eboli

Fancy tights.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21 EUR

7.90 euros

MaxMara Foca

20 den fancy tights.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 25 EUR

8.90 euros

MaxMara Freno 50

50 den. opaque microfibre pantyhose with double covered lycra 3D. Sheer to waist, cotton

gusset and comfortable seams at the toes. Gives a soft, sophisticated, elegant touch to the

legs, available in a range of fashion shades.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

7.90 euros

MaxMara Lembo Liberty

Soft microfibre pantyhose, 40 den, geometric pattern, meryl deeping with varying colour

absorption. A mix of fashion and fine design, in dusty, velvety colours. Inventive combinations

for a Liberty style.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

16.50 euros

MaxMara Macao

Luxurious pantyhose made of fine material composition with tartan design.

Material: 82% polyamid, 12% polypropylene, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 26 EUR

8.90 euros

MaxMara MM Style Frodo

Soft microfibre 50 den pantyhose, with flat stitching, cotton gusset and comfortable knit

waistband. The MM logo takes shape and plays with innovation and technology.
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Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

10.90 euros

MaxMara Rolf

Fancy tights.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

7.90 euros
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Mura

Mura Beth 20 den

Lycra 20 denier pantyhose-back line and hell full boarded, flat seams and cotton gusset.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.50 euros

Mura Corde 60 den

Microfiber tights 60 denier. With gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material : 73% polyamid, 21% polypropylene, 6% elastane.

5.90 euros

Mura Dolcevita 50

50 den microfibres pantyhose with gusset.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Mura Edera 20 den

Lycra 20 denier pantyhose full boarded with gusset.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

4.50 euros

Mura Intreccio

50 denier microfibre tights with vertical weave in relief.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

6.90 euros

Mura Liberty 40 den

Fashion tights microfibre 40 den. Design with flowers.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

7.90 euros

Mura Rombi Devoré 80

80 den microfibre tights with diamond embroidery.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

6.90 euros
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Omero

Omero Efira 20

20 den sheer matte pantyhose with double-covered LYCRA® fiber, sheer panty with

waistband in LYCRA® Soft Comfort fiber, cotton gusset, flat seam, sheer toe. With LIVING

LIGHTS technology by LYCRA® fiber that makes the colours deeper and intense.

Material : 75% polyamid, 21% elastane, 4% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,60 EUR

6.90 euros

Omero Iride 50

50 den opaque super-matte tights in microfiber with LYCRA® 3D fiber, with LIVING LIGHTS

technology by LYCRA® fiber that makes the colours deeper and intense. Sheer panty with

waistband in LYCRA® Soft Comfort fiber, cotton gusset, flat seam.

Material: 87% polyamid, 11% elastane, 2% cotton or 90% polyamid, 9% elastane, 1% cotton

or 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Omero Nausicaa 30

30 den half-sheer matte pantyhose with double-covered LYCRA® fiber, sheer panty with

waistband in LYCRA® Soft Comfort fiber, cotton gusset, flat seam.

Material : 82% polyamid, 16% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13 EUR

6.90 euros
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Omsa

Omsa Attiva 40

COMFORT AND WELL-BEING. Stretch graduated support tights with reinforced toe and

gusset.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Attiva 70

COMFORT AND WELL-BEING. Stretch graduated 70 den support tights with reinforced toe

and gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Attiva Control Top 40

Support 40 den pantyhose with gusset and control panty. Comfort seams.

Material : 79% polyamid, 19% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Omsa Beat

Classic wide fishnet tights with Lycra, and seamless body.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9 EUR

4.90 euros

Omsa Celtic

Fashion tights 40 den with hygienic gusset. Comfort seams. Sandal toe. 

Material : 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10 EUR

4.90 euros

Omsa Cordoba

Fashion tights with hygienic gusset. 20 den (22 dtex).

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

9.90 euros

Omsa Dadà

Fashion tights low waist 50 den (59 dtex). Hygienic gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 78% polyamid, 17% polyester, 5% elastane.
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4.90 euros

Omsa Delight

Fashion tights low waist 40 den (42 dtex). Hygienic gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 66% polyamid, 25% polyester, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros

Omsa Desert

Fashion tights low waist 50 den (55 dtex). Hygienic gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 64% polyamid, 29% polyester, 7% elastane.

9.90 euros

Omsa Elegantly 30

Collant mode 30 den with hygienic gusset. Invisible toe. Comfort seams.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Fatal

Fashion tights hipster 30 den (65 dtex) with new hygienic gusset, sandal toe, comfort seams.

Material: 58% polypropylene, 38% polyamid, 4% elastane.

5.90 euros

Omsa Flash

Sheer 30 den tights with contrasting and white zig-zag pattern. Hipster body. Comfort seams.

Hygienic gusset. Sandal toe.

Material: 64% polyamid, 31% polypropylene, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,20 EUR

4.90 euros

Omsa Insense

Fashion tights 20 den with new hygienic gusset, sandal toe, comfort seams. 

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Joke

Fashion tights 20 den (22 dtex) with hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Omsa Kilim

Fashion tights 30 den (39 dtex). Hygienic gusset.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

5.90 euros

Omsa Kilt 50 den

Fashion tights 50 den (55 dtex) with hygienic gusset. Flat seams, invisible toes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Labyrint

Fashion tights 20 den with new hygienic gusset, sandal toe, comfort seams. 

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Leaf

Fashion tights 20 den with new hygienic gusset, sandal toe, comfort seams.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Party

Fashion tights low waist 20 den (35 decitex). Hygienic gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 80% polyamid, 13% polypropylene, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Pipes

Fashion 20 den tights with a overlapping rounded square linear pattern. With new hygienic

gusset. Comfort seams. Sandal toe.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Poker

Fashion tights 50 den with new hygienic gusset, sandal toe, comfort seams. 

Material: 83% polyamid, 9% polyester, 8% spandex.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

4.90 euros

Omsa Prince

Sheer 30 den tights with coloured chain pattern. Comfort seams. Hygienic gusset. Sandal toe.
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Material: 52% polyamid, 42% polypropylene, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10 EUR

4.90 euros

Omsa Rain

Fashion 60 den tights with new hygienic gusset. Sandal toe.

Material : 90% polyamid, 7% elastane 3% polypropylene.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

5.90 euros

Omsa Roma

Fashion tights low waist 20 den (20 dtex). Hygienic gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Sixty

Fashion hipster tights 23 den (26 dtex) with hygienic gusset. Comfort seams. Sandal toe.

Material: 82% polyamid, 11% polypropylene, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Spider

Fashion tights 30 den with new hygienic gusset, sandal toe, comfort seams.

Material : 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Stay 15

Sheer throughout 15 den tights with lycra and a special non-slip sole. Ideal for wearing with

sandals. Hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

5.90 euros

Omsa Sun Light 8

8 denier, ultra-opaque, light and breathable tights that give legs a make-up effect.

Ultra-comfort waistband and hygienic gusset

Material: 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Uniform

Fashion tights low waist 30 den (48 dtex). Hygienic gusset. Invisible toe.
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Material: 49% polyamid, 45% polypropylene, 6% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Urban

Fashion tights low waist 25 den (29 dtex). Hygienic gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 86% polyamid, 7% polyester, 7% elastane.

5.90 euros

Omsa Velour 40

Microfiber tights opaque 40 den, sheer to waist. Cotton gusset.

Material: 89% polyamid, 9% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros

Omsa Velour 70

Opaque tights microfibre sheer to waist. 70 den (78 dtex). Cotton gusset.

Material: 88% polyamid, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Omsa Venus

Fashion tights 30 den (33 dtex) with hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

5.90 euros
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Ori

Ori Margot

Fancy opaque tights.

Material: 86% polyamid, 11% elastane, 3% cotton.

4.50 euros
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Oroblu

Oroblu Adelle

Tights made with a sheer base and a micro dots pattern, very elegant and with a refined taste.

Flat seams. Cotton gusset. 20 den.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu All Colors 120

Opaque tights, in soft multifibre and elastane, made using Progress 3Dimension technology.

Particularly smooth, even knit. Available in a wide range of colours. Flat seams, with cotton

gusset. 120 den.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,95 EUR

7.90 euros

Oroblu Bonnie

Warm soft tights in blended cotton, with pattern in line with the newest fashion trends. Flat

seams. With gusset.

Material: 78% cotton, 19% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

8.90 euros

Oroblu Colette 60

Opaque blended tights made in soft multifibre, Flat seams, with gusset. 60 den.

Material: 64% Polyamide, 30% Polyester, 6% Elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Oroblu Doris

Sheer tights, with pattern in line with the newest fashion trends. Flat seams. Cotton gusset. 20

den.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,95 EUR

6.90 euros
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Oroblu Geo 8

Very sheer, sheer to waist, 8 den very fresh tights thanks to the precious and very thin yarns.

Makes legs more beautiful and elegant "without being noticed". The invisible toe, allows to

wear freshness tights GEO 8 even with open shoes. Flat seams,with cotton gusset. Maxi size

with big gusset. Formed. 8 den.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane or 74% polyamid, 25% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu Hellenic

20 den sheer tights with pattern in line with the most modern fashion trends. Flat seams.

Cotton gusset.

Material : 82% polyamid, 12% polypropylene, 6% elastane.

6.90 euros

Oroblu Hollywood 70 den

Opaque tights with pattern in line with tne most modern fashion trends. Flat seams. With

gusset.

Material: 76% polyamid, 20% lurex, 4% elastane.

7.50 euros

Oroblu Lady Form 20

Special tights for extra sizes, manufactured with tailor precision to fit without any constrctions,

for a complete freedom. Height and weight proporcional size chart. Highly stretchable anty

with the addition of an extra band. Knitted more generous ¡n the thighs than regular tights. 20

den.

Material : 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Oroblu Make Up 20

MAKE UP is the very first range of tights with "Beauty" effect. Sheer and extra-mat tights,

made with precious mat covered yarns, for an even, resistant, high-quality knitting. Make up

give you irresistible legs thanks to the "mat-cosmetic" effect. Women make up themselves to

be prettier, we take care of their legs. MAKE UP are sheer to weist tights that enhance the

beauty of the legs and every woman's elegance. Flat seams, cotton gusset. Formed. 20 den.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,95 EUR

6.90 euros
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Oroblu Maternity 40

MATERNITY 40 is designed for the comfort of future mums during the last months of their

pregnancy, when the belly starts to be heavy and the legs also need a little help. MATERNITY

40 has been designed and made with: * wide comfortably zone that follows the growth of the

tummy * reinforced band to support tummy and back * confortable large band that supports

without any constraint * soft area on the back not flattening the buttocks * relaxing legs, 40

den, to stimulate blood circulation and and reduce legs fatigue,   sheer for an elegant

wearability   With cotton gusset and flat seams.   Formed.

Material : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,95 EUR

7.90 euros

Oroblu No Risk 20

NO RISK 20, the tights saying STOP TO RUNS. Sheer tights, very soft and pleasing, made of

a mix of innovative yarns and advanced techniques making it very resistant and and giving it

the way to give to consumers an improved assurance against runs. Even in case of break NO

RISK 20 STOPS THE RUN! With NO RISK 20 tights the feeling of bother and embarrassment

that arises when wearing laddered tights will disappear. Tights with elegant briefs top, flat

seams and cotton gusset. Formed. 20 den.

Material : 58% polyamid, 42% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,95 EUR

7.90 euros

Oroblu Overlook 70

Opaque tights elastic three-dimensional result of the most advanced technological research of

the hosiery industry. 70 OVERLOOK 3Dimension Progress is a comfortable, opaque tights,

microfibre, made by a special weaving technique which provides a particularly homogenous

mesh, soft and firm. It adheres perfectly to the leg following it every movement, as a precious

second skin. Flat seams and cotton gusset. Ironed. 70 den.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane or 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,95 EUR

7.90 euros

Oroblu Pearl 15

New Oroblu tights, mixing lightness and impalpable elegance, result of technological

innovation and very high quality new yarns. The particularities of these yarns, manufactured

with Progress 3Dimension technology, give to PEARL 15 tights a smooth and close-knitted

stitch, that fits the leg naturally and with elegance, as well as it's very comfortable. PEARL 15,

with its "silk-like" touch, dresses the Oroblu woman with taste and class. Sheer to waist tights,

flat seams and cotton gusset. Available also in MAXI size, with big gusset. Formed. 15 den.

Material : 70% polyamid, 30% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu Repos 70

Sheer relaxing tights with graduated compression, sheer-towaist. Tummy-control and support

for the back. With gusset, flat seams and maxi size with big gusset. Energizing effect with

essence of lavander.

Sheer support tights, sheer to waist, with a Triple Action: 1) Selective graduated compression

massage: 100%= 6/10 mmHg Strong on the ankle;  60/70% Medium on the leg; 50/60%

Moderate on the thigh. Stimulates blood circulation, reduces leg's fatigue, helps to prevent

varices. 2) Support top: Controls the belly and holds the back. For a perfect silhouette and a

fine wearability. 3) Aromatherapy properties: Energizing, thanks to the lavender scent inbuilt in

the yarns. Lavender, for his natural properties, helps to relieve anxiety, tension, fatigue. With

gusset, flat seams and maxi size with big gusset. Reinforced toe. Formed.

Material: 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Oroblu Rosette

Sheer tights with pattern in line with the most modern fashion trends. Back seam with

rhinestones, Cuban heel, heel bow with rhinestones. Flat seams. Cotton gusset. 20 den.

Material: 77% polyamid, 23% elastane.

6.90 euros

Oroblu Seduire

20 den sheer tights with pattern in line with the most modern fashion trends. Flat seams.

Cotton gusset.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

6.90 euros

Oroblu Sensuel 20

Sheer tights 20 den, sheer to waist with elastane. Flat seams, cotton gusset, size Maxi with

big gusset.

Material : 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Oroblu Sensuel 30

Semi-opaque sheer-to waist 30 den tights, made with soft yarn combined with elastane which

give an excellent wearability, perfect grip and maximum comfort. Flat seams, cotton gusset.

Fixed.
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Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Oroblu Shock Up 20

Sheer tights made of very strong and stiff yarns, that combined with new technics shapes and

supports the body, without constrictions. It's an unique product for its comfort and softness,

with fine functionality and performance, ideal to be worn every day. Body Sculpture fits the

body from the under breast to the leg and contributes to: notably lift the bottom, slim the waist

and the bust zone. SHOCK UP LIGHT is a sheer tights made with fine yarns, which give

excellent fit and grip. Flat seams and cotton gusset. Fixed. Invisible toe.

A) Deep elastic waistband assuring a perfect fit.

B) Medium compression band for a slim waist without producing bulges.

C) Girdle in the tummy area giving a perfect profile.

D) Band to lift the bottom.

E) Modelling band to slim your hips.

F) Medium pressure band to eliminate bulges at the thigh.

G) Lightly support tights.

Material : 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,95 EUR

8.90 euros

Oroblu Shock Up 40

Wonderful "bottom lifter" 40 den tights, elegant and comfortable. SHOCK UP 40 is top, thanks

to its particular conformation, helps to: lift the bottom, slim the waist, shape hips and thighs,

flatten the tummy. For a better comfort, SHOCK UP 40 also has a support leg with graduated

compression massage. Flat seams and cotton gusset. Formed.

A) Deep elastic waistband assuring a perfect fit.

B) Medium compression band for a slim waist without producing bulges.

C) Girdle in the tummy area giving a perfect profile.

D) Band to lift the bottom.

E) Modelling band to slim your hips.

F) Medium pressure band to eliminate bulges at the thigh.

G) Lightly support tights.

Material : 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19,95 EUR

8.90 euros

Oroblu Sunny 8

Very sheer tights, toeless08 den, made with precious yarns with a very high quality, very light

and impalpable, giving to the legs the colour you desire without being seen or felt. SUNNY 8

leaves toes free and is ideal to be worn in the summer season with sandals and open toe
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shoes. Sheer to waist tights, with soft waistline, made with flat seams and cotton gusset.

Formed.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu Tulle

Precious yarns and original fashion patterns for a trendy look. Sheer tights, tulle effect, in line

with the newest fashion trends. Flat seams. With cotton gusset.

Material : 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu Viktoria

The Oroblu Viktoria is a wonderfully warm tights with soft cotton on the inside and Merino wool

on the outside. Natural luxury, comfort and warmth for the legs. Without polyamide or other

synthetic fibers.

The Oroblu Viktoria tights combine the best qualities of wool and cotton. The inside is made of

skin-friendly and breathable cotton (23%), which feels wonderfully soft on the skin. The

outside of this comfortable tights is made of luxury Merino wool (75%), which is renowned for

its perfect heat-regulating properties. Merino wool is many times finer than "normal" wool and

is therefore even warmer, softer and lighter. The added lycra (2%) ensures the elasticity, so

that the tights fit nicely around the leg and move smoothly. The result is a wonderfully warm

and comfortable tights that never feel suffocating. An exclusive tights that you will certainly

enjoy for a long time.

Material : 75% wool, 23% cotton, 2% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39,95 EUR

13.90 euros
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Ose

Osé Pin-Up 30

A new 30 den tights with 70 den panty, created to enhance your femininity by accentuating

your curves in the most natural way. Its comfortable panty even allows you to wear a smaller

size. Reinforced toe, cotton gusset, comfort band on size 5XXL, made with double covered

Lycra yarn. 

Material: 77% polyamid, 20% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Osé Sensation 30

Sheer but strong, this pantyhose will capture you with its alluring satin matt effect. With coton

gusset.

Size 4/XL and 5/XXL with back yoke.

Material: 80% polyamid, 18% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

5.90 euros

Osé Tiffany

Chic fishnet tights. Elastic waistband for comfortable fit. 

Material : 79% polyamid, 18% elastane, 3% cotton.

5.90 euros
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Phildar

Phildar Alice Opaque cotelé 60 den

Ribbed opaque foam tights. 60 den.

Material: 85% polyamid minimum.

2.90 euros

Phildar Caline +

Half-opaque tights, matt, velvety softness, very soft to the touch.

Lycra 40 den (44 dtex) microfiber. Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset. Flat seams, fine toes.

Material: 88% polyamid, 10% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Phildar Devise

Fashion tights.

Material: 100% polyamid.

2.50 euros

Phildar Diablerie

Fashion tights.

Material: 100% polyamid.

2.90 euros

Phildar Inès

Fancy tights in openwork lace. 30 den.

Sheer to waist. Gusset. Flat seams. Reinforced toes.

Material: 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

4.90 euros

Phildar Sérénade 60 den

Opaque tights 60 den (66 dtex) sheer to waist.

Material: 85% polyamid minimum.

WARNING: VERY LAX BELT AT THE WAIST.

2.90 euros

Phildar Tracy

30 den satin sheer push-up tights. Cotton gusset. Flat seams, toes and heels formed.

Material : 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.
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4.90 euros
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Philippe Matignon

Philippe Matignon All Day 10 Control Top

Modelling ultra-sheer elasticated 10 den. matt tights, shaping body control. (1) Body shaping

control for the tummy. (2) Comfort waistband. (3) Firm compression to slim the hips. (4)

Embrassing bands to shape the bottom. (5) Lateral bands to slim the tights. Flat seams.

Hygienic gusset. Sandal toe.

Material : 71% polyamid, 29% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Azzurra 15 den

Ultrasheer pantyhose 15 den. Nylon 66. Reinforced panty, sandalfoot. It is manufactured with

a special creaseproof yarn.

Material: 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

3.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Cool Summer 8

Summer pantyhose, ultra-sheer with invisible toe 8 denier.

A special knitting technique and ultra-fine yarns make the pantyhose exceptionally fresh and

transparent.  The toe is completely invisible, perfect for summer shoes.  The elastic waistband

is more comfortable and does not tighten round the waist.  Breathable gusset, flat seam.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

5.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Cristal 30

30 den tights with Lycra. Matt, semi sheer appearance, sheer through body. Cotton gusset.

Flat seams. Sandal toe.

Material: 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton or 84% polyamid, 13% elastane, 3% cotton

or 75% polyamid, 21% elastane, 4% cotton (Size 4 : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane).

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Divine 13

Ultra-sheer 13 den silky mat pantyhose. Soft and long lasting. Manufactured with a new fibre

differentiated elasticity, which grants softness and long lasting. Sheer body, cotton gusset, flat

seams.

Material : 81% polyamid, 15% elastane, 4% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

5.90 euros
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Philippe Matignon Dorella 40

40 denier semi-opaque pantyhose with Lycra. Silky shiny, sheer body, cotton gusset, flat

seam.

Material: 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Elegance Tonique

Sheer to the waist pantyhose with invisible control body, 30 den. with double-covered Lycra.

Modelling effect and complete transparency from top to toes.Thin waistband, cotton gusset,

flat seams and sheer toes.

Material : 75% polyamid, 23% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

5.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Evasion Summer

Ultra-sheer tights with floral and waves pattern. Sheer through body. Sandal toe.

Material: 82% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% polypropylene, 3% cotton.

5.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Galerie

40 denier tights with lycra. matt. semi-opaque appearance. Sheer trough body. Cotton gusset.

Material: 81% polyamid, 15% elastane, 4% cotton (Size 4XL : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane).

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Laine Melange

Opaque melange tights in viscose and wool. Sheer through body. Sandal toe.

Material : 43% viscose, 35% polyamid, 19% wool, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16 EUR

8.50 euros

Philippe Matignon Ligne Voilée

Opaque tights with stay-up imitation pattern and back stripe. Cotton gusset.

Material: 91% polyamid, 6% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,95 EURO

7.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Malice

Fashion sheer tights. Invisible panties and toes.
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Material: 82% polyamid, 11% elastane, 5% polypropylene, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11 EUR

7.50 euros

Philippe Matignon Mignon coton

Tights in melange cotton with microgeometric pattern. Sheer through body. Sandal toe.

Material: 61% cotton, 26% polyamid, 9% elastane, 4% polypropylene.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16 EUR

8.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Mirò

Sheer 15 den. pantyhose with Lycra. Silky mat, sheer body, cotton gusset, flat seam.

Material : 81% polyamid, 15% elastane, 4% cotton or 87% polyamid, 10% elastane, 3%

cotton.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Noblesse 15

15 den. soft, velvet-like, opaque many-thread panty-hose with Lycra manufactured with

selected and exclusive yarns. Pleasantly velvet-like to the legs, all plain, flat seams.

Material: 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

3.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Noblesse 30

30 den. opaque, mat microfibre pantyhose, Lycra 3D. Very soft and comfortable. Sheer to

waist, cotton gusset, flat seams.

Material: 75% polyamid, 21% elastane, 4% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Noblesse 50

Opaque matt elasticated 50 denier tights with microfibre. Very soft and comfortable. Sheer

through body. Flat seams. Hygienic gusset. Sandal toe.

Material : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane or 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,99 EUR

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Noblesse Léger

Sheer elasticated opaque tights in light microfibre. Very soft and comfortable Sheer through

body. Flat seams. Hygienic gusset. Sandal toe. XL size with back panel. 
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Material : 78% polyamid, 19% elastane, 3% cotton.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Nuance 10

Second skin effect: very soft and velvety sheer mat 10 den pantyhose, uniform and plain

knitted, it gives a new charm to your legs. Bi-directional elasticity: perfect fit in height and in

width, comfortably and naturally adherent to your legs. Softband: soft and comfortable

waistband, made with Lycra Soft. Back panel for size 5.

Material : 67% polyamid, 33% elastane.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Oro 15

Sheer 15 denier pantyhose with Lycra. Silky mat. Sheer body, cotton gusset, flat seam.

Sandal toe.

Material: 75% polyamid, 21% elastane, 4% cotton (Size 4 : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane).

5.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Oro 15 V2

Sheer 15 denier pantyhose with Lycra. Silky mat. Sheer body, cotton gusset, flat seam.

Sandal toe.

Material: 75% polyamid, 21% elastane, 4% cotton (Size 4 : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane, Size

3, 5 : 84% polyamid, 13% elastane, 3% cotton).

5.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Oro 20

Sheer 20 denier tights with Lycra. Silky mat. Sheer through body, hygienic gusset, flat seams.

Sandal toe.

Material: 75% polyamid, 21% elastane, 4% cotton. Size 4XL: 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Oro 20 Ver.2

Sheer 20 denier tights with Lycra. Silky mat. Sheer through body, hygienic gusset, flat seams.

Sandal toe.

Material: 86% polyamid, 11% elastane, 3% cotton. Size 5-XL: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,40 EUR

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Première 20

The hosiery that adapts.

1.     Differentiated compression on waistband, wider and ribbed at sides.

2.	Shaped body: elastic intermediate bands and plain knit on buttocks.

3.	Plain knit on tummy.
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4.	Rib knit on hips.

5.	Beneficial graduated compression.

6.	Comfort toe perfectly fitting to the foot shape.

20 den.

Material : 78% polyamid, 20% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Première 40 Nu

Sheer body 40 den anatomic pantyhose. Sheer matt.

The hosiery that adapts.

1.	Differentiated compression on waistband, wider and ribbed at sides.

2.	Reinforced underwelt ribbed on the hips.

3.	Flat seam, decorated T-band.

4.	Beneficial graduated compression.

5.	Comfort toe perfectly fitting to the foot shape.

Material : 84% polyamid, 14% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Première 70

Semi-sheer matt 70 den anatomic pantyhose.

The hosiery that adapts.

1. Differentiated compression on waistband, wider and ribbed at sides.

2. Shaped body: elastic intermediate bands and plain knit on buttocks.

3. Plain knit on tummy.

4. Rib knit on hips.

5. Beneficial graduated compression.

6. Comfort toe perfectly fitting to the foot shape.

Material : 82% polyamid, 17% elastane, 1% cotton.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Romantique Summer

Ultra-sheer fashion tights with floral pattern on the ankle. Sheer through body and sandal toe.

Material: 84% polyamid, 13% elastane, 3% cotton.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Soul

Lycra 15 den. tights, silken opaque. These tights, very transparent and elegant, offer a

pleasing adherence. Reinforced panty with gusset.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

3.90 euros
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Pierre Cardin

Pierre Cardin Alexia 20

Satin matte tights with elastane. Regular brief. Reinforced toes.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

3.90 euros

Pierre Cardin Angers 100

Opaque 100 den tights in a special breathable microfiber. Total nude look, flat stitching and

crotch panel in cotton.

Material: 50% viscose, 36% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Pierre Cardin Belfort

Silken, semi-opaque 40 den tights. Nude effect with two-needle (soft) stitching and hygienic

cotton crotch panel. The leg features graduated, balanced constriction to provide a pleasant,

relaxed feel. Hot-molded to the shape of the foot, non-running sheer toe.

Material: 76% polyamid, 22% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros

Pierre Cardin Denise 30

Silken, semi-opaque, low-waisted 30 den tights. The stitching is done with a very wide elastic

band to stop the tights from slipping down. All-nude with hygienic crotch panel in cotton and

four-needle stitching. Hot-molded to the shape of the foot, non-running sheer toe. Inside the

package a certificate guarantees the authenticity of the brand and the quality of the product.

Material : 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pierre Cardin Dijon 40

Tights with legs in elastam 40 Den and panty in 150 Den to support tummy, hips and thights.

Flat stitching and crotch panel cotton.

Material : 74% polyamid, 24% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros

Pierre Cardin Laval 40

Silken, semi-opaque, low-waisted 40 den tights. The stitching in done with a very wide elastic

band to stop the tights from slipping down. All-nude with higienic crotch panel in cotton and

four-needle stitching. Hot-molded to the shape of the foot, non-running sheer toe.

Material: 80% polyamid, 18% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

5.90 euros
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Pierre Cardin Toulon

Silken, semi-opaque 40 den tights with top boasting design or scalloped oriels completely

made from 150 den. elastomer. Four-needle stitching and hygienic cotton crotch panel.

Hot-molded to the shape of the foot non-running sneer toe.

Material: 76% polyamid, 22% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros
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Pierre Mantoux

Pierre Mantoux Mila

Fantasy tights 20 denier with polka dots.

Material: 86% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% polypropylene.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22 EUR

7.90 euros
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Pompea

Pompea Aby 40 den

Fashion tights 40 den (44 decitex). Invisible panties and toes. 

Material: 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

4.50 euros

Pompea Alyssa

Fashion tights 50 den. Invisible toe. 

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pompea Aries

Fishnet fashion tights. With gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

3.90 euros

Pompea Bonet 50

Fashion tights 50 den with gusset. Invisible toe.

Material: 55% polyamid, 37% polypropylene, 8% spandex.

4.90 euros

Pompea Caroline 120 den

Fashion tights striped 120 den. Invisible toe. Gusset.

Material: 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pompea Cocotte 20 den

Fashion tights 20 den (22 dtex). With gusset. Invisible toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 8% elastane, 2% cotton.

3.90 euros

Pompea Cross

Fashion tights 50 den. Gusset. Invisible toe. 

Material: 90% polyamid, 5% polypropylene, 5% elastane.

7.90 euros

Pompea Hollis

Fashion tights 50 den. Gusset. Invisible toe.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.
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6.90 euros

Pompea Kelly

Fashion tights 70 den. Gusset. Invisible toe. 

Material: 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pompea Lavinia

Fancy opaque tights 40 den (44 dtex). Sheer to waist, cotton gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 87% Polyamide, 10% elastane 3% cotton.

6.90 euros

Pompea Lenor 50

Fashion Tights 50 den with lurex pattern.

Material : 87% polyamid, 8% metal fiber, 5% spandex.

7.90 euros

Pompea Marianne 60 den

Fashion tights 60 den. Invisible toe.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pompea Marie Claire 20 den

20 den tights with elastan, floral pattern at leg side, sheer to waist, gusset, comfortable

waistband.

Material: 85% polyamid, 9% elastane, 4% polypropylene, 2% cotton.

3.90 euros

Pompea Marline

Fashion tights 40 den (44 dtex). Invisible toe.

Material: 85% polyamid, 10% Lurex, 5% elastane

6.90 euros

Pompea Micro Color 100

100 den tights, opaque and soft with the perfect fit. With cotton gusset.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

6.90 euros

Pompea Microfibra 100

100 den tights in Microfibre and elastane, sheer to waist, soft waistband, gusset.
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Material: 90% poliamide Nylon, 10% elastan.

5.90 euros

Pompea Microfibra 50

50 den tights in Microfibre and elastane, sheer to waist, soft waistband, gusset, sandal toes.

Material : 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pompea Muette

Fashion tights 30 den. Gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

3.90 euros

Pompea Notre Dame 20 den

Fashion tights 20 den (22 dtex). Gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

3.90 euros

Pompea Park

Fashion tights 50 den. Gusset. Invisible toe.

Material: 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pompea Riposante 20 den

20 den tights with elastane, matt, control top, soft waistband, gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

3.90 euros

Pompea Riposante 40 XL

40 den tights with spandex, queen size, matt, light support, control top, soft waistband,

reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Pompea Road

Fashion tights 50 den. Gusset. Invisible toe.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

7.50 euros

Pompea Rosalie 20 den

Fashion sheer tights 20 den. Invisible toe.
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Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pompea Serpentine

20 den tights, shiny, with spyral pattern at leg, with spiral design at leg, sheer to waist,

comfortable waistband, with gusset.

Material: 92% Polyamide, 6% elastane 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Pompea Susan

Fashion tights 50 den. Invisible toe. 

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

5.90 euros

Pompea Tartarin

Openwork Fashion tights. With gusset.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

3.90 euros

Pompea Vani 15 XL

15 den every day tights with elastane, queen size, matt, comfortable panty, non-constraining

waistband.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane or 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

4.90 euros

Pompea Vani 20

20 den every day tights with elastane, matt, reinforced panty, gusset.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

3.90 euros

Pompea Vani 20 Version 2

20 den every day tights with elastane, matt, reinforced panty, gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

3.90 euros

Pompea Velato 20 den

20 den tights with elastane, matt, ultra sheer, sheer to waist, soft waistband, cotton gusset,

sandal toes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

3.90 euros
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Punto Blanco

Punto Blanco collants coton fantaisie

Fancy cotton tights.

Material: 80% cotton, 17% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

9.50 euros

Punto Blanco collants coton fantaisie 2 265 den

Fancy cotton tights 265 den. Reinforced heels and toes. Sheer to waist.

Material: 75% cotton, 22% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

7.90 euros

Punto Blanco collants coton fantaisie 265 den

Fancy cotton tights 265 den. Reinforced heels and toes. Sheer to waist.

Material: 75% cotton, 22% polyamid, 3% elastane.

7.90 euros

Punto Blanco collants coton fines rayures

Cotton tights pattern fine stripes.

Material: 75% cotton, 22% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

6.90 euros

Punto Blanco collants losanges coton 265 den

Fancy tights cotton 265 den. Reinforced heels and toes. Sheer to waist.

Material: 75% cotton, 22% polyamid, 3% elastane.

7.90 euros

Punto Blanco cotton tights large stripes

Cotton tights large stripes.

Material: 80% cotton, 17% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

7.50 euros
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Punto Blanco striped wool tights

Wool striped tights.

Material: 50% wool, 35% acrylique, 12% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,60 EUR

8.90 euros
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Rosy

Rosy Brio Fancy slip 15 den

15 den tights satin sheer Slipe. Rosy signature. With gusset. A luxurious pantyhose with a

fancy slip with a cotton gusset for extra skin-close comfort. An intensely wonderful thanks to

this new fibre that lets legs revel in the self-assurance of perfectly outlined curves.

Material : 89,5% polyamid, 10,5% elastane. Gusset :70% cotton, 30% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11 EUR

6.90 euros

Rosy collant opaque soyeux 50 den

Opaque tights soyeux 50 den (55 dtex). Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Gusset.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane. Gusset : 100% polyamid.

6.50 euros

Rosy Voile Soyeux 20

Silky voile 20 den tights. All sheer, flat seams, gusset.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elasthane,. Gusset : 40% cotton, 60% polyamid.

6.90 euros
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Silvia Grandi

Silvia Grandi Diletta

Lace tights.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 26 EUR

6.90 euros

Silvia Grandi Mixer

Opaque fashion tights.

Material: 58% polyamid, 30% polypropylene, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 28 EUR

6.90 euros

Silvia Grandi Nadia

Fashion tights.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Silvia Grandi Shape 30

30 den tights with 70 den panty, created to enhance your femininity by accentuating your

curves in the most natural way. Its comfortable panty even allows you to wear a smaller size.

Reinforced toe, cotton gusset, comfort band on size 5XXL, made with double covered Lycra

yarn. 

Material: 77% polyamid, 20% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Silvia Grandi Top 15

Extremely sheer and elegant, matt, this 15 den tights can only be truly appreciated in the

wearing. Reinforced toe, cotton gusset, normal waist, comfort band on sizes 4XL and 5XXL,

made with double covered yarn with Lycra.

Material: 78% polyamid, 20% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,15 EUR

5.90 euros
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Sisi

Sisi Baguette

Fashion tights 40 den with hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 74% polyamid, 14% polypropylene, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Be Free 20

20 denier Lycra tights with hi-line panty at low waistline special comfort waistband, new soft

seams, new hygenic gusset and sandal toe.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Destiny

Fashion tights with hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Fabulous coton

Fashion tights cotton.

Material: 51% cotton, 47% polyester, 2% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

5.90 euros

Sisi Fascino 20

20 denier silky sheen tights, sheer to the waist. XL size with back panel. Hygienic gusset.

Comfort seams. Sandal toe.

Material : 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Fascino 40

Sheer throughout 40 den tights. New higienic gusset and sandal toe. Extralarge size with full

panel gusset.

Material : 86% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Sisi Fascino 70

Sheer throughout 70 den tights. New higienic gusset and sandal toe.

Material : 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Sisi Los Angeles

Fashion tights with hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Microfibra 40

Soft microfibre opaque 40 den tights. XL size with back panel. Sheer through body with

comfort seams. Hygenic gusset.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

5.90 euros

Sisi Miss 15

Sheer tights 15 denier.

Material : 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Miss 20

Sheer mat tights 20 denier. Comfort seams.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Miss 40

40 den sheer tights with comfort seams.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

3.90 euros

Sisi Naturalflip

Opaque tights with wool. Stretch tights with wool ideal for cold winter days, with hygienic

gusset and comfort seams. Thanks to the innovative manufacturing process with polyamide

lycra, the wool remains soft, shaved and does not felts even when washing the tights in the

washing machine. Size XL is made with a comfortable gusset. 

Material : 52% polyamid, 44% wool, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Sisi Overknee optics

Fashionable overknee optics tights. Comfort seams.

Material : 85% polyamid, 13% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,50 EUR

4.90 euros
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Sisi rayé

Fashion tights. Hygienic gusset. Comfort seams.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Style 15 2eme version

Sheer tights with embroided body and bikini panty. Hygienic gusset and sandal toe. 15 denier.

Material : 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Style 20 2ème version

Sheer tights 20 denier with an embroided body and hi-line pantie. New hygienic gusset and

sandal toe.

Material : 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,95 EUR

4.90 euros

Sisi Style 20 XL

Sheer tights 20 denier with high-cut body and back panel. Bikini panty, comfort seams. Sandal

toe.

Material : 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,95 EUR

5.90 euros
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Tierce

Tiercé collant voile 15 den

Sheer tights 15 den with gusset.

Material: 100% polyamid.

4.90 euros
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Tommy Hilfiger

Tommy Hilfiger 100 den

Opaque tights 100 den.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,95 EUR

5.90 euros
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Trasparenze

Trasparenze Aiace

Fashion tights 80 den.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Algeri

Refined, opaque design tights with shiny effect. 200 den.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 26 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Angie

Fashion 15 denier tights. Contrast backseam. Ankle lace pattern. Sheer to waist. Cotton

Gusset.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Animation

70 den fancy tights with geometric pattern.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Armonica

A fantastic tight in a two toned diamond pattern.

Material: 79% Polyamide, 13% Polyester, 8% Elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Bach

20 den sheer tights at the front with pattern at the back that is in block colour, wrapping itself

around the calf and mimicking a lace up boot. Gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Bangkok

Fancy tights with snakeskin pattern. Sheen finish, 50 den.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Bogotà

Fashion tights 60 den. Chic diamond pattern. Elastic band for comfortable fit. 

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Bulgaria

70 den tights with trendy diamond pattern. Tights with a pattern of different shaded and

thicknesses, ribbons woven in and around the legs with a faux ribbon tied bow at the front of

the mid thigh.  Above the ribbon tie, the fine criss cross pattern continues up to the waistband.

They feel lovely and soft.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 27 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Canada

Back seam 20 den tights with pattern.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Capri

8 den summertights. Ultra sheer, sheer to waist, seamless, cotton gusset,  sandal toe.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Trasparenze Caracas

60 denier opaque pantyhose in diamond pattern. In the pantyhose alternate rows of

rhombuses with rows of solid-color rhombuses.
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Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Debby 40

40 denier silky semi opaque tights, double covered, sheer to waist, cotton gusset, flat seams,

fixed, reinforced toe. Maxi size with dorsal gusset. 

Material : 82% polyamid, 14% elastane, 4% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Denmark

Beautiful shimmer: These sheer tights feel as soft as satin and give the skin a pure and

elegant shimmer. The waistband is soft and the toes are almost invisibly reinforced. Cotton

gusset. An enhancement to stylish looks. 20 den.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Erline

Fashion tights.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Ernest

Fashion tights.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Evelyne

Fashion tights.

Material: 48% polyamid, 40% polypropylene, 12% elastane.

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Fedora

50 den opaque tights with shaped foot, large diamond pattern through from toe to waist.

Comfort waistband. Flat seams. Reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,90 EUR
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7.90 euros

Trasparenze Il Cairo

40 denier appearance tights, black color and romantic lace pattern up to the thighs. At the top,

black color with a pattern at the sides and decorated with a bow with animal print details.

Elastic waistband for comfortable fit.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 31 EUR

8.90 euros

Trasparenze Irus

Transparent tights with a pattern "fine mesh and point", flat seams and gusset.

Material : 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Joko

20 denier tights with an opaque panty and a scalloped edge to the design. Sheer leg, with an

opaque ribbon design that travels from the thigh to the area slightly above the ankle.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Linda 40

Evolution microfibre 40 den tights. Soft and velvet to the touch. Sheer body, cotton gusset, flat

seam, semi-boarded, reinforced toe. Maxi size with dorsal gusset. 

Material : 88% polyamid, 8% elastane, 4% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,30 EUR

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Livigno

Fashion tights.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Ludivine

These tights are silky smooth to touch with a stripey appearance to jazz up any one of your

outfits. The stripey pattern runs the length of the leg and is created with a loose stitch that is

separated by a thinner 30 denier appearance. Soft and light, they will give your legs plenty of

room to breathe.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Manila

60 denier opaque fashion pantyhose.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23 EUR

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Nacchere

60 den fashion tights.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Nerida

Tights with a 60 denier appearance and are covered by vertical stripes, which consist of small

squares. 

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Nomination

Opaque patterned 60 den tights. Diamond and flower Pattern.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 25 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Oleandro 20

20 den silky tights, sheer body, cotton gusset, flat seam, shaped, invisible toe. Also available

in maxi with rear gusset.

Material : 82% polyamid, 14% elastane, 4% cotton.

5.90 euros

Trasparenze Oscar

Diamond pattern tights, opaque, 60 denier. Gusset. Flat seam, Reinforced toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 23 EUR

6.90 euros
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Trasparenze Rosy 20

Silky 20 den tights. Double-covered, sheer body, cotton gusset, flat seam, shaped, reinforced

toe. Also available in maxi with rear gusset.

Material : 82% polyamid, 14% elastane, 4% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Trasparenze Sax

20 den backseam tights with extra floral and leaf detail at hold up height and on the ankle

area. Matte look. Opaque panty area.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Seychelles

Lace tights.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Sophie 70

Beautifully soft opaque 70 denier tights from Trasparenze. They are a lovely fit with a shaped

foot and heel. Reinforced toe. Cotton gusset. Matt appearance. Flat seams. Back panel in size

5 Maxi.

Material: 86% polyamid, 10% elastane, 4% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,95 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Theremin

40 den fashion tights.

Material: 84% polyamid, 11% polypropylene, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Vancouver

High wool content fashion tights. These are luxuriously soft patterned tights with an open

weave design. Great looking and extremely practical especially for those cooler days. They

look great with a skirt or shorts. 100 den.

Material: 60% wool, 25% polyamide, 15% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 28 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Vieste

Fashion tights.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Vivienne

Fashion tights.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

7.90 euros

Trasparenze William

Fashion tights imitation leggings. Flat seams. Gusset.

Material: 78% polyamid, 12% elastane, 10% polypropylene.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20,50 EUR

6.90 euros
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Twinday

Twinday Strass

Warm tights with rhinestones "Love Me" on the ankle.

Material: 83% cotton, 12% polyamid, 2% polyester, 2% elastane, 1% elastodienne.

6.50 euros
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Veneziana

Veneziana Aga

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. Lace print back seam. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes. 20 den.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Angelica 40

Fashion openwork 40 den tights, soft waistband, sheer to waist, cotton gusset, invisible toes.

Material: 79% polyamid, 18% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Atena

Tights made of velvet Lycra, openwork with a delicate mesh with a fancy pattern, antistatic.

Reinforced toes, unmarked panty, reinforced seam, gusset. 

Material: 78% polyamid, 18% elastane, 4% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Bari

Fashion 60 den tights, sheer through body, with cotton gusset.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Betina 20

These elegant sheer 20 Denier tights are ideal for everyday wear or those special occasions.

Gusset, reinforced toes and boxer brief guarantee extra comfort and durability while soft

sheen finish helps to achieve a perfect flawless look for your legs.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

3.90 euros

Veneziana Bolero

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. The tights, on the part of the feet, are 20 denier and in the upper part

(leggings) 40 denier. At the bottom, finished with a lace pattern, at the top they imitate a leaf

pattern. Cotton gusset. 

Material: 80% polyamid, 18% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros
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Veneziana Camille

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. Fancy 30 den tights with a printed snakeskin effect pattern. Soft belt - Cotton

gusset - Without demarcation at the level of the panties. 

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Carlotta

60 den fancy tights, made ??of very soft microfiber, opaque, non-compressive fit, comfortable

seam with gusset.

Material: 94% polyamid, 4% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Carmen

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. Tartan pattern. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes. 40 den.

Material: 80% polyamid, 18% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Carol 60

60 den fancy tights, made ??of very soft microfiber, opaque, non-compressive fit, comfortable

seam with gusset. 

Material : 93% polyamid, 4% elastane, 3% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Cip Stampato

Soft and warm cotton 80 den tights. Herringbone pattern. 

Material: 60% cotton, 35% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16 EUR

7.90 euros

Veneziana Comfort 20-80 den

Support tights graded compression 20 den and 80 den, double covering, half matt, reinforced

panty with gusset, to stimulate the blood circulation and reduce fatigue.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros
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Veneziana Comfort 40-100 den

Support tights graded compression 40 den and 100 den, double covering, half matt, reinforced

panty with gusset, to stimulate the blood circulation and reduce fatigue.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Domenica

Fine fishnet tights with a flower motif printed all the way up the legs giving the illusion of a

tattoo. Sheer to waist, with cotton gusset. Reinforced toes. 

Material : 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Enia 20

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. Lace print back seam. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes. Elegant, sheer 20 den

tights with a modern take on the classic diamond and polka dot patterns.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Fanny 20

Fashion 20 den tights. Sheer through body, with cotton gusset. Flat seams. Invisible reinforced

toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Freya

Fashion 60 den tights, sheer through body, with cotton gusset. Flat seams. Invisible

reinfoorced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Giaretierra 20

Fashion 20 den tights with a pattern in the upper part, delicately imitating a lace belt with

stockings. Sheer through body, with cotton gusset. Flat seams. Invisible reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Hold In 20

Transparent, semi-opaque tights 20 den.

It facilitates blood circulation and rest your legs making them slim and stylish, anti-cellulite.

Elasticated elongated pantyhose.

1) Wide elastic waist that ensures a perfect fit in life.

2) Container that streamlines life.
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3) Belt to content and shape your thighs and hips.

4) Restful foot compression graduated.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Hold Up 20

Transparent, semi-opaque tights 20 den. Speciall designed upper part shapes the line of the

hips, underlines waist and lifts the buttocks. Flat seams cause that the tights are unnoticeable

under the clothing. The highest-quality yarn guarantees the product durability.

1) Wide elastic waist that ensures a perfect fit in life.

2) Container that streamlines life.

3) Shear to the venture for a perfect line.

4) Wrap bandage that raises your buttocks.

5) Belt to content and shape your thighs and hips.

6) Convenient belt that removes the bearings.

7) Restful foot compression graduated.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Hold Up 40

Transparent, semi-opaque tights 40 den. Speciall designed upper part shapes the line of the

hips, underlines waist and lifts the buttocks. Flat seams cause that the tights are unnoticeable

under the clothing. The highest-quality yarn guarantees the product durability.

1) Wide elastic waist that ensures a perfect fit in life.

2) Container that streamlines life.

3) Shear to the venture for a perfect line.

4) Wrap bandage that raises your buttocks.

5) Belt to content and shape your thighs and hips.

6) Convenient belt that removes the bearings.

7) Restful foot compression graduated.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Indira 90

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. 90 den.

Material: 85% cotton, 12% polyamide, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Ingrid 80

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. 80 den.
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Material: 45% wool, 45% acrylic, 6% polyamide, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Jovanna 60

60 denier leopard print tights. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes. 

Material: 73% polyamid, 20% polyester, 5% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Kathy 20

Elegant, sexy, soft and comfortable 20 den tights. Sexy tights with an attractive pattern on the

left calf . Invisibly reinforced toe portion, comfortable flat seams and single-covered elastane

yarn for improved durability.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Veneziana Lucy

Fancy tights 20 deniers. With embroidery on the side of the leg. Semi-matte finish. Sheer to

the waist. Flat seams. Reinforced invisible toes. Cotton gusset.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Madame Tramato

60 den tights with a beautiful glittering pattern. The baroque pattern is knit of sparkling lurex

yarn. The pattern stops at the top of the thigh ; the top is plain.

Material : 78% polyamid, 12% elastane, 10% metallic thread.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Veneziana Mamma Donna 20

Matte, sheer 20 den tights with the special design added benefit of a waist support for

expecting mothers. Made with comfort band and Flat seams, invisibility reinforced toe,

comfortable waistband. Maternity tights to ensure an optimal fit for the mother to be. Semi -

Opaque leg. Semi - Matte appearance. Maternity Gusset / Panel. Medium depth waistband.

Reinforced Toe.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Veneziana Mamma Donna 50

Matte, sheer 50 den tights with the special design added benefit of a waist support for

expecting mothers. Made with comfort band and Flat seams, invisibility reinforced toe,

comfortable waistband. Maternity tights to ensure an optimal fit for the mother to be. Semi -

Opaque leg. Semi - Matte appearance. Maternity Gusset / Panel. Medium depth waistband.

Reinforced Toe.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Veneziana Marica

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. Pantyhose giving the illusion of stockings held by garters. 40 denier

semi-opaque stockings with flower print lapels and 20 denier upper thighs. 

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Muza

Lycra 30 den tights, matt, sheer through body, with cotton gusset.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

5.90 euros

Veneziana O'Hara

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes. 60 den.

Material: 80% polyamid, 18% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Pizzo Marylin

Fishnet tights with elastane, soft waistband, sheer to waist, cotton gusset.

Material: 79% polyamid, 18% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros
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Veneziana Pizzo Sissi

Fishnet tights with elastane, soft waistband, sheer to waist.

Material: 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

5.90 euros

Veneziana Pretty 15

Sheer tights 15 den with elastane, matt, soft waistband, reinforced body, comfort seam,

gusset, reinforced toes.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

3.90 euros

Veneziana Prisma 80

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. 80 den.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Rete

Fishnet tights with elastane, soft waistband, sheer to waist, cotton gusset.

Material: 79% polyamid, 18% elastane, 3% cotton.

5.90 euros

Veneziana Rombo Grandi 60

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. 60 den.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Soft Acrylico 100

100 den acrylic tights, soft, opaque, with gusset. Flat seams.

Material: 78% acrylique, 20% polyamid, 2% elastane.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Sophia 20

Elegant, sexy, soft and comfortable 20 den tights. Sexy tights with a hold-up imitation pattern.

Invisibly reinforced toe portion, comfortable flat seams and single-covered elastane yarn for

improved durability.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.
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6.90 euros

Veneziana Summer 10 3D

Sheer, matte 10 den pantyhose with microfibre and Lycra 3D, ultra soft, velvet effect. Sheer

body cotton gusset, flat seams.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

5.90 euros

Veneziana Sweden

Fancy pantyhose made with the most precious yarns according with the elegant and seductive

Veneziana style. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes. 40 den.

Material: 80% polyamid, 18% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Veloute 120

Opaque 120 den tights. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes.

Material: 87% polyamid, 10% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Vicky 20

Elegant, sexy, soft and comfortable 20 den tights. Sexy tights with an attractive pattern on the

left calf . Invisibly reinforced toe portion, comfortable flat seams and single-covered elastane

yarn for improved durability.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

6.90 euros
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Wacoal

Wacoal Soft-100 17 den

Sheer tights 17 den (19 dtex). Our stocking is made of 2 covering yams composed of elasthan

covered with potyamide which gives softness and comfort. This technique of utilizing 2

covering yarns gives an extensibility in all directions. It fits perfectly the leg without loosing

tension. You will appreciate the softness of its touch and its natural appearance.

Material: 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

3.50 euros
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Well

Well Accord Parfait transparent

Transparent tights, shorty and waistband comfort innovation. Ultra-comfortable 20 denier

transparent tights. Very comfortable tights thanks to its freedom belt and its shorty. Very

comfortable, this tights late 20 deniers will be the best effect under a skirt or a dress. You can

wear it all day, at mid-season for example. Thanks to its ultra stretchy mesh, this transparent

tights sublimate your femininity everyday. 

? zone 1: the belt: 

A wide belt, with a mesh specially designed to reduce pressure. She thus marries your curves,

without leaving a mark at the waist. 

? zone 2: the shorty 

A shorty, with ultra-stretchy fibers that gives you absolute comfort over the entire area from the

thighs to the waist. 

? The elegant transparency of a 20 D veil, which beautifully reveals the legs.

The advantages of Transparent Clear Transparent Sticky Tights:

French origin Guarantee. Its patented mesh. Its transparent and bright effect. Its belt comfort

innovation and its shorty. Its quality ironed.

Material : legs: 84% polyamid, 16% elastane. Slip: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Well Beautyline Effet Seconde Peau 17

Nude Effect tights 17 den (19 dtex). Pressing. Reinforced toes.

Material : legs: 68% polyamid, 32% elastane. Slip: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Well Elastivoile Résistant

Run-resistant sheer tights. 15 den. Reinforced toes. Gusset. Ref.: W165 or W171

Material : legs: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane. Slip: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

3.90 euros

Well Elastivoile Satiné

Long-lasting satin-sheen sheer tights 19 den (21 dtex). Reinforced toes. Ref. : W1136.

Material : legs: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane. Slip: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Well Fashionline Résille Sensuelle

Fishnet tights.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Well Fashionline Voile Lumière

Soft and resistant 20 denier tights. Slender legs, seductive look. Sheer to waist. Comfort
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gusset. Ironed tights.

Material : 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

4.90 euros

Well Opaque Chiné

Fancy opaque tights satin heather. Softness comfort.

composition : 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

5.50 euros

Well Opaque Douceur Mat 40 den

Ultra-soft tights 40 den. Opaque and matt effect, freedom belt, ironed quality.

Material: 91% Polyamide, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros

Well Perfection Voile Résistant

For you, Well research has developed the best tights:

Thanks to its finesse and subtle reflections, it embellishes your legs.

Thanks to the new generation of Lycra*30 (3-dimensional elasticity) it hugs your body and is

very resistant for its degree of finesse.

Thanks to its soft Meryl® yarn, it is even softer on the skin.

For you, it's perfection every day. 17 den. Comfortable waistband, fits loosely. Ironed tights,

easier to put on. Reinforced toes.

Material : legs: 68% polyamid, 32% elastane. Brief : 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Well Senswell

Senswell Shaping Soft Veil 18 denier is an almost transparent veil, supple, very soft and

resistant, which curves from the feet to the waist.

Senswell is made with Elastisoft, used exclusively by Well. Resulting from advanced

technology allowing the combination of different fibers, Elastisoft reconciles support, flexibility

and softness, thanks to a flexible and resistant elastane sheathed in an ultra-soft yarn for a

velvety touch.

Boxer briefs with finishing on the sides, for a modern look. Ironed tights, easier to put on.

Anatomically designed gusset for greater comfort. Comfortable belt, to hold without tightening.

Reinforced points with stop-mesh, for solidity.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Well Skin Enhancing

Satin-sheen skin enhancing 17 den tights. For a perfect beauty of your legs: a pretty, slightly

satiny skin. A color that beautifies your legs with naturalness. A nicely designed leg curve. Its

smooth-satin fiber allows you to combine: fine and satin filaments that dress your legs with

subtle reflections, associated with Lycra. Textured filaments that reduce small imperfections

and give your skin a smooth, unified appearance. Wide and comfortable waistband.

Reinforced toes. Ref .: W1150. 

Material : legs: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane. Brief : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

4.90 euros

Well Trotting Doux 12 den

This soft and comfortable tights from the Trotting collection have a very comfortable yoke at

the back of the panty for ease of movement, as well as a comfort belt. It is therefore very

pleasant to wear in all circumstances. This 12 denier transparent tights are perfect for tall and /

or voluptuous women. Composed of 100% polyamide, this Well tights will quickly become

essential to your everyday wardrobe. You can wear it all day under a skirt or a dress, it will be

quickly forgotten!

Material: 100% polyamid.

3.90 euros
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Wolford

Wolford 15 tights

A polular basic item : These sheer 15 den tights offer a lovely natural look from the waist right

down to the toes. The sheer fabric will give your skin a smooth and even appearance that will

make you love your legs. The soft feel and sandal toe make them exceptionally versatile.

These tights are perfect for any occasion, and they?re a great choice to have in your handbag

when you need a quick touchup. Cotton gusset. Ref.: 18271.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Amazonian Poison

Two-tone shimmer. When tights make the outfit. These two-tone tights are dangerously stylish

featuring a cool shine and maximum comfort. 60 den / Glossy look / Comfortable, soft

waistband Ref.: 14756.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Animalia

Born to be wild: fully-patterned tights in a leopard skin, rose and tiger skin inspired design for

making an effective entrance during the day or in the evening. Can be combined with

matching items from the ready-to-wear collection or accessories range. 20 den.

Material: 56% polyester, 36% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Blotched Snake

Snake design. On-trend with these opaque and matte tights. This snake pattern which

becomes darker at the edges, makes legs look slender. These slinky tights are sure to

become a firm favorite. 80 den / High, comfortable waistband. Ref.: 14751.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

14.90 euros

Wolford Bobbi

Geometric net: Airy tights with an attractive, large net pattern and see-through sections. The

seamless panty section remains discreet, even when worn under slim-fitting clothing. The net

openings are narrowed at the toes to ensure maximum comfort. Sewn-on waistband featuring

the Wolford logo. A fashionable and trendy highlight piece.
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Material : 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 35 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Cheetah v2

Bold design. Eye-catching tights for admiring glances. The high cotton content makes these

tights wonderfully soft. The beautiful pattern is a fierce take on the animal print trend. Matte

look / High cotton content. Ref.: 15025.

Material: 62% cotton, 30% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Crazy Maze 15 den

A strong piece: with a powerful, geometric lined pattern, these tights draw attention to the legs.

The design reminds us of the eye-catching stylishness of the 60s and gives lots of outfits that

popular retro look. Tights 15 denier (17 dtex).

Material: 55% Polyamide, 37% Polyester, 8% Elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 27 EUR

15.90 euros

Wolford Dana

The latest Parisian chique. These opaque / sheer tights feature a random pattern of spots to

add a beautifully sophisticated, most definitely French touch to any outfit. Lovely combined

with matching lingerie from our current collection for those special moments. 20 den.

Material : 70% polyamid, 17% polyester, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 41 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Edelweiss 10 Control Top

Simply perfect: These 10 den tights are impressive with their even look. The shaping panty

section enhances the waist, legs and bottom, and is the perfect support for wearing under

slim-fitting clothes. The comfortably soft knitted waistband ensures a perfect fit. Reinforced

toes for increased durability. Cotton gusset. A high-quality styling partner for slim-fitting looks.

Material : 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 35 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Fine Net

Fine Net tights.
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Material : 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

12.90 euros

Wolford Fleur

Happy-go-lucky effect: a striking pattern of large flowers up to stay-up height recalls a summer

meadow. Sweet secret just waiting to be discovered: the single flower below the waist. These

tights are a perfect match for all cheeky and cheerful summer outfits. Tights 20 denier (22

dtex).

Material: 62% Polyamide, 27% Polyester, 11% Elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Hydra Care 20

Transparent tights with a glamorous sheen. Monoi Tiare de Tahiti oil, passion fruit oil and

squalane oil for soft, smooth skin (when tights worn daily for one month).Vitamin E to protect

against premature skin aging due to environmental factors. Ref.:18837.

Material : 85% polyamid, 14% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Kate

Flirtatious. Vibrant. Funny. Tongue-in-cheek, these 20 den tights are a statement: don't take

life too seriously. The pattern of wide stripes meeting to form large diamonds particularly

comes into its own in the latest trend colours.

Material : 59% polyamid, 31% polyester, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 42 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Lulu

Blatantly seductive. These tiger-look tights scream wild and untamed. The vertical lines in the

pattern make legs look endlessly long. A great finishing touch for all plain and classic outfits.

20 den.

Material: 51% polyester, 40% polyamid, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Madeline

These trendy fishnet tights guarantee the ultimate fashionable look. Together with Kaylee

Tights or Netsation tights, they make the most intriguing fashion statement. Seamless panty

prevents lines under tight clothing. Fine mesh in the toe area for optimal comfort. Sewn-in
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waistband featuring Wolford logo. Also available as knee-highs. A lovely eye-catcher for day

or night.

Material : 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Memphis

Fashion 25 den tights. Ref. : 18215.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

11.90 euros

Wolford Mira

As invigorating as a day at the seaside. Summery fishnet tights with wavy lines running up the

leg to make them seam endlessly long.They look particularly soft and feminine and work

equally well with dresses or as a contrast to severe business outfits.

Material : 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

9.90 euros

Wolford Miss W 30

Maximum support and a control top panty with a luxurious transparent look. Strong,

anatomically correctly distributed compression helps prevent prematurely tired and swollen

legs. Perfect for women who are on their feet a lot, yet still want to show off beautiful legs. 30

den (33 dtex). Ref.:11218.

Material : 75% polyamid, 25% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 33 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Miss W Light 25

Tight with light support. Vitality and energy all day long. Appearence 25 den (50 dtex). Ref.:

11263.

1st selection: product considered by the manufacturer as flawless.

2nd selection: product considered by the manufacturer as having a minimal defect.

Material : 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

13.90 euros
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Wolford Nancy

Perfectly netted: These tights with an intricate, graphic net pattern are wonderfully soft against

the skin. The sewn-on waistband featuring the Wolford logo and seamless panty section

ensures a perfect fit. Invisible even under slim-fitting clothing.A delicate finish for many winter

looks. 

Material : 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Poison Dart

Two-toned look Soft, matte and expressive. This amazing two-tone pattern and the extra soft

material make these tights both incredibly stylish and exceedingly comfortable to wear. 80 den

/ Matte look. Ref.: 14771.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Primrose 20

Beautiful shimmer: These sheer tights feel as soft as satin and give the skin a pure and

elegant shimmer. The waistband is soft and the toes are almost invisibly reinforced. Cotton

gusset. An enhancement to stylish looks. 20 den. Ref.: 14589.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Satin Opaque

Tights opaque with a satin sheen. Classically feminine. 45 den (50 dtex). Ref.: 11277.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Satin Opaque 50 Version 2

Opaque eye-catcher: Shimmering and opaque with a touch of glamor and luxury, enhanced

with the finest satin feel. Thanks to a special plating technology, the material is more durable.

The soft knitted waistband ensures a perfect fit. Wonderfully even look. The highest level of

comfort thanks to a high degree of elasticity and perfect fit. Cotton gusset. A luxurious, stylish

accessory. 50 den. Ref.: 18379.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane or 91% polyamid, 8% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR
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12.90 euros

Wolford Satin Touch 20

Classic, transparent tights with an elegant satin shimmer 20 den (22 dtex). Soft, elastic

waistband, flat toe seam, lightly reinforced toe. Ref.: 11232.

Material : 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Satin Touch 20 (version 2)

These 20 den transparent tights with their soft shine add a touch of glamour to everyday

occasions. The perfect way to make everyday special. Reinforced panty part for optimum

comfort in size XXL. Ref.: 18378.

Material : 90% polyamid, 10% elastane or 88% polyamid, 12% elastane or 85% polyamid,

14% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Shape-Up 10 Control Top

Guarantee a perfect silhouette for everyday occasions: These matt tights leave a lasting

impression with smooth transparency, especially under dresses. The shaping panty comes to

just below the bust, beautifully shaping hips, tummy, waist, bottom and thighs. Silicon strips

under the bust guarantee optimal support. Opaque panty. Double-entwined elastane in each

row for a particularly soft and special feel and exceptionally smooth look. Barely visible

reinforced toe (shadow toe). Cotton gusset. 10 den.

Material : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 49 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Sheer 15

A popular basic item: These 15 den sheer tights stand for naturalness from the waist, right

down to the toes. Their natural look, soft feel, knitted waistband and the sandal toe make them

perfect to wear. Cotton gusset. Perfect for every occasion - and as a spare item in your

handbag. Ref.: 18088.

Material : 80% polyamid, 20% elastane or 85% polyamid, 14% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Sixty-Six

Classic, stylish fine fishnet. For a glamorous evening outfit or sexy when worn with a business

look. Comfortable sewn-on waistband with the Wolford logo. The fishnet carries right on down
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to the toe - perfect for wearing with open-toed shoes. Sewn-in gusset. Ref.: 11883.

Material : 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 27 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Summer s Poison

Striped designYou should definitely have this design in your sights. These on-trend stripes to

stay-up height are a stylish twist to many outfits and are unquestioningly comfortable. 20 den /

Matte look / Opaque/sheer. Ref.: 14757.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 39 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Synergy 40 v1 50 den

Support tights. Light support - the ideal distribution of pressure lightens the legs to generate a

feeling of total well-being. Sensually soft, semi-transparent material with a delicate shimmer to

create the optical effect of slimmer legs. 50 den (55 dtex). Ref. : 11284.

Material : 92% polyamid, 7% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 30 EUR

9.90 euros

Wolford Synergy Light 25 Helmut Newton

Tights specificly shaping the figure - making for a flat tummy zone. 25 den. Ref.: 18072.

Material: 77% polyamid, 22% elastane, 1% cotton.

19.90 euros

Wolford The Sixties

These Tights feature a crochet fishnet pattern and have an elastic waistband for comfortable

fit.

Material : 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 26 EUR

9.90 euros

Wolford Tulip

Bounce into spring: these tights are patterned with masses of small tulips up to stay-up height.

A style that's fun and absolutely trendy. They are perfect for lending a cheerful touch to classic

looks and all cheeky summer outfits. 15 den.

Material: 79% polyamid, 12% elastane, 9% polyester.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 30 EUR

11.90 euros

Wolford Velvet De Luxe 50

A talented all-rounder: These opaque tights are impressive due to their matt look and even

knitted structure. They also offer unique, stretchy, top-quality comfort, from the toes right up to

the waistband. High degree of elasticity and perfect fit thanks to double-entwined elastane.

Soft, comfortable knitted waistband featuring the Wolford logo. Cotton gusset. Perfect addition

to a multitude of looks. 50 den. Ref.:10687.

Material : 84% polyamid, 15% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 35 EUR

9.90 euros

Wolford Velvet De Luxe 66

Luxurious shimmer: These opaque tights are impressive as a result of their soft material and

matt look that make legs appear slimmer. The innovative plating technology makes them

resistant and durable. The highest level of comfort thanks to a high degree of elasticity and

perfect fit. Exclusive comfort. Soft, comfortable knitted waistband. Puts legs into their best

light. 66 den.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Wild Wave 15 den

The perfect wave: tights with fine, waved-shaped lines running vertically along the leg. This

optically lengthens the leg and matches classic-elegant combinations wonderfully. Allover

pattern. Tights 15 denier (17 dtex).

Material : 71% polyamid, 18% polyester, 11% elastane.

15.90 euros
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Plus Size Tights

Cette Dublin Size Plus

Opaque 60 den pantyhose, satin, 3D Lycra®, multifibre, all-through. Beautifully soft with back

gusset and flat seams for comfort & fit.

Material : 93% polyamid, 6% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Damart Silhouette 40

Sheer tights. 40 den. Anti-fatigue support. Graduated compression. Sewn-on waistband. Heel

inset. Shaped. Flat seam. Front and back insert for sizes 6 and 7.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim Diam's Voile Galbé 20 den

Shaped sheer 20 den (22 dtex). Sexy panties and shapely legs. Comfort waistband. Style and

comfort panty. Wonderful new feeling on wearing. Pressing. Flat seams. Gusset. Reinforced

toes with a stop run. Size 5 and 6 with integrated panty. Ref: D1141.

Material : 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,50 EUR

5.90 euros

Donna BC Polo 50 Special Size

Microfiber opaque 50 den tights specially designed for large sizes, with a shaped panty.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Ciao 20 XL

Extra large sheer mat tights 20 denier (22 dtex) with cotton gusset. Flat seams.

Material : 86% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Donna 20

Sheer extra large tights with gusset 20 den. Comfort seams.

Material : 100% polyamid.

4.90 euros
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Golden Lady Eliana 20 den

Sheer tights extra-large 20 denier (22 dtex). Comfort seams.

Material : 100% Polyamide.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Flip 20

Sheer tights extensible mat 20 den (22 dtex). With gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Aisance

Comfort 20 den tights specific for large sizes: comfort panel from size 2 to 5. Kitted more

generous than regular tights. Flat seams. Handmade finishes. Ref.: 1GA.

Material : 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,80 EUR

6.90 euros

Levante Extra 20 super maxi

Fuller figure 20 den tights, specially designed for enhanced comfort. Satin matte finish with

control top. Reinforced toes.

Material: 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

4.90 euros

Oroblu Lady Form 20

Special tights for extra sizes, manufactured with tailor precision to fit without any constrctions,

for a complete freedom. Height and weight proporcional size chart. Highly stretchable anty

with the addition of an extra band. Knitted more generous ¡n the thighs than regular tights. 20

den.

Material : 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Oroblu Repos 70

Sheer relaxing tights with graduated compression, sheer-towaist. Tummy-control and support

for the back. With gusset, flat seams and maxi size with big gusset. Energizing effect with

essence of lavander.

Sheer support tights, sheer to waist, with a Triple Action: 1) Selective graduated compression

massage: 100%= 6/10 mmHg Strong on the ankle;  60/70% Medium on the leg; 50/60%

Moderate on the thigh. Stimulates blood circulation, reduces leg's fatigue, helps to prevent

varices. 2) Support top: Controls the belly and holds the back. For a perfect silhouette and a

fine wearability. 3) Aromatherapy properties: Energizing, thanks to the lavender scent inbuilt in
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the yarns. Lavender, for his natural properties, helps to relieve anxiety, tension, fatigue. With

gusset, flat seams and maxi size with big gusset. Reinforced toe. Formed.

Material: 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Pompea Vani 15 XL

15 den every day tights with elastane, queen size, matt, comfortable panty, non-constraining

waistband.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane or 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

4.90 euros

Sisi Style 20 XL

Sheer tights 20 denier with high-cut body and back panel. Bikini panty, comfort seams. Sandal

toe.

Material : 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Well Trotting Doux 12 den

This soft and comfortable tights from the Trotting collection have a very comfortable yoke at

the back of the panty for ease of movement, as well as a comfort belt. It is therefore very

pleasant to wear in all circumstances. This 12 denier transparent tights are perfect for tall and /

or voluptuous women. Composed of 100% polyamide, this Well tights will quickly become

essential to your everyday wardrobe. You can wear it all day under a skirt or a dress, it will be

quickly forgotten!

Material: 100% polyamid.

3.90 euros
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Toeless tights

Le Bourget Teint Invisible 10

Teint Invisible toeless is a look good tight. It will unify your skin for a nice and tanned legs

result. The new legs foundation cream for your legs thanks to thè naturel colours of Le

Bourget. Sheer to waist tights to wear with short and weight clothes. Toeless tights to wear

with open shoes. Sheer to waist. Flat seams. Cotton gusset. Invisible toes. Toeless. 10 den.

Material : 78% polyamid, 22% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,50 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu Sunny 8

Very sheer tights, toeless08 den, made with precious yarns with a very high quality, very light

and impalpable, giving to the legs the colour you desire without being seen or felt. SUNNY 8

leaves toes free and is ideal to be worn in the summer season with sandals and open toe

shoes. Sheer to waist tights, with soft waistline, made with flat seams and cotton gusset.

Formed.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,95 EUR

6.90 euros
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Health and Beauty tights

Damart Silhouette 40

Sheer tights. 40 den. Anti-fatigue support. Graduated compression. Sewn-on waistband. Heel

inset. Shaped. Flat seam. Front and back insert for sizes 6 and 7.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim AbsoluFlex 20

Never hitch up your stockings again with our specially developed stay-put tights. Designed to

keep up with you wherever your day takes you! Total freedom of movement, thanks to a

formfitting panty and waistband that allow the tights to have perfect hold without slipping, or

wrinkling. Perfect hold whatever your movements. Doesn't slide, doesn't crease - Adapts to

shape - Resistance 20 den. Different shape at the front and back for a perfect stay-put fit.

Patented technology. More stretch in the back seams with support under the buttocks. Knitted

in France with Lycra®  fibres. Ironed finish. Ref. : D02Y7

Material : 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Beauty Resist Slim figure

Fall for the Beauty Resist tights collection and their superior strength: they won't let you down!

Slim silhouette 15 den transparent tights. Resistant and accessible for impeccable legs from

morning to night. Shiny finish thanks to the 15 den Lycra voile. Reinforced mesh for a longer

lifespan and optimal durability. Refined banding on the stomach and hips. Sculpting effect,

which flatters our silhouette. Ref.: D02Y4.

Material : 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

6.90 euros

Dim Diam's Tummy Flattening

Love your legs in our sleek shaping tights. Semi-opaque 25 den tights. Satin finish. Waistband

to flatten the tummy and sculpt your figure. Invisible seams and reinforced toe. Woven in

France with Lycra® Beauty fibres. Ref.: D1176.

Material : 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Sublim Flat Tummy

Spotlight your legs in these tummy-flattening tights in gazelle with a satin sheen. Specially

designed for you to step out looking slim, trim and naturally gorgeous. 15 den. Sheer satin

finish. Invisible seams. Reinforced toe. Pressed finish. Resisting elastane. Réf.: D1475.
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Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Dim Teint De Soleil Modeled hips, stomach and buttocks

17 den sheer tights. Tanned effect all year round. With its specific thread and bodyshaping

briefs, Teint de Soleil reshapes the tummy and hips as well as giving your legs a naturally

sun-kissed look. Invisible and strong sheer. Molded hips, belly, buttocks. Cooling effect.

Preshness treatment. Ironed Finish. Invisible toes. Knitted in France. Ref.: D1776.

Material: 70% polyamid, 28% polyurethane, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Dim Teint De Soleil Ventre Plat

Treat your legs to a sun holiday with our bronzer tights! As subtle as a tinted moisturiser, they

light up your legs while flattening your tum and sculpting your waist. 17 den. Sheer sunkissed

finish. Invisible seams. Seamless toe. Woven in France.

Material: 65% polyamid, 28% polyurethane, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Doré Doré Leg care 40

Leg care tights. 40 den. Semi-opaque. Silky look. Tonic massage effect relaxing your legs for

vitality and well-being. All sheer. Knitted waistband. Cotton gusset. Flat lingerie seam L+XL

with back gusset. Shaped. Reinforced toes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros

Elbeo Fit & Elegant 40

Tights 40 den with figure-controlling panty. Pleasantly soft elastic waistband. With comfort

gusset (from size 4). Elasticated heel and toe reinforcement. With Lycra to gently massage the

leg.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Elbeo Panty Comfort 70

70 den tights with high support (Support class III). Checked. Exceptionally durable. Uniformly
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graded pressure profile from the foot to the waist. Body shaping panties. Lace, sole and heel

elastic Reinforced. All sizes with comfort gusset.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane or 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

9.90 euros

Elbeo Rank & Schlank 40

Tights 40 den with figure-controlling panty. Pleasantly soft elastic waistband. With comfort

gusset (from size 4). Unreinforced heel. With Lycra to gently massage the leg.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

7.90 euros

Fiore Total-Slim 20

20 den tights with a slimming effect, shaping your belly, bottom, hips and thighs. As a result of

Silver Fresh Technology application, woman's skin stays fresh and dry, and the problem of

bacterial and fungal growth is kept under control. Extra reinforced panty portion in size 2. Extra

reinforced panty portion with cotton gusset in sizes 3 and 4. Reinforced panty portion with

reinforcing panel in sizes 5 and 6. Stronger structure. Invisibly reinforced toes. Cotton gusset.

Material : 79% polyamid, 19% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Gabriella Relax 20

Tights & hips shaping, anti-varix tights, with an anti-cellulite action, softened with ALOE VERA

makes skin moistured and gives a feeling of comfort. Cotton gusset for size 2 to 4. Back panel

for size 5. Reinforced toes.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Dynamic 20 control top

Sheer transparent tights with embroidered. Control top, gusset and comfort seams. Sandal

toe. 20 den.

Material : 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.

5.90 euros

Golden Lady Goldenergy 40

Medium support tights 40 den with gusset. Flat seams.

Material: 86% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Repose 20

Light support 20 den tights. Everyday massage for the wellbeing of the legs. Re-inforced body

for more resistance and better wearability. Finely re-inforced toes for more resistance.
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Polypropylene gusset.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Repose 40

Light support 40 den tights. Everyday massage for the wellbeing of the legs. Re-inforced body

for more resistance and better wearability. Finely re-inforced toes for more resistance.

Material: 86% polyamid, 12% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Golden Lady Vivace Control Top 40

"Beauty tights" 40 den with control top, graduated massaging effect and soft waist band

sheer-throught body. Comfort seams. Breathable antibacterial hypoallergenic gusset. Sandal

toe.

Golden Lady has created ?VIVACE Control Top" the sheer-through tight with comfort waist

band and sandal toe. It has a massagmg and toning action all over thè leg, to reduce fatigue

without forsaking its elegance.

Perfectly sheer-through body, enhancing your figure for all occasion. Extremely soft waist

band, with very comfortable seams. Massaging and toning action for your legs.

Material: 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

4.90 euros

Ibici Silver 40 Nude

All nude. sheer and mat Lycra 40 den pantyhose. Cotton gusset. An innovative dynamic

concept of active beauty inspired the creation of this brand new line of pantyhose, certified by

DuPont according to the guideline of the new "Leg Care' technology. The revitalizing and

invigorating action of the Active Beauty Concept'pantyhose line, has been conceived in order

to grant you more attractive legs today, always young-looking tomorrow.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Jolinesse 70 denier shaping tights

70 denier shaping tights. Very comfortable thanks to flat seams, cotton gusset and comfort

waistband. Form-fitting briefs for optical optimization of the stomach and buttocks. Intelligent

elana yarn, absorbing body heat and returning infrared rays. Emana is a polyamide-based

yarn, containing bioactive crystals that allow better microcirculation of the skin. The signs of

cellulite can thus be reduced and muscle fatigue alleviated. In order to achieve a reduction in

the signs of cellulite, we recommend wearing the garment for at least 30 days and at least 6

hours a day. Perfect shape and elasticity thanks to the Lycra fiber.

++

Material: 94% polyamid (dont 8% emana), 6% &eacute;lasthanne.

5.90 euros
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Kunert Soft Touch

Tights soft and wide edge. well-being effect of Aloe Vera. Particularly soft thanks to the

microfilament.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,50 EUR

4.50 euros

Kunert Super Control 40 classe 2

Support tights semi-transparent matt. Perfection and harmony. Precious quality, finest

creation, first-class style and fit - a masterpiece of KUNERT. Comfortable and pressure-free

border. Shaping panty with flat seam, cotton-gusset and comfort-gusset for sizes V and VI.

Individual stretch control between leg and thigh. Graduating support in medium support-class

8-10 mmHg. Comfort-toe and heel for a pressure-free fit.

Material: 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget 415 round hips powdered

15 denier round hips powdered mousse tights. Comfort panel. Re-inforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid minimum.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget Actiform indice 2 20 den

Light support tights 20 den (22 dtex). Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset (size 1, 2, 3), comfort body

panel (size 4, 5).

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane

3.90 euros

Le Bourget Actiform indice 4 40 den

Light support tights 40 den (44 dtex). Sheer to waist. Cotton gusset (size 1, 2, 3), comfort body

panel (size 4, 5). 

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

3.90 euros

Omsa Attiva 40

COMFORT AND WELL-BEING. Stretch graduated support tights with reinforced toe and

gusset.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros
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Omsa Attiva 70

COMFORT AND WELL-BEING. Stretch graduated 70 den support tights with reinforced toe

and gusset. Comfort seams.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

4.90 euros

Oroblu Repos 70

Sheer relaxing tights with graduated compression, sheer-towaist. Tummy-control and support

for the back. With gusset, flat seams and maxi size with big gusset. Energizing effect with

essence of lavander.

Sheer support tights, sheer to waist, with a Triple Action: 1) Selective graduated compression

massage: 100%= 6/10 mmHg Strong on the ankle;  60/70% Medium on the leg; 50/60%

Moderate on the thigh. Stimulates blood circulation, reduces leg's fatigue, helps to prevent

varices. 2) Support top: Controls the belly and holds the back. For a perfect silhouette and a

fine wearability. 3) Aromatherapy properties: Energizing, thanks to the lavender scent inbuilt in

the yarns. Lavender, for his natural properties, helps to relieve anxiety, tension, fatigue. With

gusset, flat seams and maxi size with big gusset. Reinforced toe. Formed.

Material: 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Oroblu Shock Up 20

Sheer tights made of very strong and stiff yarns, that combined with new technics shapes and

supports the body, without constrictions. It's an unique product for its comfort and softness,

with fine functionality and performance, ideal to be worn every day. Body Sculpture fits the

body from the under breast to the leg and contributes to: notably lift the bottom, slim the waist

and the bust zone. SHOCK UP LIGHT is a sheer tights made with fine yarns, which give

excellent fit and grip. Flat seams and cotton gusset. Fixed. Invisible toe.

A) Deep elastic waistband assuring a perfect fit.

B) Medium compression band for a slim waist without producing bulges.

C) Girdle in the tummy area giving a perfect profile.

D) Band to lift the bottom.

E) Modelling band to slim your hips.

F) Medium pressure band to eliminate bulges at the thigh.

G) Lightly support tights.

Material : 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,95 EUR

8.90 euros

Oroblu Shock Up 40

Wonderful "bottom lifter" 40 den tights, elegant and comfortable. SHOCK UP 40 is top, thanks

to its particular conformation, helps to: lift the bottom, slim the waist, shape hips and thighs,
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flatten the tummy. For a better comfort, SHOCK UP 40 also has a support leg with graduated

compression massage. Flat seams and cotton gusset. Formed.

A) Deep elastic waistband assuring a perfect fit.

B) Medium compression band for a slim waist without producing bulges.

C) Girdle in the tummy area giving a perfect profile.

D) Band to lift the bottom.

E) Modelling band to slim your hips.

F) Medium pressure band to eliminate bulges at the thigh.

G) Lightly support tights.

Material : 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19,95 EUR

8.90 euros

Phildar Tracy

30 den satin sheer push-up tights. Cotton gusset. Flat seams, toes and heels formed.

Material : 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Elegance Tonique

Sheer to the waist pantyhose with invisible control body, 30 den. with double-covered Lycra.

Modelling effect and complete transparency from top to toes.Thin waistband, cotton gusset,

flat seams and sheer toes.

Material : 75% polyamid, 23% elastane, 2% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

5.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Première 40 Nu

Sheer body 40 den anatomic pantyhose. Sheer matt.

The hosiery that adapts.

1.	Differentiated compression on waistband, wider and ribbed at sides.

2.	Reinforced underwelt ribbed on the hips.

3.	Flat seam, decorated T-band.

4.	Beneficial graduated compression.

5.	Comfort toe perfectly fitting to the foot shape.

Material : 84% polyamid, 14% elastane, 2% cotton.

4.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Première 70

Semi-sheer matt 70 den anatomic pantyhose.

The hosiery that adapts.
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1. Differentiated compression on waistband, wider and ribbed at sides.

2. Shaped body: elastic intermediate bands and plain knit on buttocks.

3. Plain knit on tummy.

4. Rib knit on hips.

5. Beneficial graduated compression.

6. Comfort toe perfectly fitting to the foot shape.

Material : 82% polyamid, 17% elastane, 1% cotton.

4.90 euros

Pompea Riposante 20 den

20 den tights with elastane, matt, control top, soft waistband, gusset, reinforced toes.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

3.90 euros

Veneziana Comfort 20-80 den

Support tights graded compression 20 den and 80 den, double covering, half matt, reinforced

panty with gusset, to stimulate the blood circulation and reduce fatigue.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Comfort 40-100 den

Support tights graded compression 40 den and 100 den, double covering, half matt, reinforced

panty with gusset, to stimulate the blood circulation and reduce fatigue.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Hold In 20

Transparent, semi-opaque tights 20 den.

It facilitates blood circulation and rest your legs making them slim and stylish, anti-cellulite.

Elasticated elongated pantyhose.

1) Wide elastic waist that ensures a perfect fit in life.

2) Container that streamlines life.

3) Belt to content and shape your thighs and hips.

4) Restful foot compression graduated.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Hold Up 20

Transparent, semi-opaque tights 20 den. Speciall designed upper part shapes the line of the

hips, underlines waist and lifts the buttocks. Flat seams cause that the tights are unnoticeable

under the clothing. The highest-quality yarn guarantees the product durability.

1) Wide elastic waist that ensures a perfect fit in life.

2) Container that streamlines life.

3) Shear to the venture for a perfect line.
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4) Wrap bandage that raises your buttocks.

5) Belt to content and shape your thighs and hips.

6) Convenient belt that removes the bearings.

7) Restful foot compression graduated.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Hold Up 40

Transparent, semi-opaque tights 40 den. Speciall designed upper part shapes the line of the

hips, underlines waist and lifts the buttocks. Flat seams cause that the tights are unnoticeable

under the clothing. The highest-quality yarn guarantees the product durability.

1) Wide elastic waist that ensures a perfect fit in life.

2) Container that streamlines life.

3) Shear to the venture for a perfect line.

4) Wrap bandage that raises your buttocks.

5) Belt to content and shape your thighs and hips.

6) Convenient belt that removes the bearings.

7) Restful foot compression graduated.

Material : 77% polyamid, 21% elastane, 2% cotton.

6.90 euros

Wolford Hydra Care 20

Transparent tights with a glamorous sheen. Monoi Tiare de Tahiti oil, passion fruit oil and

squalane oil for soft, smooth skin (when tights worn daily for one month).Vitamin E to protect

against premature skin aging due to environmental factors. Ref.:18837.

Material : 85% polyamid, 14% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Miss W Light 25

Tight with light support. Vitality and energy all day long. Appearence 25 den (50 dtex). Ref.:

11263.

1st selection: product considered by the manufacturer as flawless.

2nd selection: product considered by the manufacturer as having a minimal defect.

Material : 82% polyamid, 18% elastane.

13.90 euros

Wolford Shape-Up 10 Control Top

Guarantee a perfect silhouette for everyday occasions: These matt tights leave a lasting

impression with smooth transparency, especially under dresses. The shaping panty comes to
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just below the bust, beautifully shaping hips, tummy, waist, bottom and thighs. Silicon strips

under the bust guarantee optimal support. Opaque panty. Double-entwined elastane in each

row for a particularly soft and special feel and exceptionally smooth look. Barely visible

reinforced toe (shadow toe). Cotton gusset. 10 den.

Material : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 49 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford Synergy 40 v1 50 den

Support tights. Light support - the ideal distribution of pressure lightens the legs to generate a

feeling of total well-being. Sensually soft, semi-transparent material with a delicate shimmer to

create the optical effect of slimmer legs. 50 den (55 dtex). Ref. : 11284.

Material : 92% polyamid, 7% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 30 EUR

9.90 euros
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Maternity tights

Doré Doré classique 20 den maternité

Maternity tights with extra large gusset. Reinforced toes.

Material: 100% polyamid-nylon.

2.90 euros

Gabriella Leggings Mamma 100

Comfortable 100 den leggings with special panties` part which gently supports abdomen part

from the bottom. Additional reinforcement on the back and anti-pressure belt provides comfort.

Softened with Aloe Vera extract.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,30 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Mamma 100

Comfortable 100 den tights with special panties` part which gently supports abdomen part

from the bottom. Additional reinforcement on the back and anti-pressure belt provides comfort.

Softened with Aloe Vera extract.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,60 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Mamma 20

Comfortable 20 den tights with special panties` part which gently supports abdomen part from

the bottom. Additional reinforcement on the back and anti-pressure belt provides comfort.

Softened with Aloe Vera extract.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,30 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella Mamma 40

Comfortable 40 den tights with special panties` part which gently supports abdomen part from

the bottom. Additional reinforcement on the back and anti-pressure belt provides comfort.

Softened with Aloe Vera extract.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,30 EUR

4.90 euros
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Le Bourget Maternité

Maternity tights 40 den. Support. Adjustable waistband. Flat seams. Sheer to waist. Cotton

gusset. Reinforced toes. Shaped foot.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu Maternity 40

MATERNITY 40 is designed for the comfort of future mums during the last months of their

pregnancy, when the belly starts to be heavy and the legs also need a little help. MATERNITY

40 has been designed and made with: * wide comfortably zone that follows the growth of the

tummy * reinforced band to support tummy and back * confortable large band that supports

without any constraint * soft area on the back not flattening the buttocks * relaxing legs, 40

den, to stimulate blood circulation and and reduce legs fatigue,   sheer for an elegant

wearability   With cotton gusset and flat seams.   Formed.

Material : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,95 EUR

7.90 euros

Veneziana Mamma Donna 20

Matte, sheer 20 den tights with the special design added benefit of a waist support for

expecting mothers. Made with comfort band and Flat seams, invisibility reinforced toe,

comfortable waistband. Maternity tights to ensure an optimal fit for the mother to be. Semi -

Opaque leg. Semi - Matte appearance. Maternity Gusset / Panel. Medium depth waistband.

Reinforced Toe.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Veneziana Mamma Donna 50

Matte, sheer 50 den tights with the special design added benefit of a waist support for

expecting mothers. Made with comfort band and Flat seams, invisibility reinforced toe,

comfortable waistband. Maternity tights to ensure an optimal fit for the mother to be. Semi -

Opaque leg. Semi - Matte appearance. Maternity Gusset / Panel. Medium depth waistband.

Reinforced Toe.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

5.90 euros
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Children's/baby's tights

Collants unis coton

Plain tights mostly made of cotton.

Material: 74% cotton, 24% polyester, 2% elastane.

2.50 euros

Cotton fashion tights

Cotton fashion tights.

Material: 72% cotton, 27% polyester, 1% elastane.

2.50 euros

Dim Velouté Opaque fantaisie Noël

Soft and velvety tights opaque. Flat seams. Gusset. Christmas pattern.

Material: Gusset : 100% polyamid. Legs :95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

2.90 euros

Fil & Tiss Confort

Comfort tights.

Material: 100% polyamid.

2.50 euros

Girls 2 paires opaque 40 den

Opaque tights 40 den.

Material: 100% polyamid.

1.90 euros

Golden Lady Saltallegro 40 den

40 den tights (44 dtex). Comfort seams.

Material: 100% polyamid.

2.50 euros

Golden Lady Saltallegro Trendy Onde

Fashion tights. Comfort seams.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

2.50 euros

Jac Essentials 2 paires opaque 40 den

Opaque tights 40 den.

Material: 99% polyamid, 1% elastane.
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1.80 euros

Lauve opaque 70 den

Opaque tights 70 den.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

1.90 euros

Lauve Récré opaque 70 den

Opaque tights 70 den.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

2.50 euros

Luxury 2 paires Opaque 40 den

Opaque tights 40 den.

Material: 94% nylon, 6% elastane.

2.90 euros
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Tights for Men

Glamory Support 70

Opaque men 70 den support tights with a matt finish, slight compression for vitalised legs,

very comfortable to wear, perfect fit, flat seams, comfort gusset, fully boarded, reinforced

panty and toe.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

8.90 euros
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Stockings

Cervin Stay-Up Esperou

Opaque Helanca 80 den holds-up, reciprocated heel, reinforced toe.

Material : 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Stay-Up Ankle Flower

Ankle flower stay ups.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

7.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Stay-Up Floral print back seam

Saty ups with floral print back seam.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

7.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Stay-Up Lace

Lace Stay ups.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

8.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Stay-Up Lace print back seam

Saty ups with lace print back seam.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

7.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Stay-Up Lacing veil

Lacing veil stay-up stockings. Stay-up stockings 56 den fashion fishnet-veil inspired. Lacing

pattern up the leg. Slipper-style knit feet. Solid silicone garters.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 35 EUR

8.90 euros

Chantal Thomass Stay-Up with back seam

Opaque stay-ups with back seam 67 den. Back seam in spoke stitch. Ajouree garters siliconed

spoke stitch.	Reinforced toes.

Material: 81% polyamid, 19% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 45 EUR
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7.90 euros

Chantal Thomass stockings Chantilly

Thin lace fishnet stockings. Garter lined with lace. Reinforced toes.

Material: 60% polyamid, 11% elastane, 29% polypropylene.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 35 EUR

7.90 euros

Chantal Thomass stockings Siglé 15D

15 den signature stockings. 15 den leg. Old school double cuff, CT acronym. Reinforced toes.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 20 EUR

9.90 euros

Dim Stay-Up Dim Up Sublim Voile Brillant 15

Glossy sheer 15 den. Lace-style garter. Illumineted legs. Pressing. Reinforced toes. Resisting.

Ref: 0965.

Material : 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,50 EUR

4.90 euros

Dim Stay-Up Dim Up voile

DIM UP stockings stay up all by themselves thanks to a lace band to your size, which gently

hugs the thigh. Once washed, they hold even better. 17 den. Ref.: D0929.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

4.90 euros

Dim Stay-Up Voile 15

Sheer hold-ups for workday wear. Ultra-sheer DIM Up 15 hold ups with liberating lace tops.

Sheer lightweight hold ups for a bare-leg look. New lightweight, no-dig top. Reinforced toe.

Ref.: 0964.

Material : 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Doré Doré Stay-Up Matité 13

Stay-up 13 den. Very fine, mat, ultra resistant thanks to the combination of lycra® and Tactel®

duo Lace garter top. Graduated compression knit. Shaped. Invisible reinforced toes (with run

resist knit) ideal for summer shoes.
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Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré stockings Balastic 20

Fine stretch stockings 20 den: transparent and elegant. Fine, mat, shaped reinforced heels

and toes to prevent laddering.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré stockings Matité 20

Stockings 20 den. Fine, mat and transparent. Silky touch and excellent mat finish : the beauty

of your legs. Shaped, reinforced toes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré stockings Tonkin 15

Stockings 15 den. Very fine, mat. Reinforced toe, double covered Lycra.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14 EUR

6.90 euros

Doré Doré stockings Volupté 20

Stockings 20 den. Fine, transparent and shiny. Large lace band seduction. Shaped, reinforced

toes.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 25 EUR

7.90 euros

Elbeo Stockings Delta 20

Stockings 20 den. Reinforced toe, sole and heel. Highly elasticised, soft top band.

Material: 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Ergee Superstar Stay-Up 20 den

Stay ups transparent 20 den (22 dtex). These durable fine stay ups fit perfectly and are

comfortable to wear all day long. Durable. Reinforced toe. Reinforced heel. Ref.: 970.
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Material : 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Ergee Superstar Stay-Up 30 den

Stay ups transparent 30 den (33 dtex). Durable. Reinforced toe. Reinforced heel. Ref. : 973.

Material : 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Ergee Superstar stockings 15

Stockings transparent 15 den (17 dtex). Durable. Reinforced toe. Reinforced heel. Ref.: 788.

Material : 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Ergee Superstar Stockings 20

Stockings transparent 20 den (22 dtex). Superstar provides you with optimal fit and real

comfort the whole day long. You are going to feel simply wonderful in these durable fine

stockings. Durable. Reinforced toe. Reinforced heel. Ref.: 911.

Material : 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Ergee Superstar Stockings 30

Semi-transparent stockings 30 den (33 dtex). Superstar provides you with optimal fit and real

comfort the whole day long. You are going to feel simply wonderful in these durable fine

stockings. Durable. Reinforced toe. Reinforced heel. 

Material : 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Gabriella Stay-Up Calze 15 Plus Size

The ideal summer Ultra-transparent stay-ups with fine feminine decorative lace, suits every

skin type. Like make-up on your skin - gives your legs a unique natural look. Silicone coating

makes it absolutely non-slip. 12 den appearance.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Gabriella stockings Katia 20

Classic, transparent belt stockings 20 den with LYCRA, with 10cm silk cuff. No silicone,

invisible toes part.

Sheer stockings with patterned top and extra width for those with fuller thighs. They're 20

denier, have a patterned top and come with added Lycra for durability - all at a great low price.
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Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

4.90 euros

Gerbe Stay-Up Anne

Sheer mat stay-ups, 15 Deniers aspect. The perfection of extensible stretch voile.

Stitch-by-stitch finished toes. Invisible reinforced toes and heels.

Material : 100% polyamid.

7.90 euros

Gerbe Stockings Altesse 20

Sheer matte micromesh stockings, 20 den appearance (22 dtex). Reinforced heels and toes.

Shaped. Timeless influence... Natural and authentic refinement of the micromesh upon your

skin.

Material : 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Gerbe stockings Essentiel 15

15 den sheer Shiny Stockings. Progressive compression, invisible reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 21,85 EUR

7.90 euros

Gerbe stockings Maquillage

Sheer mat stockings, 15 den aspect. The perfection of extensible voile.

Material : 100% polyamid.

4.90 euros

Gerbe stockings Sabine

Sheer mat stockings, 15 den aspect. The perfection of extensible voile. Invisible reinforced

heels and toes.

Material : 100% polyamid.

7.90 euros

Ibici Stay-Up Image 20

20 den sheer stay up with an elegant silicone band with 8 cm high floral lace. Comfortable to

wear and gives a perfect look for your legs. Sheer toes, suitable to wear with open toe shoes.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,45 EUR

5.90 euros
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Kunert Stay-Up Mystique 20

Stay Up transparent mat 20 den. Perfection and harmony. Precious quality, finest creation,

first-class style and fit - a masterpiece of KUNERT. Plain border with flat seam. Legs in stylish

soft-mat look. Shadow toe with soft flat seam. Fitted heel, not reinforced.

Material: 59% Polyamide, 41% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget Stay-Up Milano

Fanty stay-up. Fancy band, 2 silicone bands. Formed foot. Handmade finishes. Lavender

softener. Reinforced toes.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros

Le Bourget stockings Déesse 20

Mousse yarn 20 denier, classic knitted. Lapel knitting. Ironed formed. Finishes handmade.

Soothing lavender. Heels and toes reinforced.

Material: 97% polyamid minimum.

5.90 euros

Le Bourget stockings Voilance Satiné 15 V2

Satiné 15 den stockings. Classic knitted. Knitted cuff. Formed ironed. Handmade finishes.

Reinforced toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10 EUR

6.90 euros

Leg Avenue backseam stockings

Hold Up Stockings With Back Seam. Fantastic fit, high wearing comfort. Sexy and Feminine

Stockings, Fashion Stockings, Stitched Opaque Tape, Barely Visible Lace Reinforcement,

Shadow Toe, Elegant Backseam, Matte Look, Ultra-Transparent. Ref.: 1000.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 8,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue lace stockings satin bow

Sheer lace top thigh highs with satin bow accent. Ref.: 1912.

Material: Legs : 100% polyamid. Lace: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue sheer lace top stockings

Sheer lace top stockings with woven wedding bells and ribbon side detail. Ref.: 9019.

Material: Legs : 100% polyamid exclusive of decoration.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue sheer lace top stockings 2

Sheer lace top stockings with woven bows and floral pattern. Ref.: 9021.

Material: Legs : 100% polyamid. Lace: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue stockings Dex

Sheer stockings. Sexy and alluring, you'll love the way this stockings add a touch of glamour

whether you're wearing them with sexy lingerie or a fun costume. Stretchy and seamless for

comfortable wear. Beautiful, breathable hosiery fabric. Invisible, barely there feel. Ultra-soft

woven material. Ref.: 1001.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Leg Avenue stockings satin bow

Sheer thigh highs with satin bow accent. Ref.: 1911.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Levante Stay-Up Agrifoglio 20

20 den hold-ups with innovative seamless garter, invisible toe.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

6.90 euros

Obsessive stockings S802

Stockings 20 den. Fine, mat and transparent.

Material: 84% polyamid, 16% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14 EUR

5.90 euros

Omero Stay-Up Superb 20

20 den satin sheer matte stay up with LYCRA® fiber, 13 cm high silicone band in precious and

sophisticated floral lace, sheer toe.

Material : 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16,30 EUR

6.90 euros

Omsa Stay-Up La Femme Fatale 20

Classic 20 den hold-ups with stripe on the back pyramid-shaped heel, micro fishnet pattern

and luxury lace top.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Omsa Stay-Up Retine 30

30 den fashion hold-up stockins with silicone top. Invisible toe.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

4.90 euros

Omsa Stay-Up Riddle

15 denier hold-up stockings with a very delicate lace pattern. 2 silicone bands. Invisible toes.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Oroblu Stay-Up Excellent

Sheer printed 15 den stay-up, with pattern in line with the most modern fashion trends.

Smooth top.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu Stay-Up Tricot

Mini fishnet stay-up stockings with a perfect wearability. 6 cm. border with 2 silicone stripes.

Micro-net stay-up with smooth and shiny lace band.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 14,95 EUR

6.90 euros

Oroblu Stockings Lycia 15

Sheer tights in 15 denier, with reinforced edge to be worn with suspenders. The leg is invisible

and opaque in appearance. The thigh band is elastic, comfortable and silicone-free inside. The

bare tip completes the look. The fingers, in fact, are veiled but visible. A care that makes the

Lycia 15 sock perfect for pointy shoes. Eliminates friction and lets you see the toes. Elegance

and seduction are the figures of an accessory that, with a retro taste, speaks of modernity.

Suitable for those looking for a valid alternative to tights and do not like to feel the hips area

too dressed. Naked toe. Fixed. 

Material : 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,95 EUR

5.90 euros

Osé Stay-Up Hillary

Luxory hold-ups with 12 cm of lace.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

7.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Stay-Up Cristal 30

30 denier hold ups with Lycra, matt, semi-opaque appearance. Silicon-lined band with a

geometric design in soft chenille.

Material : 79% polyamid, 21% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Stay-Up Oro 15

Sheer, silky-matte 15 den hold-ups. Geometric band with precious embroidering in soft

chenille.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10 EUR

6.90 euros

Philippe Matignon stockings Audacieuse 15

Sheer, silky mat stockings, 15 den. Precious high lace band.

Material : 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR
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5.90 euros

Pierre Mantoux over-knee Socks Leila

Over-knee socks 80 den. Polka dot design. Modern meets retro. Reinforced heel.

Material: 40% cotton, 40% acrylic, 15% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 28 EUR

6.90 euros

Robert Porier stockings mousse 20 den

20 den mousse stockings. Reinforced toe and heel.

Material : 100% polyamid.

5.90 euros

Silvia Grandi Stay-Up Top 15

Sheer 7 cm lace-top 15 den hold-ups. Elegance and femininity combined with a beautiful floral

lace. Reinforced toe, made with double covered Lycra yarn.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,96 EUR

6.90 euros

Trasparenze Stay-Up Rosy 20

Silky hold-ups 20 den. Double-covered, shaped, reinforced toe, lace top with floral design 8,0

cm.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Trasparenze stockings Sara 20

20 Denier. Matt Finsih. Solf Plain Top. Reinforced Toe.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

5.90 euros

Veneziana Stay-Up Mercedes 6

Lycra Hold-up stockings 8 den, semi-matt, ultra sheer siliconed 10 cm lace band.

Material: 88% Polyamide, 12% elastane.

6.90 euros

Veneziana Stay-Up Rete Grandi

Stay-up with large fishnet.

Material: 88% Polyamide, 12% elastane.
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6.90 euros

Veneziana Stockings Calze 15

Stockings for ladies, for a girdle, made of lycra 15 den, transparent, matt.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

4.90 euros

Veneziana Stockings Madlene

Gorgeous 20 den stockings that are meant to be shown off from top to bottom! There is a vine

with roses and leaves going up the leg like a back seam. Straight legs and lightly reinforced

toes.

Material : 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

6.90 euros

Well Stay-Up Bronzing Effect 17

17 denier stay-up. Impeccable outfit. It gives a natural tan to your legs and gives you a bare

skin feeling. Refined lace. The original pattern of its lace brings a final touch of refinement.

Double silicone band holds loosely. Stay-up ironed, easier to put on. Invisible toes. 

Material : polyamid, polyurethane.

4.90 euros

Well Stay-Up Voile 15

15 denier stay-up. Transparent. Refined lace. The lace brings a final touch of refinement.

Double silicone band holds loosely. Reinforced toes. 

Material : 100% polyamid.

4.90 euros

Wolford Stay-Up Day & Night 10 (vers. 2)

This sheer and transparent stay-up 10 den with an elaborately made lace band lends

seductive accents. The subtle shimmer flatters the legs, making these tights the perfect

addition on festive occasions. Stay-up band with decorative features: opaque-transparent,

matt-shiny, with a beautifully shaped wave design. Reinforced toe for greater wear.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

9.90 euros

Wolford Stockings Affaire 10 den

A seductive, silky sheen with a transparent look. Suspender stockings 10 den with a fine floral

lace band. Perfect to wear with all stocking belts from our Lingerie range. Excellent stretch and

a perfect fit, thanks to the use of double-wrapped elastane in each row. Reinforced toe for

greater wear. Ref: 21216.

Material : 89% polyamid, 11% elastane or 93% polyamid, 7% elastane or 87% polyamid, 13%
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elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 27 EUR

11.90 euros
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Knee-Highs, Socks

Chantal Thomass Half-hose Nouez-moi

Fancy half-hose.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

5.90 euros

Doré Doré Knee-highs Matité 20

Knee-high socks with smooth, silky look and an active toning effect. 20 den. Fine - mat -

Resistant for daily wear - Holds without marking thanks to wide, stretchy ribbed top with

anatomical cut, wider at the back than at the front. Graduated compression knit - Shaped -

Invisible reinforced toes (with run resist knit) ideal for summer shoes with anatomical cut to

ensure comfort.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 9,90 EUR

5.90 euros

Oroblu Knee-Highs Geo 8

Ultra sheer knee-high, very light and cool. Nude toe and comfortable, soft knee band. 8 den.

Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

3.90 euros

Oroblu Knee-highs Lycia 15

Summery and elegant: This very transparent stocking gives your outfit the final kick and fits

particularly well with the airy evening wear. Very foot-friendly: the reinforced tip.

Ultra-sheer knee-highs with elastane, excellent wearability and grip. High and soft wrist.

Ironed. 15 den.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 5,95 EUR

3.90 euros

Oroblu Knee-highs Roxie

Knee-highs with burnout pattern. Soft and comfortable cuff. 30 den.

Material: 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 5 EUR

3.90 euros

Oroblu Socks Geo 8

Very sheer and fresh socks, made with precious thin yarns. Invisible toe making it perfect to

be worn with sandals and open toe shoes. Soft and comfortable border. Formed. 8 den.
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Material: 86% polyamid, 14% elastane.

3.90 euros

Oroblu Socks Yvonne

Smooth-knitted cuffless socks made from light cotton with "raw cut" effect. Comfortable and

versatile, can also be worn folded down around the ankle. With heel.

Material: 67% cotton, 33% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,90 EUR

4.90 euros

Wolford Ankle Socks Berkeley

Ajouré ankle socks.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Ankle Socks Timaios

Ankle socks with contrasting stripes on a net background.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-highs Berkeley

Ajouré Knee-highs.

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-Highs Comeback

Knee-Highs ajouré check in Silky Soft. Simple et modern.

Material: 54% viscose, 34% polyamid, 10% silk, 2% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-highs Flower Waves

Filigree art deco elements adorn the legs of these unusual knee-highs. Floral, airy and light is

the effect the design has, and how you can wear them perfectly on warm summer days.
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Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-highs Frisco

Knee-highs 25 den (28 dtex).

Material: 87% polyamid, 13% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-highs Perfectly 30

Classic knee-highs with a subtle sheen for any occasion. The wide, comfortable top ensures

carefree wearing pleasure. 30 den.

Material: 88% polyamid, 12% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-highs Rebecca

French flair. Summer-fresh knee-highs in fine tulle-style net with a design of little dots. 20 den.

Material: 79% polyamid, 18% elastane, 3% polyester.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-Highs Subway

Knee-Highs classic pinstripe in dandy look 50 den (55 dtex).

Material: 82% polyamid, 13% polyester, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-Highs Twenties

Particular elegance: fine-net knee-highs, suited especially for open-toe shoes. They can be

combined in many ways, giving any outfit a playfully feminine tone. Very twenties. With a soft,

wide sewn-on band to prevent marks on the leg. Net all the way down to the toe - perfect for

open-toe shoes.

Material: 83% polyamid, 17% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19 EUR

6.90 euros
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Wolford Knee-highs Venezia Lace

Lace knee-highs.

Material: 99% polyamid, 1% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Knee-Highs Westport

Knee-Highs 30 den (33 dtex).

Material: 75% polyamid, 15% viscose, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR

6.90 euros

Wolford Socks Nautic Stripes

Fresh highlights for hot days. These light little socks 20 den (22 dtex) with an

opaque/transparent maritime stripe design perfectly augment every summery outfit.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR

6.90 euros
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Leggings/Privateers

Dim Silky Opaque Legging 80

Silky opaque legging pantacollant 80 den. Invisible seams. Pressed finish. Ref.: D1246.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Dim Silky Ultra Opaque Legging 180

Silky Ultra Opaque Legging Pantacollant 180 den. Ref.: D1269.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 11,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Doré Doré Legging Coloré 50

50 Denier look leggings. Opaque and Matte. Soft waistband. Cotton gusset.

Material : 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 13,90 EUR

7.90 euros

Falke Leggings Cotton Touch

3/4 leggings. Elegant fine and soft to the skin. Skin-friendly, finest cotton Fine, silky matt mesh

structure. Optimum fit through elastane. Comfortable wear feel through soft inturned welt and

flat seam.

Material: 50% polyamid, 45% cotton, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

6.90 euros

Gabriella Leggings Mamma 100

Comfortable 100 den leggings with special panties` part which gently supports abdomen part

from the bottom. Additional reinforcement on the back and anti-pressure belt provides comfort.

Softened with Aloe Vera extract.

Material : 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 7,30 EUR

4.90 euros

Gerbe Leggings Disco

Mat and opaque feetless 40 den tights. Extremely soft touch and microfiber for this essential
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accessory from the Autumn-Winter season. Ideal under a skirt or a dress for a pace terribly

tendency.

Material: 62% microfibre, 30% polyamid, 8% elastane.

6.90 euros

Gerbe Leggings Flash Back

Fishnet tights without feet.

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

5.90 euros

Kunert Leggings 7/8 Narrow Lace-Border

Perfection and harmony. Precious quality, finest creation, first-class style and fit - a

masterpiece of KUNERT. Leggings 7/8 opaque, with Lycra. Legs edged with narrow

lace-border. 

Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

6.90 euros

Kunert Leggings Desperate Housewives

Opaque; with elegant cheek and chain pattern above the top; with luxurious top.

Material: 94% Polyamide, 6% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22,50 EUR

7.90 euros

Kunert Leggings Nautical Striped

Perfection and harmony. Precious quality, finest creation, first-class style and fit - a

masterpiece of KUNERT. Leggings, matt, opaque, nautical horizontal striped panel on hem.

90 den.

Material: 76% polyamid, 14% elastane, 10% polypropylene.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 16 EUR

6.90 euros

Kunert Leggings Sequined Top

Perfection and harmony. Precious quality, finest creation, first-class style and fit - a

masterpiece of KUNERT. Leggings opaque, with glamorous, sequined top.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24 EUR

8.90 euros

Omsa Leggings Smooth

Seamless, ultra-opaque 200 den microfibre leggings. Plain-knit.

Material: 94% Polyamide, 6% elastane.
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SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 19,90 EUR

8.90 euros

Oroblu Leggings All Colors 120

Opaque leggings, in soft multifibre and elastane, made using Progress 3Dimension

technology. Particularly smooth, even knit. Flat seams, with cotton gusset. 120 den.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17,95 EUR

7.90 euros

Philippe Matignon corsaire Gala Panta Capri Léger

Plain leggings in light micromodal in with light micromodal made with seamless technology,

with no seams.

Material: 79% modal, 13% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 24,50 EUR

8.90 euros

Pierre Cardin Leggings Corte 80

Opaque velvet 80 den leggings in microfiber. Total nude look, flat stitching and crotch panel

cotton.

Material: 78% polyamid, 20% elastane, 2% cotton.

5.90 euros

Pierre Mantoux Leggings Pompidou

Legging soft tulle net. Sheer to waist. Ankle detail. High fashion.

Material: 75% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 28 EUR

12.90 euros

Trasparenze capri-pants Paphia

Shiny pantacollant with an elasticated waistband and a hemmed bottom.

Material: 80% polyamid, 20% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 31 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Leggings Cyrano

Fancy Legging. Opaque Pantacollant. Elegance. Perfect finish. By adding a touch of ruching

on the side of the lower leg these leggings have gotten a fashion upgrade. Soft and smooth

with comfortable flat seams and no gusset. 90 den.
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Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 18 EUR

7.90 euros

Trasparenze Leggings New York

Leggings 80 den appearance, vertical ruched stripe pattern. Elastic waistband for comfortable

fit. At the top of the thigh the pattern gives way to a plain boxer brief.

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15,90 EUR

6.90 euros

Veneziana Leggings Panta Corta

50 den Capri leggings in soft microfibre and Lycra, with comfortable softband with honeycomb

structure. All sheer parity, flat seams and cotton gusset.

Material: 86% polyamid, 11% elastane, 3% cotton.

5.90 euros

Veneziana Leggings Panta Daphne Lucido

Metallic tone 40 den leggings done in sime clear body work with wrinkled body design adorn

on ankle area.

Material: 86% polyamid, 11% elastane, 3% cotton.

7.90 euros

Veneziana Leggings Panta Morena

Leggings 60 den, nude top, with indentation retained by a chain of pearls, with gusset.

Material: 85% polyamid, 12% elastane, 3% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 12 EUR

7.90 euros

Veneziana Leggings Panta Velvet 200

200 denier Velvet leggings in soft, opaque microfiber. Soft belt. Cotton gusset at the crotch.

Soft and comfortable material. Low waist. Non-compressive cuff at the bottom of the calves. 

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 15 EUR

8.90 euros

Wolford Leggings Fine Vichy

The classic Vichy Check from the 1950s brought back to life in these modern leggings for the

summer. Light and breezy, and easy to mix and match. 20 den.
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Material: 90% polyamid, 10% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 35 EUR

9.90 euros

Wolford Leggings Velvet Capri

Sophisticated, feminine and a real all-rounder: there is almost no end to the combination

possibilities for this opaque, soft capri with a mat, even look. When it comes to dresses, skirts,

or even minis, it gives any outfit that particular nuance. Made from Velvet yarn for a soft,

luxurious feel. Excellent wear, thanks to the applied plating technique. Soft, comfortable

knitted waistband. 50 den or 66 den appearance.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

9.90 euros

Wolford Leggings Velvet Lace Capri

Taking the catwalk to the streets. Fashionable capri with transparent features, perfect for

mixing and matching with dresses, skirts and minis. 50 den.

Material: 89% polyamid, 11% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29 EUR

9.90 euros
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Dresses/Tops

Gatta Isabelle Tunigolf

Elegant tunic with ruffles. Made of soft yarn and breathable. Perfectly fits the shape of the

body. Tunic with long sleeves, elastic waist.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

22.90 euros

Gatta Lace Golf

Lace Golf from soft, sheer microfibre, without side seams. It Guarantees perfect comfort of use

and fits like the second skin.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

24.90 euros

Gatta Nord Tunic

Nord Golf from soft, sheer microfibre, without side seams. It guarantees perfect comfort of use

and fits like the second skin.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

19.90 euros

Gatta Wall Golf

Wall Golf from soft, sheer microfibre, without side seams. It guarantees perfect comfort of use

and fits like the second skin.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastan.

25.90 euros

Golden Lady Caraco

Soft microfibre camisole.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

9.90 euros

Golden Lady chemisette

Soft microfibre.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

9.90 euros

Golden Lady Miniabito Copacabana

Elastic tight dress.

Material : 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

11.90 euros
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Philippe Matignon Abito Secret

Bodycon dress with turtleneck and textured.

Material : 95% polyamid, 5% elastane.

28.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Maglia Corset

High-necked shirt with lace effect and a satin lace on the waist. Long sleeves wrinkled on the

shoulder.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 34 EUR

19.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Maglia Luxe

High-necked shirt with vintage lace effect pattern and long balloon sleeves.

Material: 49% Cupro, 48% polyamid, 3% elastane.

24.90 euros

Pierre Mantoux High Neck Top

Top with high neck and long sleeves. Features lace, leopard print design.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29,90 EUR

17.90 euros

Pierre Mantoux Scooped-neck Top

Women's comfort top with scooped-neck and long sleeves. Features lace, leopard print

design. Flattering scoop neck. Fine leopard print. Transluscent arms and back. Double

thickness front. Scalloped hem.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 29,90 EUR

17.90 euros

Pierre Mantoux Shirt

Long sleeved boat-neck shirt.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

14.90 euros

Pierre Mantoux Top Stephanie

Turtleneck glittery shirt. 3/4 sleeves.

Material : 47% viscose, 25% polyamid, 24% polyester, 4% elastane.
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19.90 euros

Sisi Dolcevita Tessuto Spigato

Fashion shirt. Turtleneck with shiny herringbone pattern and midnight blue vertical stripes.

Better breathability. Better softness. Less static electricity. New antibacterial treatment. based

on natural products.

Material: 88% polyamid, 8% polypropylene, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 25 EUR

14.90 euros

Sisi Maglia Scollo a V

Fashion shirt. Sweater with "V" neckline, central curl and on the cuffs. Better breathability.

Better softness. Less static electricity. New antibacterial treatment.

Material: 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 25 EUR

14.90 euros

Wolford Fatal Wool Dress

Give your imagination free rein: this plain, incredibly soft wool dress is extremely versatile.

Experiment with this seamlessly worked tube, which can be worn as a skirt or a top, and

achieve a completely new look every time you wear it. Gathered, folded or draped ?

depending on your mood and the desired look, this ingenious tube dress allows you to be as

creative as you like. 

Material : 58% virgin wool, 38% polyamid, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 179 EUR

79.90 euros

Wolford Longshirt Swimwear

The longshirt with its effective insert creates a charming neckline and an air of elegance for

the beach bar and promenade.

Material : 60% cotton, 18% polyamid, 18% polyester, 4% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 199 EUR

12.90 euros

Wolford pareo

Classic Pareo. Complements other items in the collection beautifully. Beach, pool, spa - what

summer wants is a Classic pareo! Wraps itself decoratively around any swimwear and is an

absolute must for a slightly more dressy sun look. Length : 37 x 45 inches approx.

Material : 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 62 EUR
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9.90 euros

Wolford Top Cruise

True style is never superficial. But in this light summer top it is decidedly feminine and young.

Material : 96% viscose, 4% polyester.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 139 EUR

19.90 euros
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T-shirts second skin

Gatta Golf Classic col roulé

"Golf Classic? from soft, sheer microfibre, without side seams. It guarantees perfect comfort of

use and fits like the second skin.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

14.90 euros

Gatta Polgolf col montant

"Polgolf? from soft, sheer microfibre, without side seams. It guarantees perfect comfort of use

and fits like the second skin.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

16.90 euros

Golden Lady High Neck t-shirt

Soft microfibre sleeveless high-neck shirt.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

12.90 euros

Golden Lady High Neck t-shirt 2

Soft microfibre sleeveless high-neck t-shirt.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

12.90 euros

Golden Lady polo-neck shirt

Long-sleeved polo-neck shirt.

Material: 93% polyamid, 7% elastane.

14.90 euros

Pompea Dolcevita

Seamless turtle neck long sleeve T-shirt, in Microfibre and elastane.

The new underwear by Pompea is a guarantee of freshness, hygiene and health. The

antibacterial, odour control action creates a natural defence against the developing of bacteria

and assures a long lasting feeling of cleanliness and wellness.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR

14.90 euros

Pompea Dolcevita Silver

Seamless turtle neck long sleeve T-shirt, in Microfibre and elastane.

The new underwear by Pompea is a guarantee of freshness, hygiene and health. The
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antibacterial, odour control action creates a natural defence against the developing of bacteria

and assures a long lasting feeling of cleanliness and wellness.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 17 EUR

12.90 euros

Pompea Lupetto Bea

Long-sleeve turtleneck with ribbing, made of soft microfibre, plain-coloured.

The new underwear by Pompea is a guarantee of freshness, hygiene and health. The

antibacterial, odour control action creates a natural defence against the developing of bacteria

and assures a long lasting feeling of cleanliness and wellness.

Material: 96% polyamid, 4% elastane.

11.90 euros

Pompea Lupetto Silver

Jewel neck top in soft Microfibre and elastane, long sleeves.

Silver of Pompea with silver ions, the new generation underwear, with antibacterial effect,

hypoallergenic anti-odor, for a new sensation of freshness and well-being. Seductive,

comfortable and light garments for the woman who lives her femininity

in complete freedom, safety and comfort. 

The new underwear by Pompea is made of an innovative silver ions yarn* which gives a

guarantee of freshness, hygiene and health The antibacterial, odour control action creates a

natural defence against the developing of bacteria and assures a long lasting feeling

of'cleanliness and wellness The silver ions yarn helps transpiration and gives the material

even more softness and wearability.  *Tested antibacterial efficacy.

Material: 91% polyamid, 9% elastane.

12.90 euros
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Bodies

Gerbe Body Cache-Coeur

Fashion body. Both sober and smart, body playing technical feature with a double-breasted

making in a crossover top style.

Material: 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

49.90 euros

Golden Lady Body polo-neck

Long-sleeved polo-neck body. Adjustable festener and hygienic cotton gusset.

Material : 84% modal, 11% polyamid, 5% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 22,50 EUR

12.90 euros

Philippe Matignon body Divin

Fashion body with bicoloured floral lace pattern, short sleeves and shirt neck.

Material: 53% polyester, 39% polyamid, 8% elastane.

22.90 euros

Pompea Body Basic Dolcevita

Microfibre turtleneck long sleeves body.

Material: 94% polyamid, 6% elastane.

16.90 euros

Power Flower body opaque

Body opaque, turtleneck, elastic. Adjustable closure at the crotch.

Material: 92% polyamid, 8% elastane.

14.90 euros

Sisi Body rib

Fashion body. Rib pattern.

Better breathability, Better softness, Less static electricity. new antibacterial treatment based

on natural products.

Material : 86% modal, 9% polyamid, 5% elastan.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 30 EUR

16.90 euros

Wolford Liza Bodysuit

Fashion body. Interesting interplay of opaque and transparent fabric to create an interesting
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look on the back.

Material : 91% polyamid, 8% elastan, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 190 EUR

69.90 euros

Wolford Pisa String Body

Everyday luxury: Seamless string body of extra soft viscose quality that feels really soft on the

skin. A generous, faced neckline and ¾ sleeves give it a pure and fresh look. Perfect for every

occasion and an indispensable basic.

Material : 74% modal, 22% polyamid, 4% elastan.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 150 EUR

69.90 euros

Wolford Rattle String Body

The snake rattles: This creative and extrovert seamless body string in classic snakeskin look

has a generous neckline. It can be combined in many ways and in particular with other rattle

elements from this season's collection to create subtly provocative accents.

Material : 57% modal, 38% polyamid, 5% elastan.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 195 EUR

69.90 euros
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Sexy Dresses

Jela London robe longue moulante côtelée

Long ribbed bodycon dress. Collar.

Material: 85% viscose, 15% elastane.

9.90 euros

Leg Avenue Tube Dress 2

Tube dress with asymmetrical shoulder and torso cut out detail.

Material: Body: 90% Polyester, 10% Elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 37,90 EUR

9.90 euros

Voyelles pull long

Long, tight sweater, high neck.

Material: 80% viscose, 17% nylon, 3% spandex.

16.90 euros

Voyelles X-Tina pull long

Long, tight pullover, high neck, sleeve opening for the thumb.

Material: 95% viscose, 5% elastane or 92% viscose, 8% elastane.

11.90 euros
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Bodystocking

Leg Avenue Bodystocking Fishnet round collar

Fishnet seamless open scrotch bodystocking. Round collar. Ref.: 8360.

Material: 100% polyamid.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 10,90 EUR

7.90 euros
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Second-hand clothes

Gerbe Body Romance

Cut and sewn lace body with long sleeves. Opaque and transparent neckline with floral lace

on a textured background.

SECOND-HAND CLOTHING

Material: 85% polyamid, 15% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 99,95 EUR

29.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Enigme

Floral turtleneck dress. Perfect for any occasion.

SECOND-HAND CLOTHING

Material: 97% polyamid, 3% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 40 EUR

24.90 euros

Philippe Matignon Maglia Luxe

High-necked shirt with vintage lace effect pattern and long balloon sleeves.

SECOND-HAND CLOTHING

Material: 49% Cupro, 48% polyamid, 3% elastane.

14.90 euros

Wolford Colorado Lax Fit String Body

A casual cut: The loosely-fitting top section and slim-fitting panty section featured on this string

body make it a new, fashionable and, most importantly, wonderfully comfortable fashion item.

The semitransparent roll neck featured on this body softly caresses the neck while the body

and arms are made from an ultra-soft material containing a high cotton content.

Close fit.

Seamless.

Oversized sleeves with an integrated Wolford logo.

Creates a number of refreshing styles.

SECOND-HAND CLOTHING

Material: 48% cotton, 46% nylon, 6% elastane. Collar: 87% polyamide, 13% elastane. Panty

part: 69% cotton, 22% polyamide, 9% elastane.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 195 EUR

64.90 euros
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Wolford Filia String Body

With this eve-catching string body all eyes are on your neckline - the transparent oattern of

roses around the neck sits like a necklace. Sophisticated and seductive.

SECOND-HAND CLOTHING (WITH BOX)

Material: 96% polyamid, 3% elastane, 1% cotton.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 195 EUR

64.90 euros

Wolford Rattle String Body

The snake rattles: This creative and extrovert seamless body string in classic snakeskin look

has a generous neckline. It can be combined in many ways and in particular with other rattle

elements from this season's collection to create subtly provocative accents.

SECOND-HAND CLOTHING

Material : 57% modal, 38% polyamid, 5% elastan.

SALE PRICE USUALLY FOUND : 195 EUR

69.90 euros
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